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Hospital Will
Take Ambulance
Service Dec. 31
17

Mow I

The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will accept the joint citycounty ambulance service at midnight
Dec. 31 although much of the equipment
may not be transferred or delivered to
the hospital until sometime in January,
according to Stuart Poston, administrator.
In the Thursday afternoon hospital
board meeting, Poston reported the
radio equipment may not be transferred from the Angels of Mercy
facility until after the New Years'
holiday. Angels of Mercy, a private
firm from Paducah, has the current
ambulance contract that expires Dec.
31.
Poston added the three ambulances
have been ordered for the hospital
service. One may arrive by during the
first week in January while the other
two probably will not arrive untik title
first of February, Poston said.
An Angels of Mercy official offered to
lease any number of his vehicles to the
hospital service on a 8400-a-month
basis, Poston added.
The Paducah firm's radio antenna,
located on top of Wells Hall on the
Murray State University campus, was
purchased by the hospital board for
8900.
Poston said the service staff will be
scheduled with 12-hour shifts seven
days every other week. He added one
position remains open.
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partly sunny
and hazy
Partly sunny and hazy this
afternoon, a little warmer. Highs
in the mid and upper 40s. Partly
cloudy and cool tonight, lows
around 30. Saturday, becoming
mostly cloudy with a slight
chance of rain late in the day.
Highs in the upper 40s to around
50. Northeasterly winds around
10 miles an hour will diminish to
light and variable tonight.
Chances
of
measurable
precipitation are 20 percent
Saturday.
A chance of rain Sunday. Partly
cloudy Monday and Tuesday.

Hospital controller Danny Watters
said estimated figures project the
ambulance service will cost 8169,000 to
run in 1980. The service presently is to
receive a $90,000 annual donation from
the city and county, with the city paying
40 percent and the county paying 60
percent.
In previous legislative action, the
Murray Common Council voted to
donate 836,000. The Calloway County
Fiscal Court approved to donate
$54,000.
It was not discussed by the board
members where additional funds for
the service, to be named the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Ambulance
Service, would come from.
Following several months of
discussion, the hospital board, in its
October meeting, voted to accept the
ambulance service.
Local funeral homes provided the
city and county ambulance service for
many years. However, on April, 11,
1973, the funeral homes turned down a
request to continue the local service
after a July, 1, 1973, contract deadline.
On June 14 of that same year, JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller and thenMayor Holmes Ellis signed a two-year
contract with the Angels of Mercy. That
contract, along with increases in
subsidy, has been extended since that
time.

READY FOR OCCUPATION — Calloway County Middle School will be ready
for occupation by county seventh and eighth grade youngsters on Wednesday,
Jan. 2. The building, which has approximately 60,000 square feet, contains 22
regular classrooms, a regulation hardwood floor gym which will seat 800 people
complete with two cross courts and six basketball goals, a commons area that

Approves Rezoning, City-County Cooperation Agreement

Council Enacts Two Ordinances
Two ordinances dealing with salaries
of municipal employees,one rezoning a
piece of property from professional
office to commercial use, and a
cooperation agreement between the
city and the county were among items
enacted by the Murray Common
Council Thursday.

Fire Marshal Lists
Changes To Be Made
In Murray Hospital
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
administrator Stuart Poston told the
hospital's board of commissioners
Thursday that a recent inspection had
uncovered deficiences in the new wing
at the hospital.
Poston said that the state fire marshal's office found items that need
correcting by Jan. 15 if the addition is to
be approved by the state.
The items listed include the lack of a
48-inch front door to the wing. It
currently has two 36-inch doors, Poston
said,adding that one of the doors will be
increased to 48 inches.
Sprinkler systems also need to be
installed in storage areas, Poston said.
He added the systems need to be put in
because of a 1965 fire code.
The emergency door, installed in
1962, needs to swing out instead of in
when opened, Poston said.
In other action, Poston reported there
has been no progress in the building
program since last Friday, due to the
Christmas holiday. He added work will
not resume until Jan. 2.
Poston told the board members all

Immigration proceedings have been
finalized for two orthopedic surgeons
from Montreal to come to Murray. He
added they are scheduled to arrive in
late January or early February.
The phystians are Dr. John Golbert
and R. Raymond Cherette.
The Montreal doctors have requested
the board purchase orthopedic
equipment totaling $101,000. The board
then authorized Poston to borrow
8200,000 from the bank for the equipment and to keep hospital finances in
the black. Poston said hospital occupancy has been down due to the
Christmas holiday.
The board approved an offer by the
Bank of Murray to install a 24-hour
teller machine in the hospital. Site of
the teller has not been determined.
Dr. William Wilson, hospital chief of
staff, said the Dr. Russ Howard will
assume the chief of staff duties in
January. Wilson added the medical
staff feels their representative to the
board needs to be elected for a threeyear term. Currently, the hospital
representative serves one year.

Highway Contractors Study Released

30 Percent Of Paved Primary
Roads In State Are Deficient
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Almost 30
percent of all paved primary roads in
the state are deficient by national
engineering standards, aceording to a
study sponsored by the Kentucky
Association of Highway Contractors.
The report released Thursday
estimates that such roads cost the
average motorist an additional 884 a
year in wasted fuel, excessive tire wear
and extra vehicle repairs.
The survey was drawn up by The
Road Information Program of
Washington, D. C., which handles
research sponsored by the highway
industry.
It recommended a 10-year program
to upgrade the 6,869 miles of affected
roads at an average estimated cost of
124.6 million annually.
The study was publicized at a time
when Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. and the
1980 Legislature are considering ways
of bolstering the financially ailing
Transportation Fund.
A governor's task force has
estimated 8300 million a year will be
needed in the next decade to maintain

all state roads adequately.
The road information study included
all paved primary roads, saying that
although they account for only onethird of Kentucky's nearly 70,000 miles
of public roads, they handle 88 percent
of the state's average daily traffic
volume.
Those 23,000 miles include primary
highways and streets which are under
state, county and municipal jurisdiction.
The road information group, known
as "TRIP," said the standard for
determining deficiency was developed
by the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials
and is wik:ely used.
By this yardstick, about 600 miles of
Kentucky's most heavily traveled
paved roads were rated poorcharacterized by extensive cracks, ruts
and breaks.
Another 6,067 miles of paved primary
roads were rated fair, which the report
*id also is considered substandard.
The road information organization
said its information was compiled from
highway tests and data from state and

will accommodate 250 people, library, a music room with two practice rooms,
storage area and office, two multipurpose rooms, a cafeteria with two serving
lines, two special education rooms, and a main office with a guidance office,
first aid room, workroom, teachers lounge, conference area and a principal's
office.
Staff Photo By Debbie N. Lee

federal agencies and fleet operators.
"The road tests established that
vehicles used more fuel when they had
to stop or slow down from the posted
speed to safely pass over deteriorated
sections of pavement," the report said.
"...Test vehicles operating on rough,
bumpy and broken pavement also used
extra fuel because of a loss of fraction
on the uneven road surface and because
of an uneven power flow through the
drive train as a result of excessive
vibration."
The study did not include increased
costs to drivers because of various
types of traffic congestion, nor did it
compute losses from accidents caused
by defective pavement.
The road information group said that
despite periodic uncertainties over
adequate supplies of gasoline and diesel
fuel, traffic volume in Kentucky is
expected to grow by as much as 40
percent in the next decade.
"Because of increased travel with
more efficient use of fuel, roads and
bridges are wearing out faster Clan
motor fuel taxes are being generated to
upgrade them at present tax levels,"
the report said.

Meeting in its final session of 1979, the
council approved on second and final
reading ordinances setting the salaries
of the city clerk, city attorney and city
treasurer and fixing salaries and job
classifications for other city workers.
The rezoning action dealt with a piece
of property at 703 Main St., adjacent to
and owned by Parker Ford. The
commercial zoning will permit the use
of the property in the firm's automobile
business.
The agreement between the council
and the fiscal court deals with jaws of
life rescue equipment that has been
furnished by the Murray Woman's
Club. The van currently being used by
the Murray Fire Department to
transport the equipment to wreck sites
in the county currently needs replacing.
The agreement stipulates that the
county will provide a new van and the
city will provide personnel and all
operational and maintenance costs for
the vehicle. The van will be manned by
Murray Fire Department personnel

and will continue to be available
throughout the county.
The council authorized the current
fire department van to be advertised
for sale and disposed of via sealed bids.
Also Thursday, the council discussed
the possibility of leasing city-owned
property on U. S. 641 N. to an oil
company which has proposed to build a
new gasoline service station on the site.
Mayor Melvin B. Henley advised the
council that Belcher Oil Company had
proposed to lease a portion of the
property for a new station and indicated that if a new station could be
build, an additional allocation of
gasoline for Calloway County would
stand a strong chance of winning
federal approval.
It was suggested that the city pursue
the matter by getting appraisals on the
property and that city attorney J.
William Phillips check into the
technicalities of such a lease. The
question was raised as to whether or not
the city should conduct such a lease

proposal on a bid basis giving anyone
who desired the opportunity to obtain
the lease.
City Planner Steve 7.ea announced
that the street department is trying to
"wind-up" its leaf pickup program and
asked that any residents who still have
leaves that need to be picked up to call
753-3790. '
It was also announced that the
Murray Transit System would begin
making runs again on Wednesday, Jan.
2, 1980.
The council authorized that a
resolution be drawn honoring L. D.
Miller for his many years of service as
director of the Municipal Housing
Authority. Miller was told by the
Municipal Housing Board earlier this
month that his contract would not be
renewed after Dec. 31. Miller has held
the post since 1958. The council will
meet at 5:15 p.m. Monday, Jan. 7, for a
swearing in ceremony to begin the new
year. The first regular meeting of the
panel will be Thursday, Jan. 10.

Tabriz Fighting Erupts; Iranian
Official Wants Hostage Spy Trials
By ALEXANDER G. HIGGINS
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Fighting
erupted in Tabriz, capital of the northwest Azerbaijan region, and members of the dissident Azari Turks'
political
party
wounded
one
Revolutionary Guardsman and took 10
other Khomeini men hostage, the official Pars news agency said today.
Meanwhile, the foreign minister
angrily demanded spy trials for the
U.S. hostages Iran is holding if America
pushes for U.N. sanctions against his
country. At least 10 of the captives were
reported rebelling against their captors, and there was no sign their jailers
would free any of them.
Pars, quoting the Revolutionary
Guard office in Tabriz, said the attack
began Thursday night when an
unidentified group set fire to a pavilion
set up for Friday prayers.
The guardsmen, chief security force
for revolutionary leader Aaytollah
Ruholiah Khomeini, pursued the
unidentified attackers past the
headquarters of the Moslem Peoples
Republican Party. Groups identified
only as "counter-revolutionaries" also
attacked and tried to set fire to banks
banks and newspaper offices in Tabriz,
Iran's fourth largest city, Pars said.
Pars reported the revolutionary
guardsmen said they had so far been
unable to negotiate release of the
hostage guards.
The patty is loyal to Ayatollah
Mohammed Kazem ShariatMadari,
Iran's second-ranking religious leader.
His followers clashed with guardsmen
in Tabriz earlier this month.
In Tehran, the embassy milltants
denied reports that seven hostages had
been transferred from the compound to
a maximum security jail. The official
Pars news agency also denied
distributing the report.
First word that Pars was carrying
the report came from the NBC-TV
correspondent in Tehran, who said
Pars got its information from the
French news agency, Agence France
Presse.
Foreign Minitter Sadegh Gbottrsadeki

told reporters Thursday night that the
United States has interpreted every
Iranian "good gesture as a sign of
weakness." He referred to Khomeini's
decision last Friday to allow three
American clergymen to have Christ
mas visits with the hostages and
President Carter's announcement that
America would seek U.N. sanctions
against Iran in a bid to pressure the
release of the captives.
Ghotbzadeh remained silent on the
Carter announcement until after the
three visiting clergymen left Iran
Thursday morning, but he wasslearly
angry when he gave his country's official reaction to the plan.
"All of a sudden we realize their
(America's) whole propaganda is
absolutely ridiculous," Ghotbzadeh
said. "Now they are going to the
Security Council just because they
know in January the composition of the
council will be different, and this is not
acceptable to us.
"If the United States continues to put
pressure on us...I don't see any
usefulness in having this grand jury. It
is better to have the normal trial of the
hostages," he said.
Ghotbzadeh has been pushing a
proposal to convene an international
"grand jury" to hear Iranian
grievances against the United States,
with the hostages appearing before it as
witnesses, but "not as the accused."
He put forward the plan after the
Shah of Iran left the United States for
sanctuary in Panama, a move he saw
as a victory for Iranian determination.
The Iranian militants who seized the
U.S. Embassy in Tehran Nov. 4 have
demanded the shah be returned for trial
or all the captives would be trfid as
spies.
Before they left Iran, the clergymen,
who met with 43 of the hostages, urged
conciliation on both sides to end the 55day-old U.S.-Iranian standoff.
The clergymen arrived inthe United
States Thursday night and said they
would relay messages from the
hostages to their families today. They
also planned to discuss the situation
with American an* Iranian officials in

Washington.
"We must find subtle enough overtures of good will to be signs of some
movement, without suggesting a give
away," the Rev. William Howard, a
Baptist from Princeton University, told
reporters in Tehran.
Howard was joined on the three-day
mission by the Revs. William Sloane
Coffin and Thomas Gumbleton. But it
was Howard who saw the largest
number of hostages — 21 — at the occupied embassy compound on
Christmas Day.
He told reporters 10 of the captives
were "clearly rebellious spirits," who
"said sort of snappy things to their
guards (and) let it be known their will
had not been broken.
"They•said things like 'What do these
guys (the militants) know?" Howard
said after his rare glimpse behind the
guarded embassy walls.
For example, he noted that the
militants barred their captives from
any political discussion with the
visitors, but "one guy said (to the
guards)'Can I ask a question about the
Rose Bowl, or is it too political for
you?"
Howard, who did not name any of the
hostages he saw,said five or six of them
"might have had teary eyes, some
signs of worry."
Gumbleton, the auxiliary Roman
Catholic bishop of Detroit, said the two
woman hostages, Katherine Koob and
Elizabeth Ann Swift" apparently were
being held in solitary confinement, but
were very strong.
When our meeting was over, the
woman walked back to their detention
areas singing carols, he recalled.
Tip militants at the embassy refused
to confirm or deny a report that the
Khomeini regime had "suggested"
three hostages of Mexican, Indian and
Portugese descent be released. Told of
the report, a spokesman for the
militants reacted angrily and said any
such information would have to come
from them.
There was no explanation for the
ethnic breakdown.
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Teen-Agers Give Views

Community Calendar
Saturday. Dec. 29
Al-A-Thon is scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Payillion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
farnilis and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229.

Monday,Dec. 31
Knights of Columbus New
Year's Party will be held from
8:30 p.m. until after midnight.
Couples of St. Leo's Parish or
friends of. parishoners are
invited. Tickets may be
secured from K of C members.

Square and round dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Woodnien of the World Hall.

Watch Night Service will be
held a t+IL p.m, at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church including special singing,a film,
and wessage by the Rev.
Charles Blair.

Sunday. Dec.30
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Sledd of
Stella have invited friends and
relatives to call at their home
during the afternoon in
celebration of their 35th
wedding anniversary.

VALENTINE,
RICHARD
side photo, presented the
program on -Broadway Beat"
at the recent meeting of the
Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. Mr.
Valentine, accompanied by
Joe Jackson, pianist, sang
selections from many past and
present Broadway hits. Ann
Uddberg, department
chairman, introduced new
members of the department.
pictured top, left to right.
back, Suzanne Johnson.
Marilyn
Cook.
Martha
Walker, Margaret Trevathan,
front, Mary Hocking and
Marietta O'Brien. Refreshments of persimmon pudding
and coffee were served by
Karen Bolls, Fransuelle Cole.
Ruth
Crouse.
Dorothy
l-versmeyer.and Jill O'Brien.

•••

Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Watkins of Hardin Route 1 will
be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Trevathan
Room, Bank of Marshall
County, Benton, from 2 to 4
p.m,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry F.
Sykes of Puryear. Tenn., will
celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary with an open
house at their home from 2to5
p.m.

Tuesday,Jan. 1
Group II of the First
Christian Church CWF will
meet at 2 p.m). at the church
library with Nell Robbins and
Hazel Wainscott as hostesses.
Lochie Hart will give the
program and Sarah Van
Meter will have the devotion.

Artichokes thrive in farm
lands that get shrouded in fog

Square and round dancing
for New Year's eve will be
held at the Woodmen of the
World Hall at 7 p.m.
New Year's Eve Dance for
members and their out of town
guests will be held from 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club with Vernon and
Billie.('ohoon as chairmen,
assisted by Messrs and
Mesdames Tommy Carroll,
Bill Fandrich, W. L. Polly,
Dlyde Adkins, Jerry Grogan,
Richard Knight, and Jim
Brannon.

API — outDENVER
standing teen-agers today are
more conservative than their
counterparts from the early
1970s and, more often than not,
want to be doctors or lawyers
when they grow up, a
nationwide survey shdws.
Rand McNally & Co. surveyed 50,000 high school
students included in "Who's
Who Among American High
School Students" for the 19781979 school year and found
that only 8 percent said they
smoked marijuana and 8

living
favored
percent
together before marriage.
In 1972, about 27 percent of
the "Who's Who" teen-agers
surveyed said they smoked
marijuana, and in 1971, about
47 percent said they supported
ph
CsR,Iiiabitation.
is year's crop of students
for
opted
iii
careers
professional fields when asked
what they wanted to do. Forgone percent said they wanted
to be doctors or lawyers, while
21 percent said they would
ad,
business
choose
ministration as their field.

HEALTH

ecu

Wants to stop laxatives
Lawrence E Lamb. M D

DEAR DR. LAMB — I must stamped, self-addressed enve- in the course of time you may
have what is called spastic lope for it. Send your request develop a regular reflex patcolon as I have been trying for to me, in care of this newspa- tern and be able to avoid
the past two years to get per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City being hooked on laxatives.
Your doctor may wish to give
away from laxatives with lit- Station, New York, NY 10019.
I'm also sending you The you an antispasmodic if your
tle results.
I'm 71 years old, in excel- Health Letter number 12-8, condition indicates any degree
lent health, swim a half a mile Laxatives, Enemas And of spasm as part of your probevery day, walk and bicycle Suppositories. You're very lem. Also some people benefit
wise to avoid taking chemical from stool softeners.
and occasionally jog.
DEAR DR. LAMB -- My
I drink at least 10 to 12 laxatives. The bulk laxative
Singles Unlimited will not
glasses of water a day and eat that you're taking doesn't 17-year-old blond daughter
meet tonight.
about a half a cup of raw bran present the same Problems. has a dark mustache I don't
from the health food store People do get hooked on the want her to start plucking it.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at each morning. I practically laxative habit.
Monday. Dec.31
What should she do? It
While you're training your detracts from her lovely
New Year's Eve Disco 7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, live on fruits and vegetables.
Dance will be held at the North Seventh and Olive eating all of the skins of not natural gastrocolic reflex, smile.
DEAR READER — She
only my own but also my rather than using a chemical
Streets, Murray.
Jaycee Building at 8 p.m.
laxative, you might resort to could bleach it. Very blond
husband's.
In spite of this, I will go for using a small tap water ene- facial hair is far less obvious
four or five days and then I ma every three days if need- than dark hair. She might also
begin to feel uncomfortable ed. It won't have the same see a dermatologist for some
and get headaches and then chemical effects you might recommendations about local
facilities for removal of
resort to a laxative. Oh yes, I get from a laxative.
Following this routine and unwanted hair
forgot to tell you tharin addition to bran. I drink water
Frances Drake
with a heaping teaspoon of
Metamucil three times a day.
1979
29,
DECEMBER
SATURDAY ,
FOR
Several years ago I had a
Some difficulty now in
barrium enema which showed
What kind of day will
no difficulty except diverticualong with others, but
tomorrow be? To find out what getting
la. We do a lot of traveling
day's end you're able to
the stars say, read the by
and in spite of carrying bran
forecast given for your birth surmount troubles. Be patient
and Metamucil on trips. I
and
loyal.
Sign.
have even more difficulty
GEMINI
with elimination. I would
9 appreciate any suggestions.
May 21 to June 20) 116
ARIES
A night at home may be just
DEAR READER — You're
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)T
doing most of the things that
A few financial problems what you need to cut down on
we usually suggest for people
now could be just what you inner tension. A slower pace
may make many problems with irritable or spastic colon
your
to
reorganize
need
of
one
The Messiah is just
problems. I caret see that adddisappear.
George Frederick Handers financial picture. Practicality CANCER
ing any additional bulk to
wins
out.
18 English oratorios, the
your diet, other than what
(June 21 to July 22)
rest of which are seldom TAURUS
you're already getting, will
in
annoyances
Some
petty
?
performed.
(Apr. 20 to May 20) IiirtICIi
really help a great deal.
the area of friendships may
You might benefit by
mean it's time for a serious attempting to train yourself
talk. Show others your sin- to have a regular habit. I'm
Except "Star Trek"
sending you The Health Letter
cerity and you'll succeed.
(menu changes weekly)
number 2-1, Irritable Or SpasLEO
7:20,9:30 + 2:00 Sat.. Sun
1July 23 to Aug. 221 1124g tic Colon And Constipation.
Too many irons in the fire There is a natural reflex that
could muddle career efforts. occurs after eating. It's called
the gastrocolic reflex. When
Clarify objectives and then the stomach is filled, there is
their a reflex for contractions of
work
towards
(12 and under)
realization.
the colon. By training and
VIRGO
developing this reflex, it helps
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
to promote regular elimination.
A change in plans could set
The natural reflex is disyou off course. Don't let noncussed in The Health Letter
essentials upset you. Minimize
I'm sending you. Other readdistractions for ultimate
ers who want this issue can
success.
send 75 cents with a long,
LIBRA
.n.nfo
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 —
Problems in the area of joint
finances could arise now.
Avoid arguments and put your
heads together to find
solutions.
SCORPIO
lOct. 23 to Nov. 21)
If you're getting on each
other's nerves, attending a
social function may be just
what you need to restore a
sense of well-being.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 340
You may have overlooked
something, and this interferes
with the completion of a task.
Don't berate yourself. Turn
your attention elsewhere.
ROBERT REDFORD
CAPRICORN
JANE FONDA
(Dec. 22 to.Jan. 191 Vi
Going out with someone new
THE ELECTRIC HORSEMAN
159
$
just to do something different
may not be the answer. The
Lnly
p.m.finds you mending fences
Now Wench, r ,as all of
with a loved one.
your salad favorites
AQUARIUS
served crisp. cold and
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
delicious Plus six
It's one of those days when
delectable dressings
you're
what
find
you can't
looking for. Then you make
Don't Forget—
the decision to get things
better organized.
*Late Show At 11:40PISCES
Adult Entertainment
.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) XC
Others seem out of synch
18 Or Over Only
with your mood. Con*Bargain Matineessequently, you feel misunSat. & Sun. At 2:00
derstood. However, relations
with others improve in the
*24-Hour Program Inf.
p.m.
753-3314
YOU BORN TODAY are
both idealistic and practical.
Attracted to public service,
you'd make an excellent
7:05,9:30
leader for a cause. Do not let a
+ 2:00 Sat., Sun.
need for material success
keep you from taking a chance
on your ideals. You can
succeed in art, music, film
writing, and acting. Though
interested in humanitarian
work and reform, at times you
can be aloof. Learn to understand the human equation
for your greatest success. You
SAW 10P4£
0 D
have leadership abilities and
effective
you
when
most
are
EIS ,1111111111111111111111111111PP
lose your self in service to
1111 Chestnut
your fellowman. Birthdate of:
William Gladstone, British
Murray
statesman; Jon Voight, actor;
and Mary Tyler Moore, actress.
4
0.1•••••••1

Your Individual
Horoscope

zi

SUNDAY
BUFFET

Gymnastics
New Classes
January
Lyndia Cochran
Dance Studio

-FIVE MEATS-SALAD BAR-SIX VEGETABLES-THREE DESSERTS-HOT DINNER ROLLSAND CORNBREAD-

Bargain Matinees Sat. & Sun. 2:00•All Seats'1"
7:25,9:20 + 2:00 Sat.,S

ADULT
CHILDREN

A JOURNEY THAT BEGINS
WHERE EVERYTHING ENDS

'3.95
'2.50

EOTAFEEINIIINI

INTRODUCING

neltic

SOP •
GARDEN FRESH

alad

All you can eat

THE BLACK HOLE.
Star,ng MAXIMILIAN'SCHELL, ANTHONY PERVAIS. POSER FORS TER
JOSEPH BOTTOMS and YVETTE MIMI(UX and RNE ST BORGN/NE
P.nduced by RON MILLER arecIed by GARY NELSON _Screenplay by
ROSEBROOK and GERRY DAY Story' by IFB ROSEBROOK and
BOB BARBA SH RtCHARO t ANDAL: Production Designed by
• TER ELLENSHAW Mow Composed and Conducted by JOHN BARRY
From WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS NI more MOM MIMIKlb
AnnA irre•••rcip••
Revd r•y
•••wyg
r 7975 Arm
,
v•rra bst••th.,
t*
*CVO

7:10,9:05

2:00 Sat., Sun.1

STEVE MARTIN

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE ISP

7:00, 9:25
+ 2:00 Sat.,Sun.

WILLIAM
SHATNER

Alk=

She gave...
And gave...
And gave.

LEONARD
NIMOY

BETTE MIDLER
ALAN BATES ai (
4 47
)

SrAR TREK. THE ROSE lit
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11 edding Vows To Be Reunion Held Fletcher Home; Young Married
Read Here Jan.
Couples Class, North Fork, Meets Morris Home
By Mrs. R.D. Key
Dec. 17, 1979
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Fare Margaret Fielder
and Howard Revues Jetty!!
The wedding of Faye Margaret Fielder and Howard
Reeves Jewell will be solemnized on Friday, Jan. 4,at 7 p.m.
at the Community Room of the North Branch of the Peoples
Bank, Murray. Her children—Sue, Jennie,and Eugene,invite
all their friends and relatives to attend the wedding. Robert
0. Miller will officiate.
Mrs. Fielder is the daughter of Mrs. Ada Smith and the late
Taylor C.Smith of Murray. Mr.Jewell is the eldest son of Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Jewell of Murray.
After the wedding the couple will reside in Salt Lake City,
Utah.

Mr. and Mrs. Adams
Married 60 Years
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Adams of Cunningham will celebrate
their 60th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Dec. 30, with a
reception at the Cunningham Gornmunity Building.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between.the
•
hours of I to 3 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Adams were married Jait. 1;1920, in Fulton
by S. A. McDade. Mrs. Adams, the former Dorsie Pierce, is
the daughter of the late Robert and Lillie Pierce of Arlington.
Mr. Adams is the son of the late Jessie and Laura Adams of
Bardwell.
Their children are Robert Adams of Cunningham, Mrs. Bill
Reidat Lawrence, Lee Stunmit, -Mo., and Eldon Adams,
deceased.
—Children who are the
Mr. and Mrs. Adams have seven grand
Rev. Ronnie Adams, Murray, Terry Adams, Trenton, Tenn.,
Bill and Mark Adams, Cunningham, and Shannon, Lori, and
Joel Lawrence,Lee Summit,Mo.
Great grandchildren are Chris and Lori Adams of Murray,
and Kindra and Shanna Adams of Trenton,Tenn.
SST'

,
Free For The Asking!
WRITE

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURS
io

Box 307, Murray, KY 42071

Seabury, Brigance
and Kupper, P.S.C.
Urology, Adult and Pediatric
announce the
relocation of their Office
to

220 Lone Oak, Road,
Paducah, Ky.
Effective January 2 1980

James C. Seabury Jr., MD
William H. Brigance, MD
Ronald M. Kopper, MD

new
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Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Fletcher attended the Fletcher
reunion held last Sunday at
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Fletcher.
Miss Marilyn Paschall spent
last week with Mrs. Carlie B.
Paschall.
Mrs. Berne Jenkins was
able to be at church Sunday
after several weeks' absence.
She was in for a check up with
her doctor on Monday.
The Rev. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr and son, Bryan, were
supper guests of the Glynn Orr
family Friday night.
Mrs. Carlie B. Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs. Otho
'
Clark on Sunday.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson visited Mr.
and Mrs. Maburn Key on
Sunday.
Donnie Paschall hurt his
back while working and will
have to be in bed several
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
Mrs. Cooper Jones visited
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins Saturday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. • Bennett
Fortune of Paducah and Mrs.
Ralph Gallimore visited Mr.
and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke on
Sunday afternoon.

ke Sujudas afternoon
Mrs. Sadie Bucy and Mr, Our, and Mr. and Mrs. Town
and liriouOit then a nice fruit
Veazil. Mr. and Mrs...
Ruby Owen visited Mrs. R.
RIPS d and others could not be plate f 1.1 III the Sinking Spring
Key Thursday afternoon.
Baptist Church.
Mrs. Terry Sills of Paduca, present.
Orr
Milford
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Mrs.
Dougla
and
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
visited
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on Gallnuore and Mr. and Mrs.
Vandyke Thursday.
visitors Ga)lon Morris visited Mrs.
Mr. and .,,Mrs. Charlt, Sunday. Afternoon
Cooper Jessie Paschall, Mrs. Bernice
Mrs.
and
Mr.
were
Markuz visaed Mrs. Beni,
Barney, and Louise Holley on
Jones.
night.
Jenkins Wednesday
Sunday.
Henry Jones Holley of
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morr
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Lewis
visited Mr. and Mrs. Dougla, Birmingham, Ala., is spenWest Memphis, Ark., and
of
ding the holidays with his
Vandyke Saturday afternoon
Miss Cindy Phelps of MurMrs.
Ruth
mother,
Holley.
The Young Married People,
freesboro, Tenn., visited the
Mrs. Jessie Paschall Rev. and Mrs. James Phelps
Sunday School Class of North
returned to her home over the weekend.
Fork Baptist Church held a
party at the home of Mr. and Saturday after staying several
Here's wishing the Murray
Mrs. Morris Jenkins o!, weeks with Mrs. Bertie Ledger & Times Staff and all
Jenkins until she got able to do the correspondents and
Saturday night. The teacher h
her work.
Mr. Jenkins and his assistant
readers a very happy holiday
is Carnol Boyd. Those present
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Paschall and a happy prosperous New
were the Rev. and Mrs
and Mrs. Clara Paschall Year. May 1980 be the best
Phelps, Mr. and Mrs. Rick', visited Mr.and 'Mrs. Douglas year ever.

Down Concord

Writer Remembers Christmases Of
Past With Large Family Gatherings
By Estelle Spiceland
Dec.26, 1979
Another year is ending.
leaving many scars, and
another year begins with
many problems.
As I watched on television
all the Christmas programs
with the many Santas, the
glittering Christmas trees.

THE ACES®

NORTH

"Walking on water wasn't
built in a day." -- Jack

1248-A

•1072
Q94
0AQ2
4.16 4 3

Kerouac.
By the same token, tough
contracts are not made by
taking losing finesses. Look
over today's layout for an
example of good play.
North-South were quite
aggressive in their bidding.
So much so that East-West
never did bid spades, thereby missing their ice-cold
game.
At four hearts. West led
the spade king. East signaled by dropping the queen
and declarer ruffed. Wondering why neither opponent
had bid, declarer concluded
that the diamond finesse
was bound to fail
Obviously. West had started with a good spade suit
and his failure to overcall
one spade clearly placed the
diamond king with East.
So instead of trying a losing finesse, declarer played
a diamond to dummy's ace
and a low one back. This
dropped East's king and the
diamond suit was ready to
run. But the hand was not
over yet.
Had declarer played for
trumps to be split, East's
discard on the second round
would have brought bad
news and made the hand
unmanageable.
Staking all on a 4-1 trump
break, declarer ruffed
East's spade return and
played only his ace of
trumps. dropping East's 10.
Next a diamond was led to
dummy's queen and, when
East failed to ruff, declarer
visualized the distribution.
After the diamond queen
held, declarer returned to
his hand with the ace of
clubs. A high diamond was
led, West ruffed and dummy
Finally,
overruffed.

IRA G CORN, JR

EAST
WEST
•A K 8 6 3
•Q.1954
J 86 3
•10
•.1 109
•K 7
.9
•K Q 1085
SOUTH
•- - •A K 7 5 2
•8 6 5 4 3
4A 7 2
Vulnerable: East-West.
Dealer: South. The bidding:
South
1
3.

West
Pass
Pass

Opening
spades

North
2V
4

East
Pass
All pass

lead: King

dummy's last spade was
ruffed with declarers
trump seven and declarer's
last diamond was led. Once
again, West ruffed and dummy overruffed, but declarer's remaining high trumps
gave him his tenth trick.

North
1•
2•

Without Dinner
Complete Package

ANSWER: Four spades Do
not bother to introduce the
club suit! Four spades is a
good gamble and there is no
reason to tell your opponents
about the clubs.
Send bridge questions to Tht”Wees
P0 Box 12383, Dallas, Texas 75225
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply

$19.50 Per coup:e

32.50 Per couple
44.50 Per couple
57.50 Per couple

Hear
Casche Creek Band
Live!

CA for your reservation today!!!
Phone 753-5986 Highway 641 South
SS.N

Wife Has HobbyCollects Garbage
DEAR ABBY: We need advice desperate!). We hate
dear young relative married a yearl whose house looks like
a disaster area.
Would it be wrong to ask if we could go in and clean it up
for her?
You never saw such a mess in all your life!
ABSOLUTELY ANONYMOUS
DEAR ABSOLUTELY: There's a wise old truism. "Give
a man a fish and he can eat for a day; teach him how to fish,
and he can eat for a lifetime."
Subtly offer your young relative a few tips from an "old
veteran" on how to make housekeeping easier. If she reacts
with appreciation, dig in and teach her. If she reacts with indignation — back off.
DEAR ABBY: In a recent column a Woman complained
that her husband was not allowed to play tennis on a certain
tennis court because he wasn't "properly attired.- He was
wearing regular street trousers and shirt. He was told he
had to wear white tennis shorts and white shirt.0
The wife asked if you knew ihe reason for this rule, and
you said you didn't know for sure, but it was probably
because white looks better and is cooler.
Well, I know the reason. White clothing does not show
perspiration they way colored clothing does, and tennis
players sweat a lot.
MARTHA POST:LAKELAND,FLA.
DEAR MARTHA: Your explanation sounds reasonable.
But read on for a few others:
I believe I read somewhere that the reason all tennis
players wear white is because it shows off their suntans.
TENNIS PRO IN WORCESTER,MASS.
Tennis players are required to wear white on the-courts
because if the players were permitted to wear colored
clothes, you'd have stripes, wild patterns in clashing colors.
and a mess of distracting designs. It might distract other
players, and would certainly look like the dickens to
spectators.
REASONED IT OUT IN YPSILANTI
Why do tennis players have to dress in white? Simple:
Because white is cooler. Don't ask me why, but it is a known
-arid proven fact. You'll notice that people who live in the
desert are always dressed in white for that reason.
COMMON SENSE FROM ORANGE.TEXAS
Tennis players must dress uniformly because it's the
democratic way. When they all wear the same, nobody looks
any richer or better dressed than his team players or opponents. And the color is white because most people look
better in white.
PETERSBURG. VA.
The official tennis outfit originated in England over 150
years ago. It was all white. Since that time,all tennis clothes
are uniformly white to carry on the tradition.
C.W.IN W.PALM BEACH,FLA.
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a minister who stands
outside a porno movie theater to see how many people he
knows go in?
JUST ASKINd
DEAR JUST: He's not very bright. Some of the people he
knows might see him standing there and think he just came
out.
Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your
chest. For a personal reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los
Angeles, Cal. 90069. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

+NOM

South
1•

(Includes. Round of Beef Buffet dinner served from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m., Party hats and favors.
glasses and ice, Live entertainment, Room for two at the Murray Holiday Inn, Morning after Break
fast)

(Mixers extra - available throughout
the party as well as an
assortment of cold saywiches.)

By Abigail Van Buren

SAVE EARLY ON
OUR JANUARY
CLEARANCE

South holds: 12-28-B
OQJ954
1110
•K 7
4K Q 1085

at the Holiday Inn - Murray, Ky.

Without Room

attack
heart
Bailey's
hospitalized him and put his
invalid wife in the Long Term
Care Unit of the MurrayCa noway County Hospital.
Deward Cook had heart
surgery in Nashville,Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs: Guy Lovins
visited Batten Lovins in the
Care Inn, Mayfield, where he
lies helpless since a bush hog
accident months ago.
So many others suffered
during the holidays that,
though alone, I -knew how to
appreciate being home.
Mrs. Etha Bailey could also
count the blessing of bein4
able to visit her brother, Ewini
Chrisnian,in Paris, Tenn.
Otis Lovins, after a family
gathering at his home, went to
Colorado Springs for the
holidays.
As I have been since Jan 4,
1979, almost a Rip Van Winkle
as to events, I cannot name all
celebrations.
But I could sympathize as I
saw the funeral procession for
Mr. Valdie Rowlett going to
New Concord Cemetery where
five or six new graves were
added, both in 1978 and 1979.
Such certainties should
awake all those who donated
toward the permanent upkeep
of that cemetery, that a
roadway was also donated by
Mrs. Ira Dean Bucy, and that
a road should be made and
that future care should be
assured for "The future will
soon be present. And the
present will soon be past."

Bid with Cons

Yea/4J Cue Party

Without Room or Dinner

of

and piles of elaborate gifts, I
was reminded of Ecclesiastes
1-2 where the preacher said,
"All is Vanity," and in 3-1,"To
everything there is a season."
How true.
There is the season of youth
when we long for possessions,
but when age creeps on and
health is gone, we may,as in 211 "look on the works our
hands have wrought and
behold that all was vanity and
vexation of spirit."
Christmas, alone, is far
different from Christmases
remembered for family
gatherings.
But the kindness of
thoughtful ones helps. An
unusual gift in these modern
tunes was fresh meat and
country sausage from Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Pat Wilson who still
kill hogs.
Mr. and Mrs. James Patterson brought cakes and
salad.
I was also grateful for a
piece of the cake baked for the
65th wedding anniversary of
the Dan McClures, though it
had to be served in the
hospital.
Many other remembrances
brightened gloomy days.
Maud Nance miraculously
came home for Christmas
after weeks in the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Mrs. Herman Lovins also
came home from a Lexington
hospital.
But others continued to
endure sadness. Loman

eak t bb-

DRASTIC REDUCTIONS!
Jr., Misses & Halfsize
daytime and Dressy
dresses. Reg to 3799

VHANDBAG SALE!
Vinyl and Canvas Handbags
Reg. up to 999
Vinyl and Canvas Handbags
V
Reg. up to 15"
Genuine Leather
•
Reg. 18" to 2299

399
599
1099

V INCREDIBLE LINGERIE SAVINGS!
Sleepwear, Nylon
& Brushed Reg.899
to 1599
Robes Long
& Short.

A

n

399 to 699

to 50% Off!

Better Nylon
Sleepwear
Reg.999 to 14"

699 to 899

Panty Sale Reg.4pr. 5"

4pr. 300

VSPORTSWEAR CLEARANCE!
. all sizes
Mix and match sportswear in
Pants!
Fashion
Skirts! Denim Jeans!
Sweaters! Shirts!
Now!899
Reg. to 24" . . . . .

1346

immor
VISA'
Isogssi

Central Shopping Center
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Looking Back
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the home of Ricky Rickman on
Murray Route 7 was destkroyed by fire
today about 5:30 a.m.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Opal
West McClain, 65, and Charles C.
Waggoner, 66.
Elected as new officers of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons for 1970 are Dee Lamb,Howard
McNeely, Jimmy D. Bell, Guthrie B
Churchill, Buel E. Stalls, the Rev. R. A.
Slinker, Donald W. Dugger, Dwain
McClard, James S. Tipton, Jerry
Bowen, Ila E. Douglas, and Joe Pat
Farley.
New officers elected for 1970 for
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and
Accepted Masons are Charlie Lassiter,
Charles Henry, Jerry Starks, Cecil
Taylor, Roy Ross, Pat Smith, Pat
Thweatt, Leon Duncan, Alvah
Galloway, John Grogan, Billy Nat
Galloway, and Gene Starks.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Gingles will be
honored on their 50th wedding an'Mit.ersary on Jan. 4 with a reception at
the Holiday Inn, Murray.

By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer

Washington Today

Carter And Kennedy
To Meet In Iowa
WASHINGTON (AP) — Campaign
strategists for President Carter and
Sen. Edward Kennedy are playing the
expectations game as they prepare for
the first political match of 1980 in Iowa.
The rules are simple: try to plant the
impression that victory in Iowa is
crucial for the other candidate, but not
for your man.
The first primary election is in late
February, but delegate selection begins
in earnest with Jan. 21 caucuses in
Iowa, where Carter and Kennedy are
scrapping for support.
• In verbal jousting, the Carter people
are attempting to portray an Iowa
victory as a "must" for Kennedy, but
not for Carter himself.
"Iowa is looming larger and larger
and is shaping up into a real dog fight,"
said a White House official who asked
anonymity. "The Kennedy people are
really going to roll the dice big. A loss
there would be devastating to them."
Robert Keefe, a political consultant
working for the CarterMondale
Campaign Committee, says Vice
President Walter F. Mondale reported
after a visit to Iowa that he found
"significant" Kennedy strength where
he had found none a few weeks earlier.
Kennedy and his staff say just the
opposite. Ask Kennedy about Iowa and
he says Carter "has to win."
"We're behind in Iowa," says the
senator's spokesman, Tom Southwick.
''It's catch-up ball as far as we're
concerned."
Such comments, on both sides, have
to be taken with skepticism; both sides
are hoping to damage the loser as much
as possible shoulci their man win, while
cutting the impact of their own possible
loss.
Despite such bad-mouthing, interviews in Washington and with
political figures in several states indicate Carter's own confidence, which
showed no signs of sagging during his
roller-coaster ride in public opinion
polls, is now reflected among campaign
insiders.
Ever since the Iranian crisis began
on Nov. 4, one close Carter aide says,

Sunday School
Lesson

•'People are seeing an aspect of this
president that has not been seen
before." His poll rating has improved,
just in time for the Iowa caucuses.
Iowa will also be important to
California Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.
While Kennedy and Carter are out
hunting for delegates, Brown hopes to
emerge as a serious contender, based
on his performance in the debate in Des
Moines on Jan. 7.
After Iowa, the next test Is in New
Hampshire, which all candidates
concede is Kennedy country.
After New Hampshire comes Florida,
where the state Democratic Party
organization, backing Carter, claims
the president could win 60 percent of the
primary election vote if the balloting
were held now.
The first major Carter-Kennedy test
will be March 18 in Illinois, a major
industrial state where neither candidate has an edge from the start.
From Illinois, the emphasis will shift
to a second tier of primary states, including New York and then Pennsylvania.
Those two states, and Illinois, will
elect approximately 600 delegates to
the convention. The winner will need
1,667 for the nomination.
By the time the votes are counted in
Pennsylvania on April 22, "things could
tend to tip a little," Keefe said.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
:unit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray I,edger &
Times, Box 32. Murray, Ky. 42071.

By H.C. Chiles

John The Baptist
John 1:19-34
John the Baptist was one of the
world's greatest characters. Of him
Christ, the greatest judge of men said:
"Among those that are born of women
there hath not risen a greater than John
the Baptist" (Matthew 11:11). Greater
tribute than this has never been
received by any man.
God chose, equipped, called, and
commissioned John the Baptist to
prepare the way for the coming
Messiah. In modern parlance he was
the advance man for Christ. He bore a
faithful witness to the eternal Christ
Who had shared the glory of the Father
before the creation of the universe. He
rejoiced in the privilege of proclaiming
the pre-existence and the preeminence
of Christ, the perfect revealer of the
Father. He gladly testified that Christ
was far above him and all others, and
that He always would be.
John the Baptist attracted great
crowds and stirred the people deeply
with his messages on sin, judgment,
repentance, and forgiveness. It was
inevitable that such positive and
powerful preaching as he did wouki
create an awareness of need on the part
of many listeners. In view of his
preaching, it is not strange that some
began to wonder if he were not the longexpected Messiah.
A deputation from Jerusalem has
sent to interview John the Baptist and
to ascertain whom he claimed to be.
When this deputation asked him if he
irere the Messiah, or Elijah, or the
prophet who had been promised, John
the Baptist quickly declared that he
was neither, but that he was only "the
voice of one crying in the wilderness,"
and that he was dedicated to the
glorious task of delivering God's
message to those who needed it so
much. With commendable humility he
acknowledged his insignificance in
contrast with the Messiah, the latchet
of whose shoes he was not worthy to
unloose.
After Christ had submitted to baptism at the hands of John the Baptist,
which was the culminating point in the
ministry of the forerunner, and had
been subjected to the temptations, He
returned to the place near the Jordan
River where John was preaching and
baptizing his converts therein. When he
saw Christ approaching, John the
Baptist said: "Behold the lamb of God,
which taketh away the sin of the
world," which was the first public
designation of Christ. Instead of
pointing to Grist as the great moral

example, and the great teacher of love
and holiness, John the Baptist
proclaimed Him as one who had come
into the world to be the great sacrifice
for sin. Only the Lamb of God can lift up
and bear away the guilt and penalty of
sin. Behold Him who is so lovely,
loving, and lovable! There is not
anything about Him except that which
is appealing and inspiring.
Surrender your all to Christ and give
Him your very best in faithful
obedience. Living and witnessing for
Christ will afford you the truest joy, the
greatest satisfaction, and the largest
usefulness. There is not anything you
can do with your life that will be as
satisf ying and rewarding as investing it
in the service of Christ, the Son of God
and the Saviour of men.

90 Years Aga

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband and I are
planning on visiting my husband's
parents in Europe. He hasn't seen them
in 20 years. While we are there, we
intend to spend two weeks traveling
through Europe, and from Europe we
are going directly to South America.
Can you give us some travel tips? I
don't know if you give advice on this
kind of subject matter, but we thought
we would ask anyway. — B.A.
International travel can be a rich and
rewarding experience, or it can be a
nightmare. A minimum of preparation
can help make your visit a trouble-free
and memorable one. The following
suggestions should be helpful,
especially to older citizens planning to
travel abroad.
1. Your passport should be applied for
early. Allow yourself plenty of time.
Also, you may need a visa. Check with
the embassy or consulate of the country
you intend to visit.
2. Leave an itinerary. Give your
friends, relatives and-or coworkers a
detailed travel schedule, including your
passport number.Should an emergency
at home develop, you can then be
reached.
3. Don't overprogram. Many
travelers make the mistake of trying to
see and do everything. Don't try to do

Bible Thought
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"And they sang a new song, s4ying,
Thou art worthy to take the book and
to open the seals thereof: for thou
wast slain and hast redeemed us to
God by thy blood out of every kindred and tongue, and people, and
nation." Revelation 5:9
So much of our singing is subjec•
live, the song of the redeemed saints
in heaven had only praise to Jesus
How worthy He is or our praises'

Contemporary Religious Thought

Are We Open?
By Fred Morton
Methodist Campus Minister
"They returned to their country by
another road..."
Matthew 2:12
For most of us this has been a
fulfilling if not down right filling
holiday season. We have celebrated
with friends and family. We have exchanged gifts and seasonal greetings.
And most all of us have eaten more than
we should. But pausing these few days
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too much by filling up every free
minute. Be sure to allow time for eyeglasses.
11. Pack medication and extra
relaxation and really enjoy your trip.
4. Learn a little about the countries eyeglasses in your hand luggage so it
you intend to visit. Take time to read up will be available in case the rest of your
luggage is lost.
before you go.
12. Respect the local laws and
5. Consider carefully the clothing you
customs. Remember your conplan to take. Travelers often pack much
stitutional rights as an American do not
more than they need and end up having
extend
to a foreign nation. If you violate
to contend with unnecessary and
the laws of the host country, you may be
burdensome extra baggage weight.
Wash and wear and permanent press subject to a fine or imprisonment.
13. Register with the nearest U.S.
clothing require minimum care.
Embassy
or consulate If you plan to be
Consider climate and seasonal conin one area for two weeks or more.
ditions.
14. Reconfirm your onward and-or
6. Don't take cash. Take a reasonable
return travel reservations upon arrival
amount of money with you, a little more
than you think you will need. But take at each stopover. International flights
generally require confirmation 72 hours
most of your money in traveler's
advance.
in
checks. When you arrive at your
15. Guard your passport Do not use
destination, convert only as much as
you need into local currency. Credit your passport for collateral or pack it in
cards can be used to eliminate carrying your luggage. If lost or stolen, immany checks. When cashing traveler's mediately notify the police and your
checks or converting currency, deal U.S. Embassy or consulate.
only with banks and approved currency
exchanges. It is a violation of law in
some countries to enter with excessive
amounts of the currency of that
country; check with your travel agent
or the embassy or consulate of each
country in advance. Most travel
agencies can provide addresses.
7. If you are injured or become
seriously ill, or if you encounter serious
problems of either legal or financial
nature, contact your nearest U.S.
Embassy.
8. Know if your own health insurance
will cover you abroad. Medicare will
not cover you, nor will Medicaid. Find
out what coverage is available to you.
9. If you take medication, be sure to
pack an ample supply in its original
container, along with a copy of the
doctor's prescription.
10. If possible, take an extra pair of

after Christmas we do well to ponder
what enduring effect this high holy day
has had on our lives. We recall the
original Wise men returned to their
country, but by another route. And so
should be the same for us if this has
been a truly spiritual celebration. If we
have met the Christ Child anew, then
our lives truly cannot remain unchanged or unaffected.
Perhaps in this glad season our joyful
mood has been tempered by the continuing crisis in Iran. And as we pray
for those held hostage, we are mindful
that while life for most of us is full and
comfortable, yet for many of God's
children elsewhere life ls bleak and
oppressive. Perhaps then our different
road back home from the holy days
Christmas is the route of continuing
concern for all who are in prison, for all
who are oppressed, for all who are
hungry and disadvantaged. That different route might be a determination
to simplify wasteful life styles that
squander non-renewal energy sources.
It could mean something quite concrete
such as identifying with someone who is
In need and being of real practical
assistance to that person. It could mean
contributing to worthwhile hunger
projects. The possibilities are endless.
The question is really, are we open to
the refreshing newness which God's
Pease gives us in this season.
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This was the year of the county elections w ith ex(
run
ning high, as well as the announcement by the Chamber of Commerce for the construction of a stock yards in Murray. A barrage
balloon site got under construction in nearby' Paris, Tenn., and demand upon all countians willing and able to work was stretched
to the maximum limit. Dr. A. D. Butterworth, commander of
the American Legion, made an urgent appeal for scrap aluminum
to be salvaged for the impending big moment.
Calloway County's nationally recognized pioneer surgeon, Dr.
Will Mason Jr., died at the 11.'illiam Mason Memorial Hospital where
he was chief surgeon and administrative director on Sunday', Nov. 22,
1941. Dr. Mason was credited with performing 40,000 operations
in his lifetime, building of two hospitals, a member of an effective
group in securing Murray as the site for the Stat
rmal School.
In addition he was a prominent sportsman engage 'in the owning
and training of trotter and pacer race horses.
After the disastrous air attack oh Pearl Harbor Dec. 7, 1941,
the United States declared war on japan and its allies, Germany
and Italy. The effect these declarations had upon Calloway County
people was tremendous. After the news of the Pearl Harbor disaster here that gloomy Sunday morning, folks stood around in small
groups, dumb-struck from the information stating the bulk of the
U. S. Pacific Fleet had been destroyed in the Hawaiian Islands.
Church ministers fcryantly prayed for the safety of all U. S. citizens,
with mounting fear California would soon be invaded by Japan.
The West Kentuckian, a weekly newspaper founded by Irby
Wyatt, sold to a Mr. McFarland who died soon ‘after assuming
ownership, was purchased at an auction sale by 0. J. Jennings.
Mr. Jenninss, after two years, sold to Mr. Van Winkle. Mr. Winkle
merged with the Ledger & Times which was under the majority
ownership of Mr. Percy Williams, a Paris, Tenn., editor, The consolidation occurred the middle of January, 1942, thus leaving two
weekly newspapers in the county. The Murray Democrat was
organized in the spring of 1941, with the former editor of the West
Kentuckian, Kerby Jennings, as editor.
To Be Contirsed

Funeral services were held here
today at the Max Churchill Funeral
Home for Joe Rowlett, 57, and his wife,
Mrs. Rowlett, 52, of Lockport, Ill., and
their granddaughter, Treva Beth
Pasioski, 4, of Lennox, ill., who were
killed Christmas day at the Wabash
Railroad Crossing near Lennox, Ill.
Other deaths reported include Mrs
Leon Trousdale, 77, and Ray Cable, 62.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Knight.
The family of J. D. Dill held its annual reunion on Dec. 27 at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
The College Cleaners announces in its
ad this week that men's suits will be
cleaned for 99 cents each.

.3041 ears
The state office of the Veterans
Administration announced today that
veterans of Kentucky will reap
$130,000,000 in returns from insurance
refunds and compensation increases.
Elected as officers of Murray Lodge
No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons for
1950 were A. G. Walton, Lester Nanny,
Ray Sullivan, Jr., Zelna Carter, W. E.
Clark, aeries Sparks, M. Holland, Jr.,
George Farmer, Joe H. Stewart, and
Aubrey Willoughby.
"Frank Lancaster still elated with
the crowd of young people that attended
the free movie on Christmas Eve at the
Varsity Theatre," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. D. T. Warren on Dec. 24, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Paschall on Dec.
24,a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Herndon
on Dec. 25, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
William Claud Hill on Dec. 25.
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Loyola of the South in a
basketball game at New Orleans, La.
Charlie tampley and Melvin DeWeese
were high scorers for Murray.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Dec: 22, the 362nd
day of 1979. There are three days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Dec. 28, 1869, WiWam Semple of
Mount Vernon, Ohio, was granted a
patent for chewing gum.
On this date:
In 1846, Iowa became the 29th state.
In 1968, Israeli commandorPaided
Beirut Airport, destroying 13 Arab
aircraft.
Ten years ago: Israeli warplanes
struck Arab targets along the Suez
Canal and in Jordan.
Five' years ago: Leftist guerrillas in
Nicaragua invaded a 'Christmas party
for the American ambassador and took
several prominent Nicaraguans
hostages. Three guards died in the
attack.
One year ago: Anti-Shah strikes
paralyzed Iran's economy, and oil
production dropped to zero.
Today' Birthday: Jazz pianist Earl
"Fatha" Hines is 74.
Thought For Today: 'Tis the mind
that makes the body rich — William
Shakespeare (1564-1616)
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and othet
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose' of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which Parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disserVice to our readers..
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer III a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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In Paducah Tilghman Invitational Bask

etball Tournament

Poor Shooting Leads To Tiger Loss

Quite often the best offense
is a good defense. But, as the
Murray High Tigers learned
Thursday night, good defense
cannotreplace good offense.

The Tigers, handcuffed by a
27.8 shooting percentage from
the floor, were ousted from the
Paducah
Tilghman
Invitational
Christmas

Basketball Tournament by
Mayfield 57-41.
It
wasn't until 3:27
remaining in the opening
period when Murray got on the
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By WILL GRIMSLEY
California 28,Ohio State 7.
Coach Bobby Bowden himself
AP Special Correspondent
This is the grandpappy of who said,"The fans expect us
LOS ANGELES (AP) — the bowl games, they say. It's
to win every game, but nobody
They say the customers got enough moss on it
to goes undefeated — and! mean
always write, but the betting carpet the Rain Forest.
It nobody."
fraternity is more impatient. matches the nation's No.
1
Bobby had to be thinking of
by defeating Laurel County 64- They use the
more expeditious team, Ohio State, against the that churning,
hip-swinging
59 in the Laurel County means.
No. 3, Southern Cal, and the thunderbolt named Billy Sims,
Invitational.
Ring, ring, ring, goes the national championship could the 1979
scoring champion and
Louisville Doss, 6-0, was telephone.
be hanging on the outcome — probably the No. 1 nugget in
idle, but collected the
"Where is that operative IX barring a ressurection in the pro
draft. Florida State
remaining vote and climbed fellow who picks
those college Tuscaloosa, Ala.
finished the season with great
from No.8 to No.5.
football games during the
From the beginning of the credentials but it didn't face
Sixth-ranked
Oldham season?" a resonant Dixie season,
the Trojans have an opponent as awesome as
County,7-0, also jumped three drawl comes
through the flaunted the best talent in the the Sooners.
notches after edging Fairview wires. "Haven'
t seen anything country, headed by the
COTTON BOWL: Houston
52-50.
on the bowl games."
nation's leading ball carrier, 19, Nebraksa 14.
Covington Holmes, 4-1,
Well, we weren't exactly Heisman Trophy winner
Quick as a snake's tongue
downed Covington Catholic 84- enthuse
d about a posLseason Charles White and ace and tough as
nails, the
72, but slipped one rung to No. encore.
quarterback Paul McDonald Cougars pull the day's major
8.
Ring, ring, ring, goes the and backed up by monstrous surpris
e, halting the CorAshland, 6-2, rebounded telephone.
lines that could do credit to the nhuskers' I.M. Hipp & Co. A
from back-to-back losses with
"Las Vegas calling," comes NFL.
predominantly Texas crowd
an 86-73 conquest of Phelps, a cryptic
voice. "How about
Ohio State's Art Schlichter will get delirious.
but fell from fifth to ninth.
those bowl picks? We're has the size (6-2 and 200
December 28
Frankfort was idle, but waiting
to put out the latest pounds), the nerve and the
GATOR BOWL: Michigan
improved one position to
line."
talent but, as a sophomore, 25, North Carolina 10.
round out the top 10 at 8-0.
"Oh, we don't pick the will find Trojans in his lap all
The Wolverines thought
Also idle was Louisville games
for gambling pur- day.
they would be headed for the
Central, 5-1, which advanced
poses," the caller was inSUGAR BOWL: Alabama Rose Bowl. The Tar Heels
from 14th to llth.
formed. "Didn't you know? 33, Arkansas 12.
must bear the brunt of
The bottom four teams all Gambli
ng is a vice. The picks
Chagrined over being Michigan frustrations.
were newcomers to this are
made purely for fun and bumped out of No. 1 place
December 29
week's ratings, including
shouldn't be taken too because of close squeaks
HALL OF FAME BOWL:
Bremen and a pair of seriousl
y."
against ISU and Auburn, the South Carolina 20, Missouri 17.
Louisville teams — Atherton
Bang,goes the receiver.
Crimson Tide will be loaded
The oddsmakers have it
and Trinity.
Ring, ring, ring, goes the for bear (Bear Bryant, that is, reversed. Don't
believe 'em.
No. 12 Atherton,8-2, bombed telepho
ne.
the grandfatherly man in the The Gamecocks are an unNorth Hardin 80-53 and
"Las Vegas calling again." checkered hat who is bearing derrated,opportu
nist team.
13thranked Trinity, 5-1, held says
the irritated party at the -down on Amos Alonzo Stagg's
December 31
off Jeffersontown 78-68.
other end. "We don't give a victory record.)
PEACH BOWL:Clemson 23,
Despite the loss to Atherton, hoot
about your personal
Lou Holtz is always quick Baylor 17.
North Hardin, 7-1, gained the morals.
Put on the guy who with the quip but humor will
Don't discount the fact that
final ranking.
picked .813 during the regular come slowly after his Clemson Coach Danny Ford
season."
Razorbacks are stampeded by learned his football at Bear
Okay, bud, you asked for it. a thundering herd bent on Bryant's knee.
But don't come around later regaining top place with
BLUEBONNET BOWL:
a
asking that we help save the cascade of touchdowns.
Purdue 17,Tennessee 10.
mortgage.
ORANGE
BOWL:
The Vols see double when
'January 1
Oklahoma 27, Florida State 7.
they look at Maarrkk HerrROSE BOWL: Southern
Remember it was Seminole mann.

Prep Basketball Poll
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Bremen played the role of
giant-killer in upsetting
Owensboro 77-76 and, in the
process, the Eagles gained a
berth
in
this
week's
Associated Press boys high
school basketball poll.
The loss, Owensboro's first
in seven games, dropped the
Red Devils from No. 3 to No. 7
in the poll by sportswriters
and broadcasters. Bremen, 92, was ranked 14th.
Louisville Ballard received
16 first-place votes to retain its
No. 1 ranking, although the
Bears suffered their first loss
of the season, 66-57 to Macon,
Ga., Northeast in the,Macon
Invitational Tournament.
Ballard, 7-1, rebounded with.
a 67-59 victory over Macon St.
John's.
Warren East, 6-0, crushed
archrival Bowling Green 61-43
and collected three votes to
remain at No.2.
Louisville Moore moved up
one place at 7-1 after routing
defending state champion
Lexington Lafa te 88-74 in
the
F ye te
County
Invitational Tournament.
Lexington Bryan Station, 100, moved from sixth to fourth

For Film Developing At Reasonable Prices, Fast
Services, And Good Quality; Take Your Film To Any
Nuck's Convenience Food Store.
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Victory Over Florida In
Tourney Finals Extends
Dolphin Streak To Nine
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sporta.Writer
So far this season,, the
Jacksonville Dolphins are a
school of flying fish.
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the Christmas layover led to 21. Mayfield connect
ed on 20 of
his squad's stale offensive 45 floor attempt
s for 44.5
performance. "Mayfield has percent.
been off as long as we have,"
The Tigers will be idle until
he said.
Jan. 4 when they travel to
"We're in a shooting slump Fulton County.
and we just cannot score. It
In other opening round
has to be discouraging to them games, Lone Oak
edged
( the players).
Marshall County 63-62,
"There's nothing specific to Carlisle County slipped
past
work on," Miller added. Heath 52-51 and
host Paducah
"We've have to work the ball Tilghman downed
Livingston
around more. We need some County 66-58.
hard work and some luck."
In tonight's semi-final
The game was the first round, Lone Oak
will play
meeting of the year for Carlisle Co"
at 7 p.m.
Murray
and
Mayfield. Mayfield and Paducah TilghHowever, the teams are man will square off 30
minutes
scheduled to play twice during after the opening game
ends.
the regular season.
The finals will be played at
Miller said he anticipates 7:30 p.m.Saturday.
making no major changes in
his club for the next Mayfield
MURRAY 141)— Bobby
clash Jan. 11 at Murray High.
Daniel 10, Howie Crittenden
Forward Bobby Daniel and 10, Robin Roberts
8, Nick
guard Howie Crittenden paced Swift 5, Greg Latto
4, Todd
Murray in scoring with 10 Bradshaw 4, David McMille
n0
points each. The Tigers hit 17
MAYFIELD 057)— George
of 61 floor shots for the night.
Williams 23, Wes Mills 21,
The Cardinals George BlaMe Wastell 2, Chris Pyle
2,
Williams took the game's Andy Beale 2, Jon Redd
1,Jeff
scoring honors with 23. Flood 0, Joe Prince 0,
Despite pressure from Mayfield Joe Prince,
Jessie
MurTeammate Wes Mills added Moss 0, Mark Wiman 0
ray's Nick Swift goes up for two points. Swift
totalled 5
points in the Tigers' 57-41 loss to the Cardinals.

Southern Cal, Alabama
Picked To Be Big Winners
Giant-Killer Bremen
As Bowls Ready To Start
Earns Spot In Boys

:rl

et

scoreboard against the
Cardinals, who held the lead
throughout the game.
"The ball just wouldn't fal!
And our shot selection wasn't
what it should have been.
Tiger Coach Cary Miller said
following the opening-round
game.
"We just couldn't put the
ball in the hoop and that's the
name of the game," David
Gallagher, assistant coach.
added.
Down 16-8 at the end of the
first quarter, Murray came
back in the second but could
get no closer than three points
Mayfield's advantage stayed
at three as the teams went into
the lockerrooms.
However,the Cardinals,last
year's tourney champs, built
up leads of 10 and II points in
the third quarter and the
Tigers suffered their fourth
loss in nine outings.
"We were within striking
distance a few times but
something happened," Miller
said."But it is still a long time
until March."
Miller added he did not think

Murray High basketball coach Cary Miller discuss
es strategy with his squad
during Thursday night's loss to Mayfield in the the
Paducah Tilghman Christmas
Tournament
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Corner of
Glendale & Whitnell
(Behind Big John's)

Off to their best start since
the great Artis Gilmore team
of 1970, the undefeated
Dolphins won their ninth game
of the year with a 61-55 victory
Thursday night over Florida
in the finals of the Gator Bowl
basketball tournament.
"That's a darn good
basketball team," said
Florida Coach John Lotz of
Jacksonville.
The Dolphins were led by a
familiar figure, James Ray,
who scored 18 points and
grabbed 12 rebounds. Maurice

Rouhlac
helped
the
Jacksonville cause with eight
secondhalf points.
"Maurice played his best
game tonight," Locke said. "I
had a feeling he would come
through tonight and he did."
In an earlier consolation
game, Ron Falenschek hit two
free throws with one second
left to give Iowa State a 56-55
victory over William and
Mary.
Elsewhere in college
basketball, Chad Kinch and
Donnie Koonce ignited a
second-half rally and lifted
North CarolinaCharlotte to a
69-64 victory over Oregon in
the Far West Classic in
Portland, Ore. John Campbell
scored 17 points, including
four slam dunks, as Clsmson

defeated Texas Tech 79-68 in
another first-round game.
Oregon State and Brigham
Young won opening-round
games in the tournament
Wednesday night. '
Jerry Shoecraft sank two
free throws with three seconds
to go in overtime to give
Nebraska an 83-82 victory
over Wisconsin in the opening
of the 16th Rainbow .Classic in
Honolulu.
Bo Overton sccored 16
points to lead Oklahoma past
Western Michigan 72-80 in a
first-round game of the AllCollege tourney in Oklahoma
City. Anthony Johnson's 12
mints led Wyoming past St.
Francis, N.Y. 59-52 in the
other half of Thursday night's
doubleheader.

Gni/Lenience

STORES
FAST SERVICE - CLEAN STORES
OPEN 6 A.M. rim P.M.
OPEN 365 Days
Corner of
Glendale & Whitnell
(Behind Big John's)
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
.MMINIMM

Pro Cage
Standings

College Cage
Results
EAST
Illdiana St 72. Baltimore 50
LIU 64. Towson St 55. OT
St Peter's 47. Fairleigh thclunsunTeaneck 44
Seton Hall 84. Florida Southern 70
MIDWEST
Oklahoma 72. W Michigan 60
Oklahoma St 92. Arkansas Tech 731
S Illinois 99. Winona St 79
SOUTH WEST
Texas 65,San Francisco 61
FAR WEST
Arizona St 85, Arizona 78
Humboldt St 81, NW Christian 62
Long Beach St 89. Colorado 72
N Arizona 96. LI of San Diego 81
Pacific 87. Portland 75
Pepperdine 96, Kansas 89
Seattle 1036. Cal St -Los Angeles 76
USIU 83. Yale 79
Utah 83, Santa Clara 80
TOURNAMENTS
AU-Amencaa City Classic
First Round
Vi y oming 59, St Francis. N V.52
Far Nest Classic
First Round
North Carolina-Charlotte 69. Oregon 64
Gator Bowl Classic
Championship
Jacksonville 61. Florida 55
• Consolatiou
Iowa St 50, William & Mary 55
North Central Coalerenceqc
Holiday Tourney
First Round
Nebraska-Omaha 88. N Dakota 75
S.D. State 81. N Colorado 72
Plait Christmas Tourney
First Round
York 73, New York Poly 68
Ramapo M.Pratt 44
Rainbow Classic
First Round
Nebraska 83. Wisconsin 82, OT
Senior Bowl Classic
First Round
Alcorn St 82. Miss St 75

NFL Playoffs
At A Glance
First Round
Sunday. Dec.23 Games
National Conference
Philadelphia 27, Chicago 17
American Conference
Houston 13, Denver 7
Second Round
Saturday. Dec. n
National Conference
Philadelphia at Tampa Bay
American Conference
Houston at San Diego
Sunday. Dec. 301
American Conference
Miami at Pittsburgh
National Conference
Los Angeles at Dallas
Sunda). Jan.6
AFC Championship. site, teams and
time to be determined
NFC Championship. site, teams and
time to be determined
Sunday.Jan.61
Super Bowl XIV
At Pasadena, Calif.
AFC-NFC Championship Game In

Transactions
BASEBALL
American League
MILWAUKEE BREWERS - Signed
Diet Sun Park, pitcher. and Brad
DeKraai.infielder.
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
DETROIT PISTONS - Placed Bob
Lamer, center, on the injured reserve
list. Activated Greg Keiser, forward.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
BALTIMORE COLTS - Fired Ted
Marchibroda. head coach.
Canadian Football League
TORONTO ARGONAL'TS - Released
Forrest Gregg. head coach,from the last
two years of his contract.
HOCKEY

National Hockey League
HARTFORD WHALERS - Traded
Bob Stephenson. forward, to the Toronto
Maple Leafs for Pat Boutette,forward.
COLLEGE
UNION COLLEGE - Named Joseph
Wirth head football coach.
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY Suspended Sam Boyne, center, and Dirk
Minniefield. guard.for Saturday's game
against Vtre Dame
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Emitters CIOICKIIKV
Miami. Divides
II
L
Pet,
Boston
X
I
771
Ptuladelphoi
27 10
730
15 11
455
Washington
New York
447
17 21
New Jersey
14 23
378
Comsat COMM=
Atlanta
24 15
615
San Antonio
III 19
416
Cleveland
474
IS 20
PMdians
17 II
172
Houston
16 30
.444
Detroit
9 X
243
Western Csafereace
Midered Divon
Kansas City
n a .579
Milwaukee
.571
30 16
Denver
14 24
.3811
Chicago
12 24
.303
Utah
10 27
.180
Mein
-Seattle25 11
.6111
Los Angeles
11 13
.617
Phoenix
25 13
.468
Portland
30 19
.513
475
San Diego
It 21
Golden State
324
12 25
ifbarsday's Gaines
Atlanta 112, Houston 110
Waatungton 117, Milwaukee 106
Cleveland 125, New York 110
Philadelphia 118. San Antoruo 114
Los Angeles 124, Utah 116
Boston 118, San Diego 77
Frklay's Games
beaver at Detroit
Indiana at New Jersey
New York at Chicago
Kansas City at Phoenix
Boston at Los Angeles
Portland at Seattle
Saturday's GLIM
Detroit at Atlanta
Denver at Cleveland
Utah at Indiana
Milwaukee at New YorktSon Diego at Washington
Kansas City at San Antonio
Philadelphia at Houston
Boston at Golden State
Soday's Games
Utah at Milwaukee
Phoenix at Los Angeles
Seattle at Portland

Pro Hockey
Standings
GB

114s
12
14vs

5
54s
14

9
114

1

11%
131-s

Campbell Conference
Patrick Divide'
T Pia C.
GA
Philadelphia
1 10
Si 145 111
NY Rangers
14 13 5
37 137 133
Atlanta
14 13 4
23)13 118
NY Islanders
13 14 6
32 117 117
Washington
8 23 5
21 142 125
Smythe Divides
Chicago
11 12 12
34 N IN
Vancouver
13 IS 7
33 113 113
St Louis
12 11 1
30 104 127
Winnipeg
12 19 4
28 96 133
11 X 3
Colorado
25 114 132
Edmonton
73 114 116
1 II 7
Waits Conieream
Adams Divides
Buffalo
24 9 3
51 IX 91
Boston
20 9 5
41130 16
Minnesota
17 8 7
411* 151
Toronto
15 111 4
34 in 133
Quebec
3.3110 111
14 16 5
Norris Masks§
17 14 S
Montreal
40 136 122
Los Angeles
16 12 6
X 146 133
Pittsburgh
30113 111
12 10 11
10 16 7
Detroit
27 161 117
Hartford
9 13 9
27 111 113
71mrsday's Gomm
St. Louis 3. Detroit 2
Central Had Army 5, NY Rangers 2,
exhibition
New York Islanders 7, Montreal 3
Buffalo S. Toronto 3
Colorado 4, Minnesota 3
Les Angeles 3, Quebec 0
Fridey's Games
Chicago so Washington
Pittsburgh at Atlanta
Philadelphia at Winnipeg
Edmonton at Vancouver
Saturday's Game@
Central Red Army at NY Islanders, eshitation
Buffalo at Montreal
Atlanta at Pittsburgh
Winnipeg at Toronto
Hartford at St.Louis
Philadeldua at Colorado
Minnesota at Los Angeles
Quebec at Vancouver
Sunday's Games
New York Islanders at Detroit
Washington at New York Rangers
Boston at Chicago
Quebec at Edmonton

Anderson Leaving, Suspension Of Two Freshmen

Hall Feels Recent Actions Can Unify Team
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API Kentucky basketball Coach
Joe Hall says his suspension of
two star freshmen and the
departure of sophomore
Dwight
guard
starting
Anderson could unify his
young team.
"Normally, an action like
this will bring a team together
and they will feel like any
existing problems that they
have had have been aired and.
dealt with," Hall said in a
news conference called
Thursday to announce the
suspensions.
"In occasions like this, we
just call on the remaining
players to give a little extra
effort. If that's not enough, we

The Houston Oilers are still
knocking them down left and
right...only it's their own team
that's being knocked down.
Already hurt by three key
injuries, the Oilers suffered
another blow Thursday when
running back Rob Carpenter
tripped over a blocking
dummy, sprained his ankle
and
was reported as
"questionable" for Saturday's
National Football League
playoff game against San
Diego.
Carpenter's mishap came
on top of injuries to running
star Earl Campbell, quarterback Dan Pastorini and
receiver Ken Burrrough in
last week's 13-7 victory over
Denver. All three players are
doubtful starters with groin
strains.
Carpenter's injury left only
three healthy running backs
on the Oilers' depth chart:
starting fullback Tim Wilson
and
little-used
Ronnie
Coleman and Boobie Clark.
By
comparison,
the
Chargers are relatively
healthy for the second-round
American Conference test at
San Diego, one of four NFL
playoff games scheduled for
this weekend. In a National
Conference game Saturday,
it's Philadelphia at Tampa
Bay.
Two more games will be
played on Sunday - Miami at
Pittsburgh in the AFC and Los
Angeles at Dallas in the NFC.
Both
Houston
and
Philadelphia won wild-card
games last week. The winners
this weekend advance to the
conference championship
games scheduled for Sunday,

Jan. 6. The Super Bowl,
matching the conference
winners, will' be played in
Pasadena, Calif., on Sunday,
Jan.20.
Owing to their recent streak
of injuries, the Oilers are
seven-point underdogs to the
highpowered Chargers, the
AFC West champions led by
quarterback Dan Fouts. The
Chargers' receiving corps is a
bit under the weather, with
John Jefferson and Charley
Joiner both nursing minor
injuries. Both are listed as
probable starters, though
running back Mike Thomas
may miss the game because of
the flu.
Philadelphia has been installed as a four-point favorite
over Tampa Bay. Bucs
quarterback Doug Williams
sees the game as a tossup.
-We have Ricky Bell, they
have Wilbert Montgomery,"
he said. "They have a good
tight end, like we do. They
have a good defense, a good
three-man
front
and
linebackers who are strong
and quick, like ours, plus a
strong secondary."
The
Philadelphia-Tampa
Bay game renews a coaching
rivalry between the Eagles'
Dick Vermeil and the Bucs'
John McKay. They previously
met when Vermeil was
coaching at UCLA and McKay
at Southern Cal.
Pittsburgh is. a 942-point
choice over Miami and Dallas
is favored by eight over Los
Angeles in Sunday's games.
Dallas beat Los Angeles 28-0
in the NFC title game last
year. The Cowboys also routed
the Rams 37-7 in 1975 and
bumped them out of the
playoffs with a 27-16 victory in
1973.

EXPANDING

Discount
Mufflers
from

10%'•20%
Off
On Exhairsi
Parts
•Free
Inspection'

•

egPm
A.Shsen.d Mob Ifenifer CoMer

BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868

Cavaliers 125, Kniclus 110
Mike Mitchell poured in 34
points, 12 in a pivotal thirdquarter rally, to spark
Cleveland over New York.
Campy Russell added 24
points and Randy Smith 23 for
the Cavaliers, who have won
13 of their last 14 home gimes.

rat

losses of Anderson. Kw,lc and
Minniefield

greatl

depict,.

that strength for Saturd,.0 •
game, but Hall said his art

Three years ago, Hall cited
violations
III
training
suspending starters Mike
Phillips, Truman Claytor and
Jay Shidler from UK's annual
invitational tournament. The
Wildcats, unbeaten and thirdranked at the time, were upset
by Utah in the title game.

u

10-1

start, thanks in
part to bench strength. The
to a

III

was irreversible.
"It is not a tough decision In
discipline.

creates

It

touph

problems sometimes, but

it

still has to be dealt with," Hall
said. "The decision itself Inas
only

obvious. The
have

is

those

regret

I

players that

were not involved in the in-

Kentucky eventually lost to
North Carolina in the NCAA
East Regional finals and Hall
said later his team never
regained its tenacity after the

fractions are being penalized

somewhat by
services

of

not having th,
these

playet -

against Notre Dame, but th, •
widerstand this."

2 Days Only!
Friday & Saturday, Dec. 28 & 29
This is only a partial list of items included in our sale
kV

•

(
4

V

•

0

Nike Shoes
Adidias Warmups
Tiger or Laker School Jackets
Tennis Ouffits
v Footballs, Basketballs, Soccer Balls
Hooded Sweat Tops & Pants
Exercise Bikes - 3 Styles
v Tennis and Racquetball Rackets

Item

(Head,Wilson, Dunlop,Prince

v Jerseys, T-Shirts, Nylon & Satin
Jackets
Sizes-Youth 6-18, Adult XS thru XL
Select from the largest inventory of athletic shoes
in this area...Nike, Puma, Converse, Adidias, ProKeds, Tretorn, Head, Brooks, Saucony, Tiger, Pony,
Spalding.

Excellent selection of warm-ups are still available.
All styles & colors, youth thru mons XL
Adidias, Winning Ways, Court Casual, Jelenck,
Loom Togs.

the break and made some key
steals."
In other NBA action,
Washington
defeated
Milwaukee 117-108; Cleveland
whipped New York 125-110;
Philadelphia beat San Antonio
118-114; Boston routed San
Diego 118-97 and Los Angeles
turned back Utah 124-116.
Bullets 117, Bucks 108
Greg Ballard scored a
career-high 27 points to pace
Washington over Milwaukee.
Ballard, starting his fourth
consecutive NBA game in
place of the injured Bobby
Dandridge, sank 10 of 17 shots
and grabbell3 rebounds.

The Wildcats this

off

STO
RE
WID
E
(Excluding Sale Items)

Hawks'Bench Sparks
Victory Over Houston
By The Associated Press
The Atlanta Hawks hit you
with everything, including the
bench.
"They're the type of team
that can get a good night-out of
anybody," said Houston's
Rick Barry,"and this is what
happened for them tonight."
They called in the reserves
Thursday night, and they
helped the Hawks to a 112-110
National
Basketball
Association victory over the
Rockets.
"I thought that the unit we
had on the floor for the last six
minutes of the game did an
outstanding job for us," said
Atlanta Coach Hubie Brown.
That
included
Eddie
Johnson, who scored 20 points,
including the winning jump
shot with three seconds left.
"Not only did they bring it
ham" said Brown,"but they
brought it
back
with
execution, good passing, good
defense and moved the ball on

suspensions.

/0OFF
42.511

Orr

Save
money...
pipe bending
to you'specs.
,,TAILPIPES -DUALS
.•-• EXHAUST PIPES
FORMING

suspended. We have a
program in which discipline
plays a major role. . .and I am
of the opinion that the actions
that I have taken today will
assist the program in the
future."

After Christmas Sale

Carpenter Questionable
After Suffering Sprained
Ankle In Oiler Practice
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer

just can't be helped," he said. 6 be more specific.
Hall said he learned of
Suspended were Sam Bowie,
Anderson's decision in a
a 7-foot-1 starting center, and
guard Dirk Minniefield, the private meeting.
"I listened to him," Hall
team's leading assist man.
Hall said both will be on the said. "He had made his
bench Saturday when No. 2 - decision and I accepted it, for
Kentucky takes on No. 3 Notre his reasons."
Dame in Freedom Hall at
Asked why he would not
Louisville. •
confirm or deny reports of the
Hall said the suspensions suspensions Wednesday, Hall
were "for violation of well- said he had not made his
established training rules," decision at that time.
but would not elaborate fur"With the upcoming game
ther. He also denied Ander- and in the interest of my
son's leaving was related to players, I wanted to give it full
consideration and I wanted to
the suspensions.
"I have heard everything investigate all the angles," he
possible that could be men- said.
"I wanted to talk to the
tioned and I will not address
myself to any rumors," Hall squad about the discipline
said. "I will not deny or because it affects them as well
support any rumors. I will not as the players being

rtN

A

el\

•

111E MURRAY,my.,LEDGER & TIME

S

...Attend Church

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN

ASSOCIATION
12th & Math-Murray,Ky.

ta)
II

Lynn Grove,Ky.

Murray Auto Auction

SCOTTS WAVE
Worship Service
Evening Worship

Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed Co.

and
'Act,

HEY,
EVERYBODY

II 00 a m
6 30 p m

EINIMMIL MISSIOMMT

Munung Worship
Everimg Worship

11 00a m
6 30 p m

MIST BAPTIST
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

435-4415

10 45 cm
7 00 pm

WEST FINN
Morning Worship
Sunday Evening
Wednesday Evening

Boyd's Auto Repair

11 00am.
6.00 pen.
700 p.m.

SINN'S MING

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Centel Boyd-Owner
•Complete Automatic Transmissioa Service
•Complete Tune up & Repair Service

xyy s, nil

Carl Howard

BAPTIST

Attend The Church Of Your Choice

are
ks In

AN INVESTMENT
IN YOUR FUTURE

l'fia-,,1,1

Hwy. 641, Almo, Ky.

Beale Hardware
.....T.Sisoce
)197

753-1751

Wincliest•r II•rv cos
‘
•

11.00am.
700 pm.

UM BAPTIST
NOUS:
Sun.-Thurs.
7 a.m.-11 p.m.
BURGER
Fri. & Sat.
QUEEN
7 a.m.-Midnight .

UNIRoyAL

North 12th Street
ATTEND CHURCH
REGULARLY
Breakfast Served
7 a.m.-10:30 a.m.

Carroll Tire Service
Your UNIROYAL Tire Dealer

11
/
2 Blocks East of So. 12th
753-1489

1105 Pogue

SA7Af/ff

NA%I

.

.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

•

11:00a.m.
6:30 pm

GRACE BAPTIST

11:00a.m.
7:30p.m.

641

10:50 a.m.
6.00 pm.

North Hy.- 753-9002

Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8th & Chestnut
753-4832

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11:00a.m.
7:00p.m.

ELM MN BAPTIST

New Year time is high time that we spend more
time seeing that our
wrier citizens have a good time along with our
young folk. Let everybody
sing Auld Lang Sync this New Year, w,th new meaning,
as we say Happy New
Year to all

11.00am.
6:45pm.

-LONENAK-PilINTIVE-2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
10:30 a.m.

1st Sunday

BAPTIST
Sunday School
Worship Service
Evening Service

10:00am.
11:00am.
5:30 p.m.

FIRST CIMISTIAN
warampServicel io 45 a.rn.,,6:00pm
NORRAT IMMISTIAN FELLSWSNIP

Worship
Bible School
Evening Service

11:00a.m.
700p.m.
10 00a in.
11 00 a.m.

t .LEITIMER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m.
Preaching
11 00 cm &AIM p.m
Wednesday night
7 00 p.m
10 00 a.m.
11 00 am.
10pm.
p
7 30p.m.
7 30p.m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

OUTER BAPTIST CIONCII
6 30 p.m.
10'00a.m.
1100am.
6.30 p.m_

NEW PIOVIIIENCE
10:00am.
1100a.m.
6:00p.m.

EASTWOOO BAPTIST CRONCIT

m i . it HAY /KV
Member FDIC

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Wednesday Evening

10:00am.
1100a.m.
7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.

COMpliMerltS Of

Sunday Mass

8 a.m.. 11 am.
4 30p.m.
6 30 p.m.

Saturday Mass

"We install auto glass"
•
Auto Paint Material

CINISTIUI SCIENCE SERVICES

Farmer Ave and 17th St Murray,
Sundays
11.00am

753-4563

MOTU'S WITNESSES

x, PIZZA HUT -AIL
Ph74
.

•Pizta•Pasta•Sandwiches

12th & Chestnut,759-4646

Watchtower
Bible lecture

10:30am
9:10 a.m

Bible Study
A.M. Worship
P. M. Worship
Mid-Week

9:46 am.
11:00a.m.

INNANITEL LIMIERAN

Sunday School

Sabbath School
Worship Service

Sat. 10:30am.
Sat. 9:15 a.m

11111111ISIDE ININEPENNOCE

401 Olive .153-5312

KINESET =MCI OF CNRIST

Sunday Sea:el
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50am.
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays)

ALMO
10.00a.m.
11:00am.
6'00 p m.

MARANATNA CNIUSTIAN FELLOWSHIP

10:00am.
11:00am

Paschall Truck Lines

Rt. 4

Murray,Ky.

753-1717

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
Phone 753-1713

753-4351 or 247-4350
T. Jams-Aleekosale

,04,1/0

ors E

3 Feints
1513371

iiNee/PS

WRECKER SERYIU

PHILLIPS

66

Rutledge Funeral Home
-Serving Murray for 25 Years"

Pohl and Annum Rutledge

105 Pine St.

753-3452 or 753-6565

Morning Worship
Sunday School
1st & 3rd Sunday Night

930am
1030a.m
6'0911

BROOK'S CNAPEL UNITES

Sunday School
Morning Worship
2nd & 4th Sunday Night

10:00 aril
1100am
7:00p.m
9:45 a.m
10:45 a.m
6:30 p.m

STONETS CNAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
Morning Worship

and Catfish Dinners
So. 12th St. , Beside Bank of Murray Branch

,

Joe's Family Restauraqt

Open 7 Days a Week Until 9 p.m,
"Visit Us After Church This Sunday"
Open
Breakfast
....,`,"
.. lift 1906 Cold ter Fo
Rdr,
759-1864

.7
'
' ftr;-.:.:,•:_,!

D fk T Warehouse Foods
Lowest Groceries in Town
"Closvd On Sunday-TG Better

Supporting
Firms

Murray Cablevision
Bel-Air Shopping & H.B.O. South 12th St.
- Murray

Rib Shack

Specializing in Bar-B-Que Pork & Ribs Country Style
Cooking Homesnade Pies,Soup & Chili
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

753-4171

The Tux *bop
Let Us Help Yea Mote Tour
Weed* A Drool% Come Trwe
with ow large Selection

759-1144

Compliments of

Bucy's Food Market
Almo, Ky.

Attend The Church
of Your Choice

753-1934
.-

Murray Moose Lodge
#2011

West Ky.'s Sandwich Specialist
WE DELIVER
-•-•;4 CARRY-OUT SERVICE OR DINING ROOM
1301-W. Main
753-7715

901 Coldwater Reed

Serve You On Monday"

(1 IrlpIllneflto of

Victor's Restaurant

753-5005

623 So. 4th St.

10:00am
11 00 a in

This Page Made Possible
By These

310 E. Main

Specializing in Plate Lunches

SEIM PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening

10 00 a.m.
11:00a.m.

Center

Glen B.Sears,Gen. Manager
Serving Graves, Calloway, Marshall, Carlisl Counti
es in
e
Ky. and Henry Co., Tenn.

10:45a.m

BETNEL UNITED

10.00a m & 7:00 p.m,
7:00 pin.

10:00 a.m.
11:00a.m.

West Ky. Rural Telephone

Ward-Elkins

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m
7:00p.m.

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITES

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Compliments

e

Worship
Sunday School

111th at Callmva
Church School
Worship
Sunday Evening

Phone 753-8181

Morning Service,.

NAZEL UNITED METHODIST

MONTI CHRISTIAN CANTER

Air Conditioging-Neating-Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE TNNOUGN KNOWLEDGE

AWE CHURCH

FIRST METHODIST
8 455 10 Sham.

Services
Monday & Thursday

802 Chestnut

Storey's
Food Giant

Worship

SOUTHSIDE RESTAURANT
S7

WAY MEN CHAPEL

METHODIST

Worship
Sunday School

3005 15th St

NT.1A
pMEL
Worship Service
a.m. 2nd Sunday,
11:00 am. 4th Sunday Sunday ''^hool
1000 a.m. 1st, 3rd, -4th Sunday' /1:00
a.m.2nd Sunday

FIRST UNITED
Sunday Worship
Tues. &

10 00am
11 00 a.m.,6:00 p.m

Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st Sunday &
11.00 a.m. 3rd Sunday: Sunday School
11:00 a.m. 1st Sunday - 10:00 a.m. W.
3rd & 4th Sunday

10 CIO a.m.
11 00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
700 p.m.

Sunday School
Worship Service
Evening Worship

10 00 a.m.

MT. NEIRON

10.00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.,7:30 p.m.

FAIT' APISTOUC culla

10 50 a.m.
6 00 p m.

Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Sunda} School
Worship

753-2380

God
Is Love

BEITER-NARDIN UNITES

2205 Coldwater Rd.
n.Services 10:00-1 I:00a.m.,7:00 p.m
S.u.
Tues. Bible Study
7:00 p.m

414 N.4th

Sunday School
Worship

Phone 753-5012

Murray Electric System

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

8:00 a.m.

SUENT1 SAY INIENTIST

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

10:00
10:50
6:00
7.00

Roy McKendree, Pharmacist
Olympic Plaza

COLE'S CAMPGROUND

KWAROS IMPEL

COLDWATER

ST. JINNI EPISCOPAL

Worship Hour
Church School

--

Byron's Discount Pharmacy

Everyday Low Price Prescription Service

10:00 a.m.
11:00a.m
6:30p.m.

Worship Service

10:00 a.m.
11 00 a m,6:00 p.m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Sunday Evening
Thurs. Nite

10:45 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

10:00 a m.
11:00a.m.

1100 a.m.
7:30p.m.

FIRST USENOLY OF BOB

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

ST. LEO UTNOLIC CUISCI

D&W A o Supply

Sunday School
Worship Services

11:00a.m.
6:00 pm.

Bob Dunn,

GOSNEN INTINOIST

CALVARY TEMPLE

PLEASANT VALLEY

NMI CONOCO Of CUBIST

Woodman of World Bldg.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Evening Service
4:30 p.m

Sunday School
Worship Services

9'45 a m
1045 a.m.

Church School
Worship Service
Evening Services Worship

.WIRD,NEW CONCORB

10:50 am.
6:00p.m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Worship Service
Church School

ALM° NEIGHTS

NEW MOM
Morning Service
Evening Worship

9:30a.m.
10:45 a.m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Phone 753-8220 E. W. Outland, Supt.

°
R.Ph.
X14g3
15% Discount Cash & Carry
on Prescriptions
109 So. 4th St.
753-1462

10:00 a.m.
11:00a.m.

LYNN MOVE

PENTECOSTAL

8130 a.m.
945a in.
10:40 a.m.
6:00 p m.
7:00p.m.summer
7:30 p.m. winter

Sunday School
Morning Worship

CNINICII OF JESUS CNNIST
Of UTTER BAT SAINTS

Murray's Most Complete Department Store

Worship Service
Bible Study
Worgiip Service
Evening Worship
Wed. Bible Study

FRIENOSNIP

OTHERS

753-7175

10:50 am.
6:00 pm.

SEVENTS POPLAR

10:45am.
930a.m.

Sunday School
Preaching Service
Nightly Service

FOIST PRESBYTERIAN
Church School
Worship Service

Holmes Ellis, Mgr.

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship

753-5273

GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices For Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans

USSELL'SCNAPEL MUTED

11 -00a.m.
700 p.m.

701 Main

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

warts MILL MUTES

Morning worship
Sunday School

MUST PLEASANT

ONION MOVE

ST.JUN BAPTIST UNICE

Morning Worship
Sunday School

Worship Service 11:00 am. 1st & 2nd
Sunday, 10:00 am. 3rd & 4th, Sunday
School 10:00 arm 1st & 2rol Sunday 11:00
a.m. 3rd & 4th Sunday.

to:oo a.m.
1:00 ir.m.,7:00 p.m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10:00 a.m
11:00a.m
7:00p.m.

COLDWATER MITES

OAK GROVE

10:50 am.
6:00pm.

Cog& ox/iki-

KINKSET UNITED

9:45 a.m.
11:00a.m.

sunday school
Worship Services

10 00 a.m
11 00 a.rn

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10:00a.m.
11:00a.m.

Sunday School
Worship Service

10:00am.
10:45 a.m.&6:00 p.m.
7:30 pm.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunda} School
Morning Worship

Nan PLEASANT GROVE

10:30 am
6:00p.m.

WEST MURRAY

SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Worship
Wed Worship

Sunday School
Worship Service

GREEN PLAIN

Bible Study
Worship Ser.
Wed. Worship

11:00a.m.
10:00a.m.
5:30 pm.
5:001amo..
6:30 p.m.

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND

INIVERSITT

Parker
Ford Inc.

FORD 1
I

1000 a.m.
It lilIan,

- MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED Worship Service
9:30 am
Sunday School
10:30 ash
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11 00 a.m.
Sunday School
to 00 a.m

MIST SITE MINION
Morning Worship
Sunday School
Evening Worship
N. Y. P.S. Worship
Wednesday Evening

11:00am
6:30p.m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Sunday Si. hi.
Worship

9.45 a.m.
10.45 a.m.
5:15 p.m.
6:00p.m.
7:00 pm.

PRESBYTERIAN

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

CNESTNUT STREET GENERAL

Sunda,Si hool
Morning Wiir,icp

Wednesday Service
Sunday School
Worship Service
Sunday Nile

Sunday School
-Morning Worship
N.Y.P.S. Worship
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship

NEW P1051PENCE

LOCUST GROVE

1 1.:()PLEs 13ANK
cly°The
ia '
r.

10:30am
9:30a.m.
6:00 pm

CHURCH OF CHRIST

11:00a.m.
6:00p.m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654

-__ Ble'

753-3540

METHODIST
PALESTINE UNITED

MURRAY CNORCII

11.00a.m.
6:00p.m.

Evening Worship

Murray
Theatres

NAZARENE

COLDWATER

sane BAPTIST
Morning Worship

Murray Memorial Gardens

lbses levetNesseer Aplilla

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

East Main Street
Y-----"D

CHRISTIAN

9:30 a.m.
11:00am.

Morning Services
Evening Services

Let Us Entertain You

403 Maple

492-9785

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

MOUT ININEll FREEWILL BAPTIST

To Church Sunday"

Bel-Air Shopping Center

We Cater To Parties

Hazel, Ky.

11:001m.
5:30 p.m.&6:00 pm.

Sunday School
Worship

Tabers Body
Shop,Inc.
"Go

411.

Specializing in Catfish Dinners

,

*WENS COWL

'It's Finger Lickin' Good'.
Try Our Delicious Beef and Hens Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12%
Call in Orders 753-7101

512 S. 12th

11:00am.
7:15pm.

SOW CREEK

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Kettmcky fried Chau

TOsEs

New Year is for the aged too. But there is little
to distinguish New
Year for them. Their days, weeks and years
all seem to run together. But
the rest of us do need their wisdom.

SALEM BAPTIST

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House

11:00a.m.
6:15pm.

753-6029

Gallimore's Restaurant

Somehow we always associate the New 'Year with
youth. Such an as
sociation is natural. It is logical because both
the baby and The New Year
are beginning a life of their very own. Of course
these youngsters eagerly
greet the Nen Year, while the not so young try
to stay the same age. But
the New Year comes for all of us to give us
a chance to rid ourselves of old
problems that disturb our peace of mind.

1100a.m.
6:45 p.m.

CURRY CORNER

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Central
Shopping
Center

HaPPy New Year

•
•

WU BAPTIST

Freed Cotham Co.,Inc.

AA.

Dixieland Shopping Ctr,

1100a.m.
7:00p.m.

.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

ripi

Billy FlUtchins-Manager
Free Estimates-All Work Guaranteed

MENSIVIAL BAPTIST

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

753-5986

Hutchins Body Shop

KIRESET BAPTIST

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

MURRAY

- - Hwy. 641 South

11:00am.
6:30 p.m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

OF

Sunday Buffets- 11 to 2

IMMO RIVES

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Tr

4
i•,,2,46.
vu•,..•

Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
1045am
Singing Evening Wors 5.30 6.00 p.m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

753-5397

Zva
.

NPUASIN

NEW IT. CAROB. NISSINIART

America's Favorite

"The Businessman's Choice
For Fine Printing"

102 N. 4th

11:00am.
7:30 p.m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

753-1543

P

11 00 am.
700 p.m

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Blue Grass Nardnare
Case I Buck Knives

214 Main St

MUM(

Radiator A Auto Glass Service

753-8300

759-4073

Five Points Auto Repair
xpert Paint& Body Work
"No Job Too Small"
Compare Our Prices

8101/2 Coldwater Rd.

753-9181

Starks Concrete Works
Ready Mixed Concrete
sp,,,ilizInt in Curbs & Gutter,
753-2243

641 Super Shell
Free Pickup & Delivery
Open 6:30 cos. • Close 11:00
If m
%odes Open II:00 so. • Got* WOO p
South 12th Phone 1S3 9131

ort

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service
Phone 753-5802

205 N. 4th St.

•
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Afgan President
Ousted, Executed
In Coup On Friday
By The Associated Press
Amin, the man he replaced,
Afghan
President also was a pro-Soviet comHafizullah Amin as reported munist who grabbed
power in
ousted and executed in a a palace shootout
in Sepbloody coup launched by tember that killed his proSoviet forces battling to get Soviet predecessor,
Nut
their man in power in Kabul Mohammed Taraki.
But
and end a threatening Moslem Radio Kabul said Amin was
insurrection on Russia's executed almost immediately
southern border. There were after Thursday's coup on
signs the new leader, Babrak orders of a revolutionary
Karmal. will conduct large- tribunal for "crimes against
scale purges.
the people of Afghanistan."
The airport in Kabul, the
The broadcast also said
Afghan
capital
where members of Amin's family
thousands of Soviet troops were killed and that those
were flown in over the past "responsible for crimes
few days, was believed closed, committed against the people
so there was no immediate by members of Amin's fascist
way for correspondents to regime will be brought to
confirm reports of active justice," indicating bloody.
Russian fighting to take over mass purges will take place in
the presidential palace and the next few days in the
radio station Thursday night.
Afghan capital.
But witnesses said in
Although Soviet troops were
telephone calls to diplomats in already in Afghanistan in
New Delhi. India, the force, Radio Kabul said aft(
Russians fought Afghan the coup that the Kremlin
troops guarding Radio Kabul, swiftly agreed to meet an
knocked out two Afghan tanks, urgent appeal from Karmal's
captured the complex and new
government
for
took soldiers prisoner in 3,2 "political, moral, economic
hours of battles that ended at and military assistance...to
11 p.m. with MiG-2I warplanes restore normalcy and to repel
criss-crossing the skies.
an external threat."
They described Kabul as
Wesiern diplomatic sources
quiet but tense today with said the "external threat"
morning traffic resuming probably reflected Kabul and
unimpeded
by
Russian Moscow's claim that the
soldiers who were seen Moslem
rebels
in
throughout the mile-high Afghanistan's 20-month-old
Afghan capital.
civil war are backed by
"It was the largest Soviet Pakistan, China and the
troop movement outside United States, and that Amin
Eastern Europe since World and his men were "agents of
War 11." one source said of the U.S. imperialism."
influx of Russian troops. You
U.S. officials in Washingta#
can see it almost as a Soviet estimated that the Soviet,'
invasion of Afghanistan — Union airlifted 200 planelotik
taking Kabul and then putting of soldiers into Kabul this
their man in power."
week and that Soviet military
Karmal was immediately strength in Afghanistan had
declared
Afghanistan's reached 10,000 troops; about
president
and
general double the number previously
secretary of the central believed in the Central Asian
committee of the ruling Khalq nation.
Party and named his cronies
A .recent U.S. intelligence
to important positions.
appraisal said although Amin
The coup was the third in 20 welcomed Soviet help in
months in the landlocked, putting down Afghanistan's
mountainous Central Asian Moslem rebels he wanted his
nation that borders Moslem nation to remain a truly infundamentalist Iran on the dependent state, and that this
west, and for the moment it led to strained relations
entrenched Karma', a former between Moscow and Kabul in
deputy premier variously recent
months.
described
by
Western
The Soviets are widely
diplomats as a Soviet _"pup- believed to have fostered the
pet" or "stooge."
April 1978 coup that ousted
Afghanistan's non-aligned
•...
•
v government and brought
Taraki to power, and they are
reported determined to
prevent the Moslem rebels
from ousting an atheist
Marxist regime on Russia's
doorstep.
Moslems are expected to
make up a majority of the
Soviet population within the
next 25 years, and the
Russians apparently ,fear if
the Moslems in Afghanistan
and Iran have their way there
will be a "ripple effect" of
By DA. SAYAN TNACKEll
unrest among restive Soviet
Moslems.
Too many victims of
Diplomatic sources describe
severe back trouble
the man the Russians handbelieve that time will
picked to run the new Kabul
heal the condition. They
regime as soft-spoken and a
endure the excruciating
firm friend of the Kremlin.
pains, trying not to
They said Karma! is in his 50s
move in ways that may
and is the son of an Afghan
trigger it. They may not
army general.
even
realize
that
An Asian diplomat familiar
chiropractic
could
with Afghanistan's politics,
correct the condition
said Karmal is closer to Soviet
and provide real relief.
leaders than Amin was but
When spinal segments
probably would be more
become misaligned, the
willing- to modify the Marxist
nerves they shelter can
economics
Amin was forcing
be
pinched
and
on the country.
irritated. Unless correcKarmal was known to
ted, this condition can
diplomats as a Marxist in 1966,
progress into sciatica,
when as a member of the
organic disturbances or
Afghanistan parliament he
even various forms of
was involved in a fight that
paralysis.
landed him in the hospital.
Don't wait and suffer.
His Parch Party was the
Let chiropractic deteronly
Marxist group that
mine and treat the
supported the 1973 overthrow
cause of your pain.
of King Zahir Shah by nonPhone for an apaligned President Mohammed
pointment, today.
Daoud, but his followers
Office: 103 Sycamore
joined forces with Taraki
Phone: 753-9909
when Daoud banned political

HERE'S
HEALTH

PA

Prices Good Thru
Wednesday Jan. 2, 1980

Nell

Getting settled
made simple.
New-town dilemmas fade
after a WELCOME Wi101 call.
As your Nests's, it's my job to help yew make the
moot of year now neighborlieed. Our shopping areas.
Comninnity epportenities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for year family.
I'll be listening for your call.

If 'icome Wagon
Vnge King 492-8348

4
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Mena Flannel
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Shirts

Purses
Large Selection
of Styles & Colors

Two For The Price
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Special Selection
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Jeans
Values to $17.99
Wrangler, Male,
American Graffiti

Sleepwear
Flannel Gowns
& Pajamas

Special
Selection Of
Men:
Dress or
Casual

Special Selection Mens

Shirts
Boots
Entire Stock
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$34"

Sweaters
V-Neck & Crew
Neck
Insulated
100% Watetproof
Reg.$14.99
Blue Only
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* At The Movies * Carroll Disappointed That Funding For
Arts Center Stopped By Administration

Ten Prisoners Die
In Fire At Jail 2
Weeks Before Closing

(Reviews Of Current Movies At Murray Th•atres)
By KENT FORRESTER

'Black Hole' Beats 'Star Trek'

ficials added.
By THOMAS C.COTHRAN
Two inmates and a
Associated Press Writer
LANCASTER, S.C. ( AP) — firefighter were hospitalized
While inmates yelled for help with smoke inhalation. Inmate
behind locked doors, a fire Roy Dunlap was in critical
sent smoke billowing through condition, and inmate Ralph
a 156-year-old county jail, Cole and firefighter Joe
killing 10 prisoners two weeks Murphy were in satisfactory
before the building was condition, said Alice Haddox,
spokeswoman at Elliott White
scheduled to be closed.
Only three prisoners sur- Springs Memorial Hospital.
Capt. J. Leon Gasque,
vived the fire Thursday night
on the second floor of the assistant director of the State
Lancaster County Jail, a Law Enforcement Division,
white, two-story masonry said investigators had not
structure designed by the determined how the fire
architect who planned the started. "We have some
Monument, suspicions but I'd rather not
Washington
.say more at this point."
authorities said.
Hugh Munn, a division
The county was scheduled to
move the jail and offices of the spokesman, said the jailer,
sheriff's department in two LC. McAteer, and a highway
Weeks to a new building on the patrolman, L.N. Alexander,
outskirts of Lancaster, of- were on the second floor with
the 13 inmates when the fire
broke out about 6:15 p.m.
The two officers and Cola, a
trusty who was downstairs,
smelled smoke and ran to
open the jail doors. Munn said
OWENSBORO, Ky. ( AP) —
Cole opened one of two doors
Mrs. Wendell H. Ford has
to the cellblock, but was
been
honorary
named
unable to open the other door,
chairman of the March of
which may have been blocked
Dimes Mothers' March in the
by the body of an unconscious
Owensboro area, chapter
inmate.
spokeswoman said Thursday.
While Cole was trying to
the
Griffith,
Katie
unlock the second door, he
spokeswoman for the Green
heard the men inside calling
River chapter, said the annual
for help, Munn said. The
camneighbor-to-neighbor
heavy smoke filled the jail and
paign to fight birth defects will
forced Cole and the officers to
be held Jan. 13-20.
A goal of about $7,000 has retreat.
The cause of death for the 10
been set for the Owensboro
who did not escape was unarea, she said. More than
determined,— but it looks like
$4,000 was collected during the
smoke inhalation," Gasque
campaign last year.
were
Autopsies
said.
scheduled at the University of
South Carolina in Charleston.
The jail was one of a number
of South Carolina buildings
designed by Robert Mills, a
And His Hies Piece Oahe*.
Charleston, S.C., architect
Awaits.tech Suet* Ivesdis.
who was later named arAt rut
chitect of public buildings in
by
D.C.,
Washington,
President Andrew Jackson.
The sheriff said the jail is
Swale Fiske& TX
heated by an oil furnace on the
Ph. 1 -901-4171-3134
first floor and the prisoners
He Cover Mine
sleep on cotton mattresses.

Mrs. Ford Named
Drive Chairman

JACK
STAULCUP
BARN
RESTAURANT

In its first attempt at a
space fantasy, the Disney
Studio has out-trekked Roddenberry and the rest of the
Star Trek Crew.
THE BLACK HOLE, now
playing at Cheri 3, is a better
movie than STAR TREK in
almost every way: It has
more convincing special effects, a more exciting plot,
more competent acting, and
more interesting "creatures."
The plot concerns an evil
monomaaiacal scientist
by Maximilian
(played
Schell), who wants to plunge
his ship into a black hole to
find the "ultimate secrets" of
the universe.
I might as well tell you now.
You will get to see the inside of
a black hole. I'm not going to
tell you what is in there, but I
will confess that I can't figure
out what it means (but then, I

Smoking Linked
To Decline In
Sexual Desire
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
Dr. Ibrahim B. Syed,
University of Louisville
professor of clinical medicine,
says he believes smoking
lessens sexual desire, and
thinks that could make more
people stop than the health
hazards involved.
"If you tell people who
smoke that they'll die of
cancer unless they stop, they
won't listen to you. But if you
tell them they'll lose their
sexual capabilities, they'll pay
attention," Syed said in a
news release issued by the
university.
Smokers take carbon
monoxide into their 'lungs,
which reduces the blood's
oxygen supply, and reduces
the amount of the male hormone testosterone in a male's
blood and the amount of the
female hormone estrogen in a
female's blood, Syed said. He
said that means less sexual
desire.

didn't understand the endin),
of 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY
either).
THE BLACK HOLE is a
robot •lover's paradise. Thu
evil professor's high-tech
spaceship is filled with androids (a human-robot synthesis), storm trooper robots
remember STAR WARS), a
huge dark robot (remember
STAR WARS again), a robot
with a Southern accent ( I
think that's Slim Pickens'
voice), and, in place of the
usual loveable and cute
Disney animal, there is
V.I.N.C.E.N.T., a lovable
robot:
cute
and
V.I.N.C.E.N.T. spouts as
many —Cliches as Howard
Cosell (in a tense moment, he
ecboes the sentiments of every
football announcer who has
ever held a microphone that
"a good defense is the best
offense"), but he is far more
literate. ( He quotes a line
from John Milton's poem,
"When I Consider ; How My
Light Is Spent') 'When the
lovible, ., plucky
cute,
V.I.N.C.E.N.T. defeats the
dark and evil robot, the
audience at the performance I
attended broke into a round of
applause. No one applauded
the human characters.
Thank goodness the Disney
Studio is off its junk film diet
of movies about cute
Volkswagons and lovable
absent-minded professors. If
THE BLACK HOLE is any
indication, the ultimate space
fantasy may even now be
germinating the mind of a
Disney employee.
PG Rating: This is the
Disney Studio's first non-G
rating, and I think the Studio
was taken. The move should
be a G. The "violence" consists mainly of robots fighting
one another, and although it's
true that at least a battalion of
robots get their wires burnt
out from laser rays, it's hard
to imagine a more innocuous
movie this side of a rerun of
THE GOOD SHIP LOLLIPOP.

ti,;uruN ti st. NtaiiNbur said.
the General Assernbl
tourism.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
In other action. Atkins said
Louisville Mayor William
The tax proposal also has
Former Gov. Julian Carroll
Brown
expects to name the 10
said
Stansbury
the
city
has
Kentucky
the
from
fire
drawn
"extremely
was
he
said
Hotel-Motel._ Association and hired a consutant to study members of the center's new
disappointed and surprised"
the Greater Louisville Hotel- whether the city should sell management corporation
that Goy. John Y. Brown Jr.
the $2.5 million in bond for the governing
board
after
Motel Association.
was able to stop the sale of
lA)dsville civic leaders set up
Les
KHMA center's garav,
Nichols,
notes for the Kentucky Center
executive director, said he "I'm hopeful the center will a board of directors to adfor the Arts.
believes that state law be built. But we must see the minister the endowment fund.
The center, to be built in
authorizing the room tax
downtown *Louisville, was to
specifies that the revenue can
cost $35 million, but Brown put
be used only for promoting
a $23.5 million lid on the
conventions, tourism and
project.
travel.
Carroll said Thurday, he
Nichols said he isnt't sure
was assured by a state bond
that doubling the tax from 3
attorney before leaving office
PRINCETON, Ky.. AP I — misconduct by members of
percent to 6 percent for the
that everything was in order
Com- the city police force and that
County
Caldwell
$7.4
of
sale
state's
legal.
be
center
the
would
arts
for
million in notes to start conHe also said the Louisville monwealth's Attorney Bill the commonwealth's athotel industry industry Cunningham says the state torney's office and state police
struction.
But Finance Secretary
probably would be "very attorney general has been have been investigating.
"If there are any charges,
George Atkins, with Brown's
unhappy with...the possibility asked to name a special
to
stud) they way involve more than
approval, last week refused to
of losing business to other prosecutor
allegations concerning the one person," he said, but the
sign supporting documents, cities."
Department. added that he would not
thus stopping the sale.
A spokesman for Jefferson Princeton Police
any charges, that release further information
are
there
"If
Brown's release of the $23.5
Mitch
Judge
County
will be a determination of the which would jeopardize fair
million is contingent upon
McConnell said Thursday that
and impartial procedings.
special
prosecutor," he said.
Louisville putting up $2.5 .thj
e udge is committed to
garage,
parking
a
for
million
Cunningham did not reveal
passing the local tax-increase
RHINO EXTINCTION
doubling of the local hotel- package
the state what the allegations involved.
if
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
motel room tax to offset the legislature authorrizes it.
He said only that an assistant World Wildlife Fund has
center's operating cost and
State law limits the tax to 3 commonwealth's attorney announced a worldwide, $2
proof that a substantial enpercent. Any increase beyond received information in million emergency campaign
dowment fund will be set up to that limitmust be approved by February involving alleged to
save the black rhinoceros
support the center.
many
in
Carroll said that,
respects, he is sympathetic
with Brown's actions, but he
said he doesn't think Brown's
approach is better than his
was.
"I recognize that he is approaching his budget very
cautiously," Carroll said of
Brown. "Indeed he wants to
make certain the arts center
works well."
Carroll said he didn't
believe Brown's motivations
for proposing a new financing
plan were political. And he
said, "Frankly, I am disappointed that I never got more
support out of local government."
—
But, Carroll said he has
WolOMONALIO
concerns about Brown's
proposal. Carroll said he
feared that any further delay
would drive the center's cost
even higher. He said Brown's
216 E. NORTH ST.
MAYFIELD KY
proposed increase in the local
motel room tax to support the
center might hurt local

State To Investigate
Princeton Police Force

We Are
Pleased To Announce
The Arrival Of
The New

Frame House
Gallery Catalog
Limited Edition
Print's Are A
Valuable Investment
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Hurry This Sale Ends Dec.31st

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center - Chestnut Street
753-0113
Murray, Ky.
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Minnesota High Court Says Number Won't Do For Name
Hy 1:1•HHV %/ISDN
Associated Press Writer
Si PAUL. Minn. • API
lire nun- her 1069 is not acceptable. but Om) Zero Six
Nine ii ight be ok. the Miniwsina Supreme Court ruled
iodat in deny mg a Nlinoeapohs man's legal Ind to be
mmedanumber.
• Nlii-hael Herbert Dengler, a
tarn ci soi tat studies teacher,
teas heen calling himself 1069
:Or five t ears, saying the
era Is ha t' ••personal
.igniticance" and relate to his
Atlosopht it
He got his bank, the Social
Securat Administration and

several -tate agencies to
recognize hint as 1069. which
he pronounces as One Zero Six
Nnie.
Hut a- utility company and
Minnesota Drivers•
the
License Division wouldn't go
along unless the numeral had
court approval, and two years
aeo Deneler filed suitseeking
a legal name change. Two
t ears before that, he was
rebuffed by the North Dakota
Supreme Court.
In its unanimous ruling. the
Minnesota Supreme Court
said Dengler is free to call
himself 1069 as a comtron-law
rieht. but noted the American

social and economic system is
geared to identift mg mill% 'duals tit letters rather
than nun 'hers.
-- If he chooses to adopt a
naive winch simply subjects
himself to contempt, ridicule
and inconvenience. he has a
con Ai on law and statutory
right to do so," said Justice
James Otis for the Supreme
t'ourt
In suggesting a spelled-out
number, such as One Zero Six
Nine, the court said in a
footnote that the first and last
words would be phonetically
the same as a name such as
"Juan Nyen."

By The Associated Press
Officials of automobilerelated companies in two
Kentucky cities say layoffs or
production cutbacks will
result early next year from
slow sales in the industry.
The Dura Corp. plant in
Paris will lay off most of its
employees for the month of
company
January.
a
spokesman said Thursday.
And in Louisville, a
spokesman for Ford Motor Co.
said Wednesday that Ford's
scheduled
41
percent
production cutback for the
next quarter will have a sharp
impact at the compant's LTD
assert - blt plant.
William
Locke. general
manaeer 14 the Dura Corp.
plant which manufactures
autotrom e components and
service parts. said most of the
plant's 350 err ployees would
be laid liff, but declined to be
speitic
Locke said the company's
action resulted from conditions in the auto industry.
and that the ten -porary layoffs
are needed b) ''properly
position us for 1980."
Locke said the row panywill
reopen in Februart , and.that
Duni Corp. offinals will
evaluate the market at that
time to see if any further
action is needed.
In Louisville. meanwhile.
the
results
Forirsof
production cutback
n•ean uncertain times in 1980

That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...
The Carriers Collect
The First Few
Days of the Month

HE TRIED TO USE
MAGAZINES FOR SNIN

PAD5...50 WHAT HAPPENED?

THE OTHER TEArt
SCORE) WHILE HE
WAS REAM* i-115
SHIN PADS

NANCY

gIRTHDAY

HELLO, DOR IS --DO YOU STILL
WEAR YOUR
HAIR IN A

PONY -TA I L ? )/YEs

zoo
RUBBER
BANDS

7

A LOT
OR GUYS
DO THAT

.4) EllIto
411
.
11."
'
BLOND1E
wHO SET Ti-jE
ALARM FOR FIVE?

#4,v

WE'RE ALWAYS RUSHING
AROUND AT BREAKFAST
AND WE NEVER GET
TO TALK I

THIS WAY
WE'LL HAVE TIME
TO CHAT

PHANTOM---;/BABABU.)0U'vE
MET THE PHANTOM
BEFORE.CORRECTS

,

50 AR
HAsNyl
BEEN muCH or: AN
CONIvER5AT DN

71A

:7 -ZS

Deneler, divorced with two
children living with their
mother, is described in court
records as a naturalized
citizen. born in Germany. He
was not available for coincent on today's ruling.

The Supreme Court said
Demeter. as 1069, could seek
redress in the courts if any
"substantial right" is refused
him
because
of
his
nutneralname.

'or zthout 1,350 hourly emploees.
The erfployees at the Fern
Valle's Road plant %%tic"? of
work about 40 percent o the
tin e this year. although they
drew up to 95 percent of their
base pay in supplemental
checks. An entire shift of 1,400
cii ployees was shut down in
February.

436-2595
Neve • nice Christmas! We
have enjoyed serving youthu
yaw,

Carter Studio
304 Man, 7531291

workers receive up to 95
percent of their net salaries,
depending on seniority'. Howe
said the layeff fund, maintained nationally, is at a "safe
level."
"Right now, we're just
trying to wait and see." he
said.
Ford had counted heavily on
the 1.'1'1) in 1979. believing that
America's love of the bug car
would not end. Hut 1979 LTD
sales not only fell below the
500,000
the
company
predicted. but even under the
350m00 sold the preceeding
year.
'The problem started with
the Iranian oil crisis in
Februart
Holmes said.
Pr
n It because of conncenis user gasoline consun•ption, small cars are now
outselling large cars for the
first tine on a sustained basis,
he said.
Ford officials, at their
automobile show last September, said they- expect the
trend to continue

-- There is obviously- going to
he down time in LTD
passeneer-car
production,"
said has es Holmes, Ford's
public relatiino;' official in
Atlanta. Ile declined to predict
the nun bet.
eeks
Frank Howe. president of
United Auto Workers I Aical
862, said the news came as no
surprise
• • W e've been told the
priiivrted schedule is going to
be like It's been the last
quarter.'' Howe said, adding
there has been speculation
about cutbacks at the plant for
n ore than a year
!)urr!mc la off periods,

BOWLING GREF:N. Ky.
'API — A six-to-10-acre bird
roost bordering a residential
area of Bowling Green has
been placed under quarantine
by local health officials.
• The action followed a test by
the state which showed the
presence of histo spores,
which prompt the development of the lung disease
histoplasmosis. The test was
conducted in early November
by Dr. Ted Pass of the state's
niicology center at Morehead.
Charles Hume, Bowling
Green-Warren County health
administrator, said the
quarantine is immediate and
is the only effective method
known
handling
of
a
"positive" roost.
If the land is left undisturbed. Hume said, the
effects of the spread of the
histo spores can be limited.
The heavily wooded roost
area borders a subdivision
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/HE MADE A FOOL OF
AND I'LL KILL YrK.1 71070:01
ME. BUT NOT THIS TIME! TOCETHER 1
HE CAN'T ESCAPE THIS
SEARCH
CASTLE! NOW I'VE
THE CASTLE.
GOT 'IOU BOTH
TOP T,-, 4
Baricm!'

2. Notice

Small black dug
with some gray
hair last seen
near
Bonner's
store on 280. Answers to name of
Jack. Child's birthday
present.
Has Scott Terrier
-face.
Call

In arguments before Barbeau in October 1977,
Dengler's attorney, Stefan
Tolin, said his client lost his
teaching job in Fargo, N.D.,
Up to now, Otis said, he has
because of the name 'issue. suffered only "trivial and
Since then, Dengler, who at selfinflicted inconvenience."

1

LE BAILEY
._.._ RELAXATION, SARGE
POR
UKES TO TAKE HIS JEEP
APART ANP PUT IT BACK
TOGETHER AGAIN

the tinie of the arguments was
working as a cook in a Minneapolis restaurant, had
applied for jobs in economies
arid banking, but had been
summarily rejected because
he tailed himself 1069, Tohn
said.

Bird Roost Near Homes In
Bowling Green Quarantined

Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is impossible tell them when to
come and collect.

I DON'T KNOW
WHAT TO GIVE
DORIS FOR HER

lee ill good name robs mine
of that which.. makes me poor
indeed "

Auto Companies Say Layoffs
Inevitable Early Next Year

How Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???

PEANUTS
THAT STUN,
UJOOPSTOCK!

2. Notice

upheld a
The court
February' 1978 decision by
District Court Judge Donald
Barbeau, who said it would be
''dehumanizing' for any
person to be known only by
number. The judge likened it
to the numbers tattooed on
prisoners in World War II
concentration camps.
To allow a legal name
change to a number "would
hasten the day in which we all
become lost in a faceless
number." Barbeau said, also
quoting from Shakespeare:
-Who steals my purse steals
trash . He that filches from

Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent
laws for storing house fun of
furniture cars antiques
business overflows etc
Phone 753-7618 oiler 500
m•

Office Space For
Rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00

Some 1,000 years ago,
Cahok la was the largest city in
what ts now the !Tinted States.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

John 14 15 it ye love me
keep my commandments II
John 19
Whosoever Iran
sgresseth. and abideth not in
the doctrine of Chtist hath not
God He that abideth in the
doctrine of Christ he hath the
Father and the Son Sabbath
worship service Saturday s 11
AM and 6 PM Bible study, 6 hi
8 evenings Study by phone
anytime Free Store for the
needy
All donations appreciated Anyone having need
Or would like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Free
Store 759-4600
•
One bedroom furnished
apartment for rent.
Two blocks from MSU
campus, with private
entrance. $100 per
month. Call anytime
153-0116.

Words are inadequate to express our love and appreciation
to our many friends and
relatives for the expressions of
sympathy and kindness extended to us following the death of
our wife, mother and grandmother. Mrs Vera Hutchens
A special thanks goes to the
staff of the Murray-Calloway
County Hepital. Westview Nursing Home. and I H Churchill
Funeral Home. the Rev Dr
Walter Mischke, Jr the Rev
Robert Fatless. Mrs Bea Farrell, Mrs. Ann Doban and to all
the friends and neighbors.
The Hutchens Family

6. Help Wanted
tiabysitter for 2 year old boy
Monday through Friday. 8 lit 4
Call 753-3006 after 4 pm

ree Store 759 4.
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FIGURE WORLD
usitS SPA

ANNUAL
SALE
Storewide
Discounts Of

has come to Murray
and will be opening
January 3rd. We are
now accepting applications and interviewing
for
someone who is in excellent physical condition and who will
take an interest in our
operation and our
members. We provide
expert training with
an opportunity to
above
make
an
average income. Apply in person at 214 N
15th, Murray,KY.
AINNIMIENnimmumb,

40%
50% Off All
Christmas Items
NITCHING POST
Gift She,
Aur,ra,
474-23.5

•
One bedroom furnished
apartmeat for rent.
Two blocks from MSU
campus, with private
entrance. $125 Per
month. Call anytime
753-0116.

1978 Ford Club Cab pickup low mileage,one owner
1978 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, like new, new car trade
1977 Cadillac Eldorado Coupe, one owner, new car
trade in
1977 Lincoln Mark V loaded,extra clean
1977 Pontiac Grand Prix, T-Top, low mileage, new
car trade in
1977 Grand Prix,one onwer,new car trade in
1977 Da tsun 200SX like new,one owner

ACROSS
DOWN
Answer to Thursday's Pumi
1 Charm
r Small rug
2 Article
4 Burden
OC 02201 031
3 Sunburn
8 Head gear
CO 00MOM 022
4 Jacket part
11 Miracle
scene
5 Preposition 13100 3010 330111
6 Emmet
12 Girl's name
001000 MG
13 Anglo-Saxon 7 Act
MC 000 000020
money
8 Pamper
COO 131001000OMO
9 Exist
14 King of
CO00 000 MEM
Bashan;
10 Cushion
11 Farm animals 0000000120 032
15 Pinch s'
16 Preposition C00000 300 22
17 Cared for
19 Emerge vic- 18 Short sleep
00 000100
torious
20 Catch
COCCI 0300 02
22 Caretakers COO 20000
21 Seine
21110
23 Mom and — 25 Tear
COO 000010 200
27 Lubricate
24 Cicatrix
26 Zodiac sign 29 Macaw
40 Resort
28 Real estate 30 Spread for
ment
drying
map
43 Mended
57 Pronoun
32 Frolic
31 Large
Guido's
46
high 59 Preposition
34 Meadow
33 Nothing
note
60 Anger
36
Before
Possessive
48 By way of
35
61 Goal
pronoun
Exists
50 Sum
36
63 Piece out
,
•
37
Sodium
Oars
chlo52 Wearies
38
67 Preposition
ride
41 Paid notice
53 Spoken
69 Printer's
Youngster
39
Couple
42
55 Tu kish regimeasure
44 Owing
1
I
5
6
7
3
Simian
45
47 European
49 Worthless
illUI
14
leaving
15 16
17 •16
voice
Singing
51
19
21
22
23
54 Inlet
120
56 Seed
24
25
26
gi
21I
129 30
58 Ventilate
31
59 Last act
•iii
62 Golf mound 36 37
39
41
44
84 Sun god
65 Native metal 42
43
44
46
43
66 Pilaster
•
68 SNP bottom 47
49
Ill
il
54)
70 Communist
54
se
71 Sacred

tut

1111.

and ti trailer park and is
frequently used by children
for a playground. Signs advising of the quarantine will
be posted in the area, Hume
said.
Swine Show and Sale
On Jan. 10, 11, and 12, the
Southeastern Spotted Type
Conference show and sale will
be sponsored by the National
Spotted Swine Record, Inc.
The check in time will be 9
a.m. on Jan. 10. The show will
begin at 8 am.on Jan. 11; and
the sale will start at 11 a.m. on
Jan. 12. The show and sale will
be held in the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center at Murray State
University. No admission will
be charged and the public is
invited to attend.

753-1741

3. Card of Thanks

want ads

Cu,
fOl
N':
op.
ty

45,000 actual =Os

What we do best is care
NeedIme 753 6333

something
for
everyone
in the

I

6.
SCHOOL
BUS

1976 Pontiac Trans Am loaded,extra clean
1976 Oldsmobile 98 Regency,extra clean
1975 Chevrolet Caprice Coupe, extra clean, one
owner
1975 Buick La Sabre 4 door, power and air, one
owner
1975 Mercury 4 door,extra clean,one owner
1975 Chevy pickup, power and air
1974 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door, white and red
1974 Oldsm6ile Custom Cruiser Wagon with sun
roof
1974 Dodge Station Wagon,9 passenger,clean
1973 Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser,9 passenger,clean
1973 Dodge Dart,low mileage,one owner
1973 Pinto need a bid
1971 Maverick need a bid
1969 Cadillac,4door loaded
1968 Firebird convertible, collectors item.

'
I•
1 to
11:11

ID

PURDOM
Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac
"Satisfied Customers Are
Oar Mate Cowers"
West Main 75341116

W'
41

1

Jr

Jr

ar
all

)y
4

EVERY DAY IS SALE
6. Help Wanted

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND
FOOD SERVICE EMPLOYEES
Needed for growing fast food
operation Excellent opportuni
ty for persons looking for advancement and bettering their
future Positions open in Mu(
ray and other location,.
throughout the southeast
Equal opportunity employer It
interested call Mrs Sexton a'
Kentucky Fried Chicken for ap
pointment Toll free 1-800-633
5912
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing, stuffing
envelopes Free details. Reply
litan-S12. Box 94485
Schaumberg, IL 60194
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES.
Needed for growing fast food
operation Excellent opportunity for persons looking for ad4ancement and bettering their
future Positions open in Murray and other locations
throughout the southeast
Equal opportunity employer If
interested call Mrs Sexton at
Kentucky Fried Chicken for appointment Toll free 1-800-6335912
Pay check to small? We urgently need dependable person who
can work without supervision
in Murray. KY No experience
necessary Write T Q Dick.
Southwestern
President.
Petroleum Box 789 Ft Worth
IX 76101

23. Exterminating

onyRealot RlilE ;SIFIEDS1

Iwo bedroom apartment furnished water furnished Call
753-8119

JOHN SMITH

753-1222

24. Miscellaneous

34. Houses-for Rent

Firewood. $25 a rick. delivered
Oak. Hickory, assorted Round
and split 18 or 24 4892327

Three bedroom, l'.2 bath, den,
utility for washer and dryer.
Newly decorated References
and security deposit required
$250 per month Located 5 or
6 miles out of Murray 328
8255 or 382-2731.
rent in
Two bedroom hous
for, and
county stow
nished. $150
dishwas
per month Call 753-8301.
Three bedroom house, fully
near
carpeted. located
Panorama Shores. Call 4362266
Three bedroom. 2 bath, with
den $300 rent, deposit is required Can be seen between
noon and 5 pm, Saturday
1208 South 16th.
Vacant, January 1st, white
brick house in country with attached garage $200 7538333

25. Business-Siriices
Maybelle Joyner Bridals Wingo
Kentucky Alfred Angelo bridal
gowns bridesmaid's dresses
and veils sizes 6 to 241 2
Shown by appointments Call
3/6538/

26. Wadi()

25 inch RCA color t.v
automatic. $250 In good condition Phone 753-6531.
Wanted responsible party to 36. For Rent Or Lease
9. Situation Wanted
take up small monthly payment
in
Seeking full time position
on 25- color t v. Warranted.
Mini
Doctors or Dentist s office Clayton's - I & B Music. 753Warehouse
preferably day work Several 7575 •
years experience.tin nursing
Storage Spots
27. Mobile Home Sires
Write P 0 Box 32B
For Rent
Will doAtilarkihregzaave own 1973. 12x60 trailer for sale
798-4758
Priced at $4000 753-2607
transpoPleffreaMM9 2566
_
3
Will do housekeeping 2-3 days 1973. Revere. 12x65
.-Pits-Supplies
38completely
bath,
2
bedroom.
492Experienced
a week
Golden
registered
furnished including washer AKC
8925
-------and dryer Central heat and air Retriever puppies. great for
Will do cleaning, houses. of- Priced at $5250 Call 753- hunting or pets. $100. Phone
fices, stores and restaurants 2762.
527-9390. Benton, KY
Call 759-4610
Siamese kittens for sale. 43628. Mob. Home tents 5856
It Want To Buy
e Attractive, all electric. 2 43. Real Estate
Buying All Kinds of
bedroom mobile home Two
Scrap Iron & Metals.
miles east of Murray Low
Purdom & Thurman
utilities $140 per month
Industrial
$140 deposit 753-9829
Insurance & Real Estate
Clean-Up Service
- • )1 ilezei 9, kers a aAi.-4
For rent 12x55 two bedroom
•
los -Fn
Murray, Kentucky
492 USG
trailer extra clean, natural gas.
Call 489-2118
753-4451
Want to buy Junk cars Call
Trailer for rent see B B Dill at
474-8838 after 5 pm
14 Acres five miles north of
Dill s Trailer Court
15-.Ai-tides For Sail Two bedroom 12x65 house Dover Road. $9750 One mile
Clothes. dolls. Christmas trailer for rent. Located in off Highway 120 Nice building
sites with trees. 1 4 down or
wreaths, white doves, ether Rivelia Courts Call 759-4592
less We have more 1H. Austin
items Call 436-2754
Three bedroom trailer for rent, Southland Real Estate. P.O
1-6.-%rifurnishirms 12x70, located in Riveria Box 233, Clarksville, TN 37040.
Dryer $75 G E dishwasher. Courts Call 759-4592
As time goes onl You'll be pay$115 GE color t w $175 Call Two bedroom mobile home for ing more and more for rent, so
759-4401
rent Call after 5 pm 474 why not buy your home now
This exceptionally nice 2
For sale Sofa and matching 8805
chair, 2 mattresses and box Two bedroom, central heat, bedroom may be lust the one
springs one iron bed, coffee natural gas. new furniture and Completely redecorated, new
table, easy chair 489-2199 or carpet Walking distance of heating system including
Fisher wood burning stove, all
759 1401
University Call 753-5209#
new kitchen appliances and
1-9.- farm -Equipment Two bedroom. 10x52. on bathroom fixtures new roof
1964 4000 Ford gas power private lot close to college this year private backyard with
steering remote hydraulics. $110 per month plus deposit large deck Priced in $20's
good shape 5 ft bushhog. 7 ft Call 753-4661
Call Spann Realty Associates.
753-7724
disc. three 16 inch plows Call
- -irsiliess Rental
3-0.1
436-2269 after 6 pm
For rent 1000 square foot
Ainley Auction 11
Southside Shopping Center,
Realty Sales
For sale 125w Sears amp, with next to Jim's Shoe Outlet Call
RUIIIIII •11411,
.xeverb Univox box speaker 753-6612.
t,••lit•nr Itn,111••r
Appral•er
cabinet with 15- speaker
171
,
47'
Rent
Ph '501 474-2.1116
Teisco electric guitar with 2 32AptFór
• • It h Fulton Tenn
Inbass
apartment
Harmonyl
Nice furnished
pickups and a
guitar with one pickup Call quire 100 South 13th St.
Doctor or nurse worried about
753-1207 after 5 pm
One room efficiency apart- getting to work this winter
Used Spinet piano Buy this ment. $90. corner of 16th and when the ice and snow comes?
Olive. across from M S U Call Need a phone in your car' Have
beauty and save' Clayton's
753 -n7
RAJ, 7'0 757',
a pet. but no place to put it?
Like a large work room away
'from it all for those rare spare
The Calloway County Board of moments? We have a solution
for you For the complete picEducation is now accepting ap- ture.
call 753-1492 .Offered
plications for Bus Drivers and by Century 21 trIrptta Jobs
the Calloway County Realtors

Custodians for
School System. Application should be
made at the Board Office, 2110 College
Farm Road, between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.

EzellBeauty School
Will be closed the following days:
December 24th, 25th, and 26th. Also
December 31st, January 1st, and 2nd.
We would like to thank you for your
patronage throughout the year and
wish you a Merry Christmas and a very
Happy New Year!

Happy 50th
Anniversary
Christine & Gilbert
Grogan

On All

Sansw Stereo's

BOOB NOOSE
SENSE
Four bedroom brick
home on Sharpe
Street. Central gas
heat - realistic price,
;33,000. Phone 7531222.

Good quail', older home
located at 5I1 6th Street has
living room
3 bedroom
kitchen-dinin, Am combination. utility r . •1 and enclosed
porch Old ca- dge house provides outside ...rage Large lot
Priced at $2.5 -JO Need to sell
to complete,ettlement of
estate Call ;pann Realty
Associates. 1`.. '724

EXCELLENT BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
Newly listed 4-bay
shop with paint room
and lots of equipment
to remain with purchaser. Nice office
with equipment and 2
baths. All in an excellent location and on
a large lot (175x200).
Priced realistically.
Kopperud
Phone
Realty, 753-1222.

Cattle and hog farm, approximately 70.000 yearly income
11212 acres level land Big tarrowing house, 5000 bu grain
bin. 5000 bale pole barn, large
tool shed. may hog houses. 3
bedroom mobile home, water
and electric in all buildings
Located one mile from
beautiful Kentucky lake and
U S. highway 79. Equipment
and livestock optional. Farm
only can be purchased for
$155,500 with '4 down or less.
J.H. Austin Southland Real
Estate, P.O. Box 233.
Clarksville, TN 37040.

NEAT AS A PIN
513 Whitnell St. near
Shopping,
Bel-Air
lovely 3 bedroom By.,
attached garage,
fenced
patio,
backyard. Newly
decorated, entry hall,
elec. heat, front awnings, paved driveway,
nicely landscaped lot.
Owner leaving state
wants quick sale. Only
$33,500.

Three bedrc m brick living
room. den F-A approved Call
753-8925

MICHELIN MICHELIN
It
:ra
1.1

Free Dek en, on Prescriptions in City limit%

h..

rir

Chevrolet,
good
1968
mechanical condition $450
Call 753-0448
1975 Firebird Trans Am, new
tires. tilt air conditioned. AMFM stereo 4-speed Price
$2195 Phone 753-9710
Ford F-250 4 wheel drive, guoc
shape. 753-9299
For sale 1977 Monte Carlo
like new, one owner car. 305
engine. 26.600 miles. original
tires, white landau roof over
metallic blue white vinyl interior Extras 153-6210,

¶11 WY

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

Will do plumbing and heating
repairs. and remodeling around
the home. Call 753-9600.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel.
Cali Roger Hudson. 753-4545
or 753-6763.
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work completely guarenteed Call or write
C,
-Morgan Construction
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducat
KY 42001, or call day or night
1-442-7026.
Will do housecleaning, excellent references 753-3802.

759-1176

ALL TYPES home remodeling
and maintenance, References
work. Free
Guarenteed
estimates Call 753-8948 or
753-2501 after 5 pm.
Byers Brothers 8 Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding. gutters. and
roofing Call 1-395-4967 or 1362-4895

$385°°
MODEL FR-D4

LIST $240.00

19995

MODEL SC-3110

LIST $500.00

$24995
•
All Demo Models
Much Cheaper
•

Special On Big
SansuiPower House

Need
Farm and Recreational
(Ky. & Barkley)
Property Listings

85 Watt Per Channel
Receiver With Doeby
Noise Reduction
List $650.00

Charleston, Mo.

314-683-2202

4

$ 2500
Only

SAVE 125"
• Of
Big Selection

Nem Wait
May you have
many reasons to
celebrate as
you swing into
4..:%% the New Year!
•. •_

50. Used Trucks

53.-Services-01feied

MODEL 6-4700
LIST $430.00

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Free
estimates. Insured and experienced. Call day or
night:

PM

FREE

1, II

Call 492-8515
Ask For
Richard
anytime
of day. ‘

Dasher
Volkswagen
1 1974
' automatic. great gas mileage
$1400. 436-2415
1972 Volkswagen. Also a 1972
Ford van Call 753-3862 after 6

20 MILE

Floored and reedy. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, offices, cottages, mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U'
BUILD, precut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.
(IPSID MOM III t PM

Having trouble getting thin,
done around the home? Plumb
ing, carpentry roofing? Call
753-8950.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears. 7532310. for tree estimates
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Licensed electrician_ Prompt
efficent service. Reasonable
rates. Call Ernest White 7530605.
Plumbing or electrical or sewer
bored out. Call 474-2257.
Painting - Paperhanging. Commercial or residential_ Free
estimates. 759-1987.
Snow removal from driveways.
parking lots, etc. Also tractor
breaking, disking,
work
bushhogging, blade work. Call
753-7400 from .8 fit 5. after 5
pm 753-2632

1972 LTD 9 passenger wagon
good for camping and hauling
new tires battery muffler in.
stalled this year Just tuned. 17
mpg, very good condition, will
guarantee $695 Call 753
7231
Benz.
Mercedes
1970
automatic. power. and air Call
753-5753 after 5 pm.

I

DELIVERY
753-0984

Lionsmimissioni

Your Car And
Light Truck
Tire Dealer
1105Pogue
753-1489

For sale or rade 1949 Jeep
truck. all original flathead. 4
cylinder. 16 inch snow tires.
- and excellent 4 wheel drive.
$950 Phone 1-354-6217.

phoes• WI hi PISS ••• do, 4. wham. lioniry Pioblk forme

411111111111.1.4

CARROLL
TIRE
SERVICE

49. Used Cars

•PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
'HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

PRICE SHAVE 75'

free
cleaning
Carpet
estimates, satisfied references.
Vibca-Vac steam or dry cleaning Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
753-5827.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages basements driveways.
walks, patios, steps free
estimates. 753-5476
Carpenter contractor. New and
remodel. Hawley Bucy 4928120.
Carpentry service Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work Call 753-0565
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates Prompt and efficient service. Custom Carpet Care. 4892774.
Fireplace and chimney brick
repair. Fireplace inserts and
stoves, made to order. Brick
house pointing Call after 6
pm, 436-2855
Fence Sales at Sears now Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs.
Guttering by Sears, Sears continous gutters 'installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Have your carpet cleaned by
Joe Smith Carpet Center, the
people who know carpets Call
753-6660 for free estimates.

Fall House Cleaning

UNIROYAL UNIROYAL

Different strokes for different
folks modern tri-level 4
bedroom 2 bath home with
central heat and air family
room, eat-in kitchen large
utility room situated on 1'2
acre lot m-I Priced in the
753$40's .Phone
1492 Offered by Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
First time offered' Many lovely
wooded home sites in one acre
to-ten acre tracts Be the first
to select a site for your dream
home and help design your
own restrictions in a most unique subdivision Call Spann
Realty Associates, 753-7724

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 ti15:00

53. Services Offered

41:Auto. Services

Coll 753-

209 Wow,Street

53. Services Offered

Will
Haul.

46. Homes For Sale

A RANDY MAN
DREAM
1105 Mulberry, this
older home can be
bought for only
$12,750. Large living
kitchen,
room,
bath
bedroom,
4
downstairs,
bedrooms up. Gas
heat. Nice lot, good
location.

NEW OFFICE NOUNS:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Prig of
HAIRCUT $1.25

The usual crowd - half shoppers, half
shoplifters,"

HANG OUT THE
WELCOME SIGN
At this neat three
bedroom brick on
Peggy Ann Drive. This
house has two baths,
large living room, kitchen-den combination,
2 car garage with electric door opener, central gas heat and air,
fully equipped kitchen,
and lovely landscaped
yard. All this for only
$42,500. Phone 753Kopperud
1222,
Realty.
COUNTRY NOME
CLOSE TO
TOWN
nice
Exceptionally
three bedroom home
only four miles from
city limits. Beautiful
Pt acre wooded lot,
with outside storage
and concrete floored
workshop Priced at
$53,900. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222,

-Boyd-Majors
Real Estate
- 105 N. 12th

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

anSILL

This makes '
sense' For
the active fa , who wants a
home, here's
really functic
3 bedrooms.
your opportur
2 baths, ful equipped kitchen...A gooci ice to raise a
753family...C:
1492..Offerec ,;v Century 21
Loretta Jobs P

WALLIS DRUG

Ilespitel

SALE

4,5
1CC

0

Or

Rent
furnished
Nice
apartment for 1,
2, 3 or 4 girls.
Phone 753-5865 or
753-5108.

for sale Modern Franklin
porcelain
black
fireplace
enamel exterior Excellent condition Call 436-2424
Firewood oak and hickory.
delivered $20 a rick Call 474
2382
Wood for sale Call 437-4620

Storewide
Year End

32. Apts. For Rent

1VIOHINII 1VAOHIN11

he
ay
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3igure World
afadiai Spa

Opening Jan. .3. 1980

Sansw Speakers

Greatly
Reduced!
Save Your Gas!
No One Can Undersell
Us On Sansui
•
!!
"World of Sound
222 So. 12th
tool- Inr the El

753-4121
211N. 15th
..••••••

753-5865
O•nr,qe Sign
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I Deaths- and Funerals I Finance Secretary Atkins Says
Mrs. Myrtie Conner
Funeral Is Today
U Of I Arena Still Possibility
Dies Today; Rites
For
Mrs. Lois Bray

Scheduled Sunday

Funeral services for Mrs.
Lois Hendon Bray are being
held today at 2 p.m. at they? Mrs. My rtie Conner died
chapel of the Max Churchill today at 1:30 a.m. at the ParkFuneral Home with the Rev. view Convalescent Center,
R. J. Burpoe officiating. The Paducah. She was 90 years of
Grace Baptist Church Choir, age.
The deceased, a retired
led by Dan Billington, with
Dwane Jones as organist, is school teacher, was a member
of the Olivet Baptist Church,
providing the music.
Don, Max,and Kenith Bray, Paducab, and of the Hardin
Eugene Rowland, Noah Chapter of the Order of the
Garland, and Bob Wilson, Eastern Star. Born April 25,
grandsons, are serving as 1880, in Marshall County, she
pallbearers. Burial will follow was the daughter of the late
Samuel T. Ross and Virginia
in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Bray. 81, died Wed- Hartley Ross.
Mrs. Conner is survived by
nesday. She was pronounced
dead on arrival at the Murray- one son, Adrian Conner,
Calloway County Hospital Paducah Route 7, one granafter having been stricken ill ddaughter, Mrs. William
at her home at South Side IL McConnell, Hopkinsville,
Manor. Her husband, Galon and one great grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Bray, died in 1969.
Sunday
at 2 p.m. at the chapel
survived
by one
She is
daughter, Mrs. Bub Garland, of the Linn Funeral Home,
and one son, Noble Bray, both Benton, with the Rev. Albert
of Murray, eight grand- Johnson and the Rev. David
children, and 10 great gran- McMichael officiating.
Pallbearers will be Henry
dchildren.
Baumer, Jr., Joe Edwards,
James Edwards, Jessie
Edwards, Noel McElya, and
Clifton McElya. - Burial will
follow in the Wilson Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 11 a.m.
"Receiving" will be the Saturday.
theme of the worship service
at First Presbyterian Church,
is located at 16th and Main
Streets on Sunday, Dec. 30.
The Pastor, the Rev. R. E.
Rabatire will preach on "A
Morning Worship at South
Time File Receiving."
Church School classes for all Pleasant Grove United
ages will . meet in their Methodist Church will begin
regularly assigned rooms and Sunday, Dec. 30, at 10:45 a.m.
The sermon by the pastor, the
will begin at9:30 a.m.
Worship will begin at 10:45 Rev. Dr. Paul Blankenship,
a.m. The Anthem will be will be entitled "The Truth
performed by Ann Gregory. That Makes Us Free."
As a part of the observance
Guest Choir Director, Leanne
Martin will lead the choir, of Student Recognition Sunwhile Beth Braboy serves as day, college-age young adults
from the congregation will
organist.
A nursery is available for assist in leading the worship
both Church School and service.
The choir, directed by Mrs.
worship services.
The church office will be Lurine Cooper, will sing "Go
closed on Dec. 31, and Jan. 1, Tell It On the Mountain" with
to observe the New Year. Mrs. Olivene Erwin as
Activities for January include organist and Tommy Gaines
Congregational Care as pianist.
a
Sunday School will begin at
Committee meeting on Jan. 2
at 3:30 p.m., and the Session 9:45 a.m., evening worship at
meeting at the church on Jan. 6:00 p.m., and Youth
Fellowship at 6:45 p.m.
9,at 7:30 p.m.

Presbyterians To
Hear Rev. Rabatin
Speak Here Sunday

Rev. Blankenship
Will Speak Sunday

Hog Market

Singspiration Will
Be Held At Church
The annual Singspiration of
the Northside Church of Chrit,
Housman Street, Mayfield,
will be held Monday, Dec. 31.
from 8:30 a.m. to 12 midnight.
Gary Knuckles and Jerry
Mayes will be the featured
speakers, according to a
church spokesman who invites
the public to attend.

Federal-State Market News Service
December 28,1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes5 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act, 353 Est. 1000 Barrows &
Gilts steady Sows steady to .50 higher
$37.7538.00
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
137.25-37.75
US 2200-240 lbs
. $38.25-37.25
US 2-3 240-250 lbs. . .
US 2-4 260-280 lbs.
Sows
126.00-2900
US 1-2 270-350lbs.
127.00-29.00
US 1-3 280.450lbs.
933.00-31.00
US 1-3450.500lbs.
131.00-32.50
US 1-350045011w.
126.00-27.00
US 32300-5001W.
Boars 17.00-37.50

Mike Sinapiades
will be

Guest Speaker
at

Seventh & Poplar
Church of Christ
Sunday, Dec. 30th

Everyone Is Invited
2
41/a. MOW

I

MEMPHIS, Tenn. AP )
ABC televison has renewed
accusations
that
Elvis
Presley's 1977 death was drugrelated and that there has
been an official coverup
concerning the death.
In an update of the network's investigation into
Presley's death, correspondent Geraldo Rivera reported
Thursday night on the ABCNews program "20-20" that
Presley's father was told two
months after Elvis' death that
his son died of drug interaction.
According to Rivera, the
information came from Dr.
Jerry Francisco, Shelby
County medical examiner.
But two days after his purported conversation with

Rev. Churchwell
Speaker, Churches
The Rev. John Churchwell
will speak Sunday, Dec. 30, at
10 a.m. at the Mason's Chapel
United Methodist Church;and
at 11 a.m. at the Hazel United
Methodist Church.
His sermon topic will be
"Closing the Door On 1979 and
Opening 1980" with scripture
from Exodus 14:19-20.
Serving as acolytes at Hazel
will be Terri Malcolm and
Johnna Jones.
Sunday School will be held
at Hazel at 10 a.m. and at
Mason's Chapel at II a.m.

Morning Prayer will be held
at 9:45 a.m. on Sunday, Dec.
30, at the St. John's Episcopal
Church, located at Main and
Broach Streets, Murray.
The Rev. Stephen Davenport.is vicar of the church.
Acolytes will be Ben Moore,
Brian Doyle, and Samir Mahfoud. Serving as lay readerr
will be Claudia Moore and Bill
Kyle.
In charge of the nursery will
be Margaret Kyle and Shirley
Tripp.

Stock Market
Pnees of stocks of local

interest at
noon, EST, today, furnished to the Murray Ledger & Times by First of
Michigan Corp.. of Murray, are as
follows:
Industrial Average
41.17

1977 Ford Granada
2 door,6 cylinder, 4 speed, air, power steering, one
owner,extra nice.

$3,100
GM
=Mal 11410701tS Nuns tremolo
ci\

4

Keep That Great GM Feeling 0
With Genuine GM Ports

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
i 641 South

753-2617

11400,maw 441111"OW Allimr =Ow amour

that the arena won't be built in
the next two years because of
a tight budget. That doesn't
mean that the project is
dead."
Before leaving office two
weeks ago former Gov. Julian
Carroll named an 11-member
committee to study the need
for the arena and how it might
be financed.
Brown recently added three
people to the panel and gave it
a list of questions he wants
answered, Atkins said.
A. Wallace "Skip" Grafton,
who is heading the committee,
said the committe hopes to
report to Brown within six
months on three options:
renovating Freedom Hall,
building an arena on
lAiuisville• Belknap Campus
and building an arena
downtown.
Grafton, also chairman of U
of l.'s Board of Trustees, said
the conimittee will review the
consultants' report. He said he
is skeptical that a downtown
arena would cost nearly $50
million. He said he was
thinking in terms of $20 to $25
million.
"Brown
directed
the
committee to study the whole
thing and to forget what has
gone on," Grafton said. "He is
starting off saying,'My mind
is blank, you convince me.'"
He said the governor has
•'not said at -what figure he
might look at favorably." The
governor has agreed to pay for

ABC Renews Accusations
On Elvis Presley's Death

Services Scheduled
Here At St. John's

8:30 a.m.
10:40 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
MISCIEW "OW MOW

FRANKFORT AP , State
Finance Secretary George
Atkins says a proposed
basketball arena. for the
University. of Louisville is still
a possibility.
"It is not a dead project. It is
not being shelved. Certainly
the possibility exists for
funding," Atkins said Thursday.
Gov. John. V. Brown has
authorized a 14-member
committee to study the
including
the
project,
improving
possibily
of
Freedom Hall where U of I.
plays its home basketball
games.
The arena project was
believed to be in jeopardy last
week after consultants put a
$48.9 million price tag on it.
Last week Atkins said that
the consultants'figure seemed
like an enormous sum considering how state officials
were "trying to cut 51.000
here,and $10,000 there.'•
And Brown said earlier that
the arena might be more
appropriate in four or five
years after several other
downtown
projects are
finished. He also talked in
terms of $15 million or $20
million as enough for any new
arena.
Atkins said Thursday that
his and Brown's earlier
statements were still valid. He
said that $50 million
a lot of
money. What John is asking is
to look at some alternatives.
There is a distinct possibility

Air Products
38% -4
American Motors
644 As
Ashland
404 -‘4
American Telephone
52% unc
Bonanza
2N11 34A
Chrysler
7 -4
Ford Motor
324 -4
G.A.F.
10% +".
General Care .
........ 18+4 -41
General Dynamics
$94 +4
General Motors
.5! -4
General Tire
20% -4
Goodrich
194 -4
Hardens
..... 134 +
Heublein
30 -4
I.B.M.
.. ..64% -4
Jenco.
.......214A
K Mart
nye MC
Pennwalt
314fe anc
Quaker Oats
311
Texaco
21% unc
Wal Mart
No Trade
Wendys
13411 134A

Vernon Presley, Francisco
issued a news release which
denied drugs played any role
in Presley's death, Rivera
said.
Elvis Presley died Aug. 16,
1977, at his Graceland mansion and an autopsy was
performed the same day at
Bp't Hospital. The report
IlWnever been made public,
although Francisco told
reporters the 42-year-old
singer died of hypertensive
heart disease.

Sunday And Monday
Services-Planned
At Sinking Spring
The Rev. Billy Turner,
pastor of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, will speak at
the 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. worship
services on Sunday. Dec. 30,at
the church.
"The Year When Jesus
Comes" will be the selection to
be sung by the Church Choir at
the morning service. Tommy
Scott is director of music with
Susie Scott as pianist and
Patsy Neale as organist.
Ronnie Walker, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
services.
Sunday School with Jim
Neale as superintendent will
be at 10 a.m. and Church
Training with Randy Herndon
as director will be at6 p.m.
A Watch Night Service will
be held Monday, Dec. 31,
starting at 8 p.m. A film,"The
Enemy," will be shown and
the Rev. Charles Blair will be
the speaker. Special singinv
will be held, and the public is
invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.

New Years' Eve
Party To Be Held
At Country Club
A New Year's Eve party and
dance will be held at the
Murray Country Club from 9
pm.to 1 a.m. Dec. 31-Jan. 1 •
All club members and their
out-of-town guests are invited
to attend.
Music will be furnished by
Dan Steele and his seven-piece
orchestra. The band plays a
variety of music including
rock, disco, old standards,
modern country and even
Latin tunes.
Party favors including hats
and noise-makers will be
included so members and
guests may welcome 1980 in
style.
Chairmen of the event are
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Cohoon.
Committee members include
Mr. and Mrs, Tommy ('arroll,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Fandrich,
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Polly, Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Adkins, Mr
and Mrs. Jerry Grogan, Mr
andlirs. Richard Knight and
Mr.and Mrs. Jim Brannon.

any
architectural
OF
engineering fees to help the
conlmittee.

THE NEWS IN BRIEF
By The Associated Press
TEHRAN, Iran 1API —
Moslem militants occupying
the U.S. Embassy denied
reports today that seven
American hostages had been

TV Commericais May
Be Bad For Young

transferred from the COI
sound to a maximum security
jail. The official Pars news
agency
also
denied
distributing the report.
First word that Pars was
carrying the report came
from
the
NBC-TV
correspondent in Tehran, who
said Pars got its information
from the French news agency,
Agence France Presse.
The French news agency
dispatch came from Chartres,
France, and quoted a French
legislator just returned from
Tehran as saying the hostages
had been transferred to
Tehran's
Evin
Prison,
probably for health reasons.

munist leader Thursday in
Afghanistan in favor of
another Marxist who "will be
in lockstep with the Soviets."
WASHINGTON (AP — An
appeals court has cleared the
way for the deportation of
some Iranian students as part
of America's retaliation for
the seizure of the U.S
Embassy in Tehran. But a
lawyer for three students win,
challenged President Carter's
order singling out Iranians for
immigration checks says he
will carry the fight to the
Supreme Court unless he gcts
a rehearing.

By MIKE FEINSILBER
ducted six weeks of hearings
Associated Press Writer
into whether children are
WASHINGTON (AP) —The severely affected by
comchairman of the Federal mercials. The average
child
Trade Commission thinks aged 2 to 11'sees 20,000
comtelevision commercials aimed mercials a year, on which
the
at children cause children's industry spends $600
million,
teeth to rot and drive a wedge the FTC says.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) between youngsters and their
TEHRAN, Iran ( AP) —
An eight-day work slawdov,n
The commission's power to
parents.
restrict television advertising Iran's foreign minister by city firefighters claimed its
But the U.S. Court of aimed at the young
is under angrily demanded spy trials first casualty when a newly
Appeals says that doesn't attack in Congress,
for the U.S. hostages if completed/ unoccupied $5.5
too.
prove he has "an unalterably
America pushes for U.N. million retirement home was
The Senate Commerce
closed mind"about the ads.
Committee has voted to deny sanctions against his country. destroyed by fire hours after
The court ruled 2-1 Thur- the FTC authority to
At least 10 of the captives were National Guard troops were
act on
sday that a lower court made commercials
reported
rebelling against called in to help man firi
ainied
at
a mistake in banishing FTC children if the action
is taken their captors, and there was stations. The blaze Thursda)
Chairman Michael Pertschuk on the grounds the
com- no sign their jailers would free night forced temporar)
from a commission inquiry mercials are
evacuation of about 100
unfair to any of them.
into whether commercials children.
The United States has in- residents of a nearby nursing
aimed at children should be
terpreted every Iranian "good home, but no one was injured.Under a bill coming up soon
banned or restricted.
before the Senate, the com- gesture as a sign of
The lower court said Per- mission could act only
weakness," Foreign Minister
WESTHAMPTON, N.Y
if it
tschuk should not participate finds the commercials
are Sadegh Ghotbzadeh told (AP) — Ned Ackermac
in the proceeding because he false or deceptive.
.-eporters Thursday night.
watched his twin-masted
had spoken out on the issue in
dream vanishing into the
advance.
WASHINGTON (AP) — It ocean mists as foul winds and
The Kellogg Co. and the
valid hardly have been
heavy seas sought to push the
Association of National
coincidental that the reported
John F. Leavitt, the nation's
Advertisers, the American
coup in Afghanistan followed a
first sailing cargo ship in 40
Association of Advertising
dramatic buildup of Soviet
years, beneath the waves. The
Agencies,
troops, including combat 97-foot wooden schooner was
the
Toy
Manufacturers of America
forces, according to U.S.
making its first working
and the American Advertising
voyage Thursday, carrying a
CINCINNATI AP) — City analysts. Officials' said the
Federation tried to have him officials say
load- of lumber and tanning
they hope they've Russians apparently Were
removed from the inquiry.
chemicals from Quincy.
eliminated two potential instrumental in ousting a
A lawyer for the losing side causes of
Mass., to Haiti.
corntrouble which they nationalist-minded
in the court case said no believe developed
prior to a
decision has been made on rock concert
on Dec. 3 at
whether to appeal.
which 11 persons were killed.
Pertschuk had argued that
A crowd rushing to get
young
children
don't unassigned seats and an
distinguish between com- inability
to control the
mercials and programs on TV situlpon
have been cited as
and are overly susceptible to reasons for
the deaths before
pitches for sugared cereals.
the concert by "The Who" at
When parents say "no" to RiVerfront
Coliseum. The 11
what children learn from were trampled
during a surge
television to want, Pertschuk by the crowd.
suggested, the youngsters and
City ('ouncil on Thursday
their parents wind up approved emergency
orscraping.
dinances banning festival, or
So, he said, the harm caused general admission, seating.
by Commercials "rangesfrom except in 'specific instances,
increasing tooth decay and and giving police
more
malnutrition to injecting authority in similar cirunconscionable stress into the cumstances.
parent-child relationship."
'It has appeared that
In a speech in 1477, he said. festival seating is one of
the
"Advertisers seize on the root causes of what hapchild's trust and exploit it as a pened," said Vice Mayor
weakness for their gain."
David Mann, who introduced
The appeals court said the ordinances. "Eliminating
commissioners, in making festival seating is an impolicy decisions, are free to portant step."
have opinions in advance,just
The ordinance Covers halls
as congressmen do.
with capacities of 2,000 or
Judge
George
E. more, and does not apply to
MacKinnon, dissenting from school
athletic
events,
his colleagues' opinion, said religious events, or events
Pertschuk "has proved that he specifically exempted by the
impartial city's safety director.
not
an
is
decisionmaker on this matter."
Pt
He said a notice from the
commission, if it truthfully
reflected Pertschuk's views,
would have to read: "The
commission has decided to
make a fundamental assault
upon children's advertising on
TV because we are convinced
that it is evil, unfair and
Save with these "rock-bottom" Film Processing Prices,
allowed solely because of the
December 26 - January 12
moral myopia of the public
Kodachrome, Kodacolor, Fuji, or Focal Film
and the industry. We solicit
comments as to whether it
Movies &
should be prohibited .entirely
12 Exp.
20 Exp.
24 Exp.
36 Exp. Slides 20 Exp. Slides
or to some lesser degree."
The commission has con-

Cincinnati City
Officials Hope
Problem Solved

Big
John's 7

"

Yes! We
Will Be
Open New
Year's Day

For Shopping Convenience

Discount Stores

Grace Baptists To
Hold Services On
Sunday And Monday

Your
FILM
PROCESSING
Headquarters!

177 277 327 227 127

The Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth Street,
Murray, will observe the
ordinance of The Lord's
Supper at the 5:30 p.mn
worship services on Sunday,
Dec.30.
At the evening service the
Youth Group will present a
.
sele otnh
ThieaIpastorct
spec
e Rev. R. J.
Burpoe, will be
charge of
the services, and will also
preach at the 10:45 .a.nn
u dadyi.r
onoSir
rviecesch
seTh
ected by
Leland Peeler, with Dwane
Jones as organist and Anita
Underhill as pianist, will sing
''Unworthy Am I" at the

in

cdr:
e.ne,rs
awnio
rrv
ing
i
rno
wil5yrse
Mildred
re;
b
Burpoe, Nell Evans, and
Louise Bidwell. Por bus information persons may call
h 7200will
,753chyurc
s Ra
Verbs
have
Watch Night Service on
Monday, Dec. 31, from 7 p.m.
to 12 midnight to which the
public is invited to attend, a
church spokesman said.

a.

We Help You Stay Ahead

tomato and cheese, pinto
beans, applesauce, iced
cake square; Friday--

East, North. and Southwest—Wednesday-hamburger and fries,
pizza, corn on cob, applesauce, bran muffin;
Thursday—hot dog and
fries, taco with lettuce,

fries, sausage and shells,
pizza, corn, lima beans,
rolls, tossed salad, cole
slaw, relish dish, pecan pie,
peanut butter cookies;
Thursday—pimento cheese
sandwich, -chili, fries,
baked turkey, roast beef
sandwich, creamed
potatoes, green beans,
rolls, tossed salad, cole
slaw, pear salad, donuts,
applesauce; Friday-grilled cheese, vegetable
beef soup, fries. kraut and
wieners, pinto beans, hashbrowns, fried okra, submarines, corn bread,
tossed salad, cole slaw,
tomatoes,
whole
cheesecake, rice krispie
cookie. Hamburgers are
served daily.

Middle-Murray
Wednesday, no school;
Thursday—pizza or corn
dogs; Friday—hamburger
or beef stew with cornbread. A variety of fruits
and vegetables and dessert
are served daily.
Carter and Robertson—
Wednesday, no school;
Thursday—hamburger and
bun, french fries, fruit
gelatin, cookie, lettuce,
tomatoes, onions, mustard,
and catsup; Friday—chili
and crackers, peanut
butter sandwich, carrot
sticks, and apple.

MURRAY CITY
High -Murray
Wednesday, no school;
Thursday—pizza or chicken
fried steak; Friday-barbecue sandwich or
wiener winks. Hamburgers,hot dogs,chili bar,
and sandwich bar are
served daily.

hamburger and fries,
chicken fried steak,
creamed potatoes, buttered broccoli, pear salad,
rolls, butter and jelly.

By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press Witter
HOLLYWOOD (AP)
Recently after shopping at
Bloomingdale's in New
York City, Ugo Tognazzi
was startled when a female
stranger recognized him,
threw her arms around him
and planted a kiss.
"I don't know whether
she thought I was a
a
homosexual
or
heterosexual," said the
actor. Either way, he was
pleased.
The woman's reaction
seems typical of fans of
"La Cage aux Folles," a
French-Italian confection
that has been marking up
amazing business in
America's theaters. The
latest figure from United
Artists is $5 million in only
70 playdates. A 360-aeat
Manhattan theater grossed
almost $900,000 in 30 weeks,
claiming a new record for a
foreign-language film. The
world-wide gross: $35.7
with
many
million,
markets scarcely touched.
The plot seems to
translate into laughs in any
language. It concerns a
middle-aged
pair of
homosexuals who operate a
transvestite nightclub in
St. Tropez. The son of one
of them brings his bride-tobe and her straight-laced
pa rents
for
a
getacquainted
dinner.
Chaos results.
Why the success of "La
Cage" (also called "Birds
at aZeather")?

New

Year's
Game

"First of all, it's a lot of to be a slave to the comfun," theorized Tognazzi, mercial film." He has
who plays Renato, the
produced four films on his
boy's father. "Secondly, own, all aimed at the
because of the fun, the thinking audience.
audience is liberated from
prejudices they normally
would have."
The Cremona-born actor
admitted he had concern
about how homosexuals
would react to the film.
Several years ago he had
portrayed a transvestite
entertainer as a marginal,
tormented member of
society. The film was attacked by homosexuals.
Not so "La Cage."
"As soon as it opened in
Italy, the homosexuals
were ready to campaign
against it," said Tognazzi.
"Not only did they like it.
The president of their
organization appeared on
O.J. Simpson
television with me and said
University of Southern Caliit was sympathetic to their
fornia tailback Charles White,
m‘mbers."
the 1979 Heisman Trophy
Ugo Tagnazzi, without winner, will make his final
the mustache and greyed _appearance in a USC uniform
hair, looks younger than in 'when he leads the unbeaten
the film, also younger than Trojans (10-0) into action
his 57 years. He resembles against undefeated and 1(AP) Ohio State (11-0)
a Roman Darren McGavin, ranked
in the 66th edition of the Rose
if that's possible. He has Bowl
a high powered
had three wives and each matchup that could well
has bore him a son; he also determine college football's
has a daughter by his 1979 national champion - - to
be televised on NBC New
present wife.
Year's Day, Tuesday, Jan. 1.
Until "La Cage," most of NBC Sports' 29th consecutive
his 120 films have been Rose Bowl telecast begins
aimed at the Italian with pre-game coverage at
audience. Although he is 4:30 p.m.
Providing the commentary
one of Italy's most important stars, he admitted during NBC Sports' exclusive
Rose Bowl coverage will be
that he is not the highest- Dick Enberg, Merlin Olsen
paid. The reason: "I refuse and O.J. Simpson.

Actor Tognazzi Startled After
Being Recognized By Female

The menus for the
various lunchrooms in the
county and city school
systems for the partial
week of school, Jan. 2 to 4,
have been released by
Joanna Adams, food
service director, Calloway
County Schools, and Glinda
Jeffrey, food service
director, Murray City
Schools. The menus are
subject to occasional
change due to availability
of food.
Menus are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Calloway
High-Wednesday—ravielo. lima
beans, carrots, rolls, pizza,
soup and
sandwich,
strawberry tart; Thur- sday—kraut and wieners,
purple hull peas, scalloped
potatoes, cornbread, hot
ham and cheese sandwich,
chili, chocolate pie;
Friday—beef a roni, whole
kernel corn, hash browns,
rolls, barbecue sandwich,
soup and sandwich, pecan
pie. Hamburgers and fries
are served daily.
Calloway Middle-Wednesday—hot dogs,chili,
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What's Cookirp,-I.?'

25" diagonal COLOR N/25YM9828K
MEDITERRANEAN STYLING .cabinet constructed of a
combination of hardwood solids and
simulated wood

2. The 'AR signal lets
3 GE VIR sets use
the broadcaster mon- this signal to autoitor and maintain
matically adjust the
realistic color while
color picture in your
transmitting the
home.
picture

19'

1. Service Day You Call.
2. Full Line Parts.

featunng the GE Color
Monitor system that monitors and adjusts the picture before you see it

3. Murray Appliance Sells and Installs Tower.
_4. Carry A Full Line Rota and Antenna.

featuring the GE Cola(
Monitor 11 system with a
Room Light Sensor

COLOR 13" diagonal COLOR MONITOR IV/
COLOR
momnrce
n19 diajond COLOR ryi
MONITOR'
Ook finish on NO imooctoioshc MTh
1PIA9726W
.
cu.„
ehoceoble conylng handle
Wolnul Anon on high impact
TV
TV
IDIORTIc
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Save From '50-100-150

1 The broadcaster
transmits a 'AR signal
with the color picture
through the communication system.

HERE'S HOW THE
VIP SYSTEM WORKS:

This set features the remarkable VIR Broadcast
Controlled Color system that automatically monitors
and adjusts color and tint on many programs on
incredible 60 times a second!

IR

COLOR
CONSOLE TV
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Saw 10 percent
on Allstate
Homeowners
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group Special Delivery and
hearing impaired actresses
from the West Coast Performing Art Center for the
Deaf (90 min )
12/30/79
9:00 A.M.
(4)0(1) - AFC Division
5 - Oral Roberts
Play-off Game/or Local
- Jerry Falwell
Programs At press time the
teams and the starting time
O - Hazel
had not been determined
._4
- Nashville Gospel
6:00 A.M.
The AFC Divisional Play-off
Show
- Jimmy Swaggart
game will start at either 1 -O - Amazing Grace Bible
.V.`, W - No Programs
00. 2 00 or 4 00 P M EST
Class
6:30 A.M.
with NFL 79 preceding the
.1 - Studio See
game Local programs will
O - Dr. E.J. Daniels
021 - Sesame Street
either precede or follow the
7:00 A.M.
and Susan Alamo
game
- House of Worship
9:15 A.M.
- Camera Three: C.
0
_5 - Jerry Falwell
0 6 - Hamilton Bros
Ruggles
3 - Archies
- Jetsons
9:30 A.M.
- Three Stooges
- NFC Division PlayAre People
Kids
the
Daisies
4 - Don't Eat
off
Game/
or
Local
Too Today's show features
- No Programs
Programs At press time the
The Captain and Tennille,
,6 - Archie Campbell
teams and the starting time
Norm Crosby, the Kahana
Present
had not been determined
Stunt Family, archaeologist
The NFL Divisional Play-off
O - Way of Life
Or William Rathje, the rock
game will start at either 1 (:) I: CI 21 - Sesame
group Special Delivery and
00, 2 00 or 4 00 P M EST
Street
hearing impaired actresses
with NFL joday preceding
Search the Scriptures
from the West Coast Perthe game Local programs
forming Art Center for the
(B 1J2 - Three Robonic
will either precede or follow
Deaf (90 mm)
Stooges
the game
O L5 - Baptist Church
7:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Thank Your
- Amazing Grace
Lucky Stars' Eddie Cantor's
Bible Class
double impersonates him
-32 - Day of Discovery
as the producer of a benefit
_4 - Dennis the Menace
12:00 P.M.
show to give beginners a
- Gospel Singing
O
0-MOVIE:'Nine Hours to
chance_ Eddie Cantor, HumJubilee
Rama' Story of the last
phrey Bogart, Ida Lupino_
James Robison
hours in the life of Mahatma
1943
Presents
Gandi as seen through the
4. - Dimensions in Faith
eyes of his assassin Horst
CD - Calvin Simmons
0TEl - Christopher Close
Buchholz, Jose Ferrer, ValSkatebirds
Up
erie Gearon 1963
8:00 A.M.
- Oral Roberts and You
O - Issues and Answers
- Little Rascals
0T - Zoom
T 0(tc- - Wash.
'37) - Jimmy Swaggart
Ernest Angley
Week in Review
Robison
James
First
Baptist
iT 1391121
- Flintstones
Church
O - Lobt in Space
12:30 P.M.
_AD - At Home With the
A.M.
10:00
.4)) - Dan White's
O
Bible
13.2 - Don Young
Nashville
- Trinity Tabernacle
-47 - Herald of Truth
O
- Search the Scriptures
Rogers
- Mister
CD
0 W - Changed Lives
8 CO 21 - Well Street
Neighborhood
0 8 - Feelings
Week
Street
Sesame
21
0
0 V - Zoom
(13 - MOVIE: 'Pillow Talk'
Baptist Church
10:30 A.M.
Wolfish song writer and an
Q)1I2 - Sunday Morning
- Baptist Church
Interior decorator become
8:30 A.M.
enemies without meeting
0 111 - It Is Written
- Three Stooges
iT - Animals, Animals To- because they are forced to
temporarily share a party
James Robison
day's show features the
line Rock Hudson, Doris
Oral Roberts
'Shark
Day, Tony Randall, Thelma
AD
Day of Discovery
- Community Worship
Ritter, Lee Patrick, Nick
0TEl - Paducah Devotion
0IL - Accent
Adams 1959
0iT - Electric Company
fi) - Sacred Heart
1:00 P.M.
Q3- Good News
- Footsteps
Six Million Dollar
02
_
Upon
a
Once
21
Man
Classic
a_ _ Agriculture U.S.A.
Tennessee Tuxedo
- To Be Announced
O
Nation
Face
the
11121
1E - Great Perform10:45 A.M.
ances: Bruckner: Symph.
Jot/Storylina
No. 9 The distinguished
conductor Herbert von Ka1 1:00 A.M.
rajan leads the Vienna Phil- NFC Division PlayBruckner's
harmonic in
off
Game/
or
Local
Symphony No 9 in D-minor
Programs At press time the
(60 min )
teams and the starting time
E - Comment on
had not been determined
Kentucky
The NFL Divisional Play-off
game will start at either 1 1:30 P.M.
If your house
3_ - To Be Announced
is five years 00, 2 00 or 4 00 P M EST
with NFL Today preceding
0 111 - Legacy of a Genius:
old, or less,
the game. Local programs
you may
The Story of Thos. Edison
will either precede or follow
qualify for
2:00 P.M.
the game_
All- :te's"NewHouse10%
Ilyl
O
liT issues and Answers
Discount." Give me a call
°
1132
24.2
Meet the Press
and get in on the savings
0 - MOVIE: "Battlestar
•Amino...mac hortwomna I premium
First Baptist Church
Galactica' The survivors of
O :112 - Masterpiece
a sneak attack in a distant
Theatre: Duchess of Duke
planetary system board a
Street When Louisa discovspaceship to begin a Jourers that the love poems she
ney to a planet call0 Earth
You're in good hands. receives from an Oxford
Richard
Green,
Lorne
Allstate Itteuraace Co Nontserept. 111
professor are really the
Hatch. Dirk Benedict
work
of two pranksters, she
See Agents:
Championship Wresdecides to call their bluff
Bob Billington CPCU
tling
(60 min.)
Guy Billington
Rostropovich at
O
- Studio Sae
the White House Cellist
Owen Billington
Uncle Waldo
Mstislav Rostropovich and
Tom Scruggs
aB11121 - Insight
his two daughters perform
Dan Shipley
1 1:30 A.M.
in the East Room of the
Mike Outland
T - Rex Hurnbard
White House for President
Carter Guests include Pre1311 - Kids Are People Too
The
mier Begin (60 min
Today's show features The
Captain and Tennille, Norm
Crosby, the Kahana Stunt
2:30 P.M.
Family, archaeologist Dr
01211 - Country Roads
William Rathie. the rock

3:30 P.M.

-

- Ascent of Man

Championship Wres-

5:00 P.M.
ABC News

-

a-

0
Marie
01 (BA,_ 60 Minutes
Salvage I A longA:
dormant volcano which
contains a fortune in diamonds threatens to bury a
luxury resort Guest starring
Ron Rifkin, Derek Wells and
Olive Dunbar (60 min )
O - Nashville on the Road
4
6
Disney's
Wonderful World 'Dad, Can

6:00 P.M.
- Best of Donny and

EVENING

0 ,n

o

o

(ID_

(13 - MOVIE:
Killing Me' Beer baron rack
eteer is persuaded by his
wife to go legitimate Broderick Crawford, Claire Trevor Virginia Gibson, 1953
No Programs
5:30 P.M.
0 5 - News
.3 - Wild Kingdom
- MOVIE: 'Whoopee'
This lush thirties musical
was produced by the legendary Busbee Berkely. Eddie
Cantor, Betty Grable 1930
- Agricultural Science
Bonaventure
Travel

Garden
o 121 _ Victory
'Stop, You're

tling

O

o

4:30 P.M.
- Time Was: 1930s Dick
Cavett takes viewers back
to the era when radio, lush
Hollywood musicals and
the jitterbug helped keep
spirits high
.21 - Feelings

O L21

4:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'The
Yellow Submarine' In this
animated film, the Chief
Blue Meanie and his henchmen unleash an assault on
the Pepperland The Beatles 1970
O -Lawrence Welk
0,111' - Firing Line
- Footsteps
.21o

a _ Nashville Music

ea-

- MOVIE: 'Life with
Father' A tryant of a man us
putty in the hands of his
wife and four sons William
Powell, Irene Dunne, Eliza
beth Taylor 1947
0(211) - Sneak Preview
3:00 P.M.
0(I)- Lawrence Welk
(4) - MOVIE: 'The Wild
Bunch' A gang of aging outlaws ride into a Texas border town to rob a local
railroad for their last shot at
glory William Holden, Ernest Borgnine, Robert Ryan
1969
Popl Goes the Country
- Celebration of
Strauss Will, Boskovsky
conducts the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra in an
annual concert of the music
of the Strauss family The
State Opera Ballet dances
the waltz and the polka to
the music.(60 min.)
0 (21) - Great Performances: Bruckner: Symph.
No. 9 The distinguished
conductor Herbert von Karajan leads the Vienna Philharmonic in
Bruckner's
Symphony No 9 in D-minor
(60 min )
MOVIE: 'Three ,
Secrets' When a plane
crash traps their men, three
women find their- deepest
secrets are a shared tragedy Patricia Neal, Ruth
Roman, Eleanor Parker
1949

O

o

8:30 P.M.
)(E).12) - Jeffersons
Louise arranges to take iii
an orphan for a week
133 - Bryant Productions

6:30 P.M.

*Collector Prints
*Beautiful &
Valuable Gifts
PRINTS

Unique Gift
Ideas From
Wells Studio

o-

9:00 P.M.
0 ,_5) (El )12) - Trapper
John,. M.D. Trapper uses a
fantastic feat to save a 13year-olds life (60 min )
O - Last of the Wild
L4 )10t_6 - Eischied An old
man whose family business
is on shaky ground is suspected of arson Guest starring John Randolph, Ina
Balm and Michael Baselon
(60 mm )
MOVIE: 'Battlestar
Galactica' The survivors of
a sneak attack in a distant
planetary system board a
spaceship to begin a Jour
ney to a planet called Earth
Richard
Green,
tonne
Hatch, Dirk Benedict
- Camera Three: C.
0
Ruggles
Ci 21 - Hansel and Greta
Performed by the Northwestern University Opera

AS

LOS as

•

TV WEEK

*6 00
20% OffFraming

o

)0(.0.)- MOVIE:'Goldie
and the Boxer' A struggling
fighter's relationship with
an orphan effects his climb
to the heavyweight chamSimpson,
pionship 0 J
Melissa Michaelsen, Vincent Gardenia 1979
- MOVIE: 'Winter Kill'
Series of bizarre murders
moves a mountain resort
community toward panic as
desperately
police
the
search for the mysterious
murderer before he can
strike again Andy Griffith,
Sheree North John Calvin,
John Larch, Tim O'Connor
Louise Latham 1974
ea .21 - Dragons of
Paradise This program pre
sents the history. behavior
and biology of the American alligator (60 min )

janitor mistakenly enters an
off-limits room and becomes negatively ionized,
and as a result he is able to
fly like a bird Soupy Sales,
Hunter, Beverly Adams
66
Tab

7:00 P.M.
- Mork &
12)o
(1.)
Mindy Mork goes back in
time to seek advice about
earthly love from the Fon?
(R)(60 min )
Archie's
Place 'EDZ
O51
(1 -

ED - Austin Peay

o - Porter Wagoner

a_

O - MOVIE:'Birds Do It' A

o

I Borrow the Car?' Animation and live action are used
in this spoof of a young
man's life as seen through
the ever-present automobile. Narrated by Kurt Russell (R)(60 min.)
- Movie Cont'd
€0
(.8 )- Lord Mountbatten:
A Man for the Century Fifth
of 8 parts. Following the Japanese surrender in 1945,
Mountbatten becomes involved in handling post-war
political and human problems. (60 min )
(211 - Lord Mountbatten:
A Man for the Century

TV WEEK

ED - Coach's Show
7:30 P.M.
Day at
(5)O
0312)- OneBarbara,
a Time Ann,
and
Max
Schneider,
Grandma Romano put on a
New Year's Eve show for a
Guest
retirement home
starring Nanette Fabray
Coach
ED - Memphis State
Show
8:00 P.M.
MOVIE:
(
'Superdome' The year's biggest sporting event, the Suis
game,
Bowl
per
threatened by a silent killer
Donna
Janssen,
David
Mills, Edie Adams 1978
0(5) ID (12) - Alice Flo
doesn't have a date for New
Year's Eve (R)
0 (21) (.8
Masterpiece Theatre: Du.
chess of Duke Street An im
poverished chauffeur inherits 30,000 pounds from his
mistress (60 min )
(D- Ruff House
By RAINA GROSSMAN
Carol Fox, founder of
Chicago's 1.yric Opera Company knows her score- A
native Chicagoan, she is an
Italian opera aficionado who
has built an operatic resting
ground for the world's great
She is also a fighter of trends
She and her artistic director,
maestro Bruno Bartoletti and
her publicist, Danny Newman
have succeeded in a city that
had hitherto not till pported an
opera company beyond its
10th year
Now, in their 25th year.
FALLEN FALLON - Can their SUCeetili reaches national
you please tell me the name prominence with their first
of the actor who played Bobby nationally televised producFallon in "Flesh and Blood"? tion, "Faust," sponsored by
lie's my new favorite actor, Exxon, airing Wednesday,
but I don't know his name. — Jan. 2, on PBS
Miss Carol Fox has assent
All., Hansen, Mass.
It's hard to have a favorite bled an internationally
without a name to go with renowned cast including
him Yours is Tom Berrenger, many of the greatest names in
who was recently in "Butch opera today Mirella Frew as
and Sundance The Early Marguerite, Alfredo Kraus as
Years," and made his first Faust, Nicolai Ghiaurov as
splash in the movie "Looking Mephistopheles, Richard
Stilwell as Valentin, and
for Mr Goodbar "
Katherine Ciesinski as Siebel.
Goethe, whose dramatic
YOUNG PECK — I recent- poem is the foundation for
ly saw a movie called "The this 3 1/2 hour production,
Seven Minutes." The main tells the story of a man who
actor looked and Sounded like sells his soul to the Devil in
a young Gregory Peck. I think exchange for renewed youth
his name was Wayne Maun- Gounocrs opera, "Faust," with
der. Do you have any informa- a text by Barbier and Carre,
tion on him? - P.K. Wright, explores the anguish and
Oceanside. CA.
despair of the aging scholar
It is Wayne Maunder and I Mephistopheles (Satan), relcan tell you that he starred in ishing Faust's despair, offers
flirt,: Sel
,/11 TV Ile played hon
material pleasures and
the title role in the short lived youth, symbolized by a meet"Custer" of 1967 He was the ing with the beautiful
Eastern -bred son. Scott Marguerite. In return, Faust
Lancer opposite James Stacey promises to serve him later in
and Andrew Duggan in Hell
"Lancer," circa, 1968 - 1971
"Our cast is considered to
And he played opposite a be the definitive one," said
police dog in "Chase," another Miss Fox She is known for
quick' series that bowed in her mothering quality and she
1973
enforces it with new and
(Send your letters to Pepper upcoming performers They
200
O'Brien. NEA ,
Park are her pet projects. "We can
Avenue. N 1 10017)
all discover the greats," she
said, "but we owe the opera
world new talent

you can end an argument
between my cousin and me.
She said that when "Dallas"
first aired, Pam, Victoria
Principal, was married to JR.
Larry Hagman, then she married Bobby, Patrick Duffy. I
say that she was never married to JR.— J.C. High Point,
NC
Pamela entered the Ewing
clan for the first time as
- Bobby's bride There's enough
confusion in that clan without
having the two brothers share
a wife in common

IChetcA It-Irt,1 listings tof lime and sfanon

Carol Eox, founder of the
Lyric Opera of Chicago, celebrates the company's first
nationally televised production, "Faust," on Wednesday,
Jan. 2, on PBS.

To this end, she presides
over the Lyric Opera School
which uses well known performers to train singers for
the stage The school teaches
foreign languages, movement,
dress, interpretation and
stage deportment Every one
of the students is able to perform so they learn how to deal
with other members of a cast
"We audition around the
1LS Out of about 40 or 50
finalists, we accept about 10
for ensemble and 15 or so for
chorus This is the best opera
school in the country, she
said
Yet. Miss Fox, like many
Chicagoans, doesn't believe
that Chicago receives its
share of national prominence
The city is often outbid by
New York and Los Angeles.
"Exxon wanted to establish
the idea of opera outside New
York City After all our interests are national," she said.
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Angie's Kid Sister

The Company has a history
of firsts Miss Fox, who lived
in Italy and pursued her own
operatic inclinations, realized
that the Italian government
doesn't allow artists to have
agents In 1954, when she
gave up singing and founded
the company, she persuaded
Maria Callas to make her
American debut, singing the
lead in "Norma." Renato
Scotia also made her American operatic debut, as did
"Faust" principals Alfredo
Kraus. Mirella Freni and
Nicola' Ghlaurov. Joan
Sutherland and Marilyn Horne
sang with the company before
lhey performed with New
York's famed Metropolitan
Opera.
International performers
who ordinarily shy away from
accepting
engagements
abroad, have realized a kinship with the company. "We
are a very small season -only 13 weeks," said Miss Fox.
"We aren't a one or two star
company. We have 5-8 performances of an opera and principals don't mind travelling
here because they know we
won't ask them to stay for
months, but only have them
appear a few times. Pavarotti, for instance, performed all
seven times, not just twice."
It never disturbed her to
stop singing. Matter-of-fact,
she doesn't revel in her past
singing career when her husband found her records in a
drawer, she smashed them. "I
knew how I sounded," she
said "I didn't believe my
they
other
as
at
each
left)
look
Hays,
Robert
Angie and Brad (Donna Pescow and
voice was great. The day I
both come to the realization that Angie's sister, Marie (Debralee Scott), has found.a formed the Lyric Company I
new object for her affections — Hector (Richard Beauchamp, right), the cook at the stopped singing You can't do
both."
restaurant — in "Marie's Crush," on ABC's "Angie," Tuesday, Jan. 1.

(1.1) PEOPLE — Can you
tell me the name of a series
that was on in the late '60s
about a group of college kids
that were stranded on an
inland? Tiffany BowIling was
one of the stars. Lynn
Redmond, Neptune, NJ
Tbat was the "New
People," which lasted half a
season in 1969
DALLAS DRAMA - I hope

As you already know, "The
Invaders" was a Quinn-Martin
production and was not based
on a novel of any sort. There
was also no real final episode,
David Vincent (Roy Thinnes)
merely kept up his search for
the aliens with the bent little
fingers. "The Prisoner" was
created and produced by its
star, Patrick McGoohan.
According to "The Complete
Directory to Prime Time Network TV Shows," the final
epidsode had No. 6 being
offered the job as leader of
the little community. He was
led into the Castle to meet the
No 1 he'd been trying to see
all those years and was led
into a trap. But with his ally,
the Butler and two other prisoners, he managed to escape
the Castle which was blown
up.

FUTURISTIC PAST
I'm
hoping you can help me. I
wrote- _to Quinn Martin
studios, the educational TV
station in Chicago. There
were two programs on TV
many years ago and in both
cases I didn't see the final episode and don't know how they
ended. One was "The Prisoner" and was even repeated on
educational TV, but I seemed
to miss the last episode. The
other one was "The Invaders."
Is it possible to find out if
either of these programs were
based on books I might read?
- Mrs. Maynard Hansen,
Clinton, Iowa.

TVDIALOGUE

"Faust" from
the Chicago stage
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-

Rathie

the rock

7:30 A.M.

_

- All-New

3:00 P.M.
01121 131)0-Wide World

I.. AFTERNOON

P.M.

T ----

c'-Agrièulture
O - mo‘47—A-r Baba and
the Seven Saracens' Sinbad and his friends, are

Classic

2:00 P.M.
0ILl - U. S. Farm Report
- Once Upon a
0

Shrine Game This sports
special will feature top seniors from the East and West.
O - Harry Blackstone's
Magical Tour Take a magic
carpet ride through the
world of illusion and sleight
of hand with the master magician Harry Blackstone.
- Professional Bowlers
Tour (Season Premiere)
Coverage of the 985,000
ARC Alameda Open will be
broadcast
from
Mel's
Southshore Bowl, in Alameda, CA (90 min.)
0X - Big Blue Marble

1:30 P.M.
- East/West
CL OD

• -

Memphis St. at Virginia
Tech The Tigers of Memphis State University play
the Hokies of Virginia Tech
University.
MOVIE: 'The
0 Innocents' An English governess, in charge of two
small children, sees the
ghosts of a previous governess and a valet Deborah
Kerr, Michael Redgrave
1962
a _ To Be Announced
• _ My Favorite Martian
ID C2)- 30 Minutes
1:00 P.M.
01)- Electric Company
MOVIE: 'The
Vampires' Goliath
and
friends set out to destroy
the Vampire who has supernatural powers and has
transformed a group of men
into his robot-like followers
Gordon
Scott,
Glenna
Maria. 1966
- Nashville on the
Road

12:30 P.M.
a CL - Movie
a CL _ Wrestling
CL - NCAA Basketball:

-

at Tennessee The
Wildcats of the University
of Kentucky play the Volunteers of the University of
Tennessee.
0CC - Sesame Street
Get Smart

o
Kentucky

1200 P.M.
CC - NCAA Basketball:

01 - Victory Garden
•_ The Monkees

the Super Seven
14 - TBA

012- Tarzan and

Bandstand

FREE ESTIMATES-402SUNBURY CIRCLE

Quality Service Co. Inc.

Phone 753-9294

TVA Certified Hoot Pump Installers

SERVICE

- Lap Quilting
4:30 P.M.

- Bonnie Lou and

4:00 P.M.

Survival...or

-

- News

EVENING

- CBS News

1211

ea

3
TtIkopers
0,5 - To 8.,AhfIounced
0- Pop! Goe tile Country
4 0 6 - To Be
Announced

02

erapy

7:00P,M.

Down
if)- Sawdu

Upstairs,

- ,.'iItesee

Outdoorsmen

0

4 - Teddy Bart's Nashville
0 6 - Accent
- Hogan's Heroes

6:30 P.M.
0 5 - Eyewitness News

.31) - Lawrence Welk
.41 1
- News
a _ Movie Cont'd
a _ Ag Science in Action
0La - Symposia
0 21 - Once Upon a
.Classic
tip - Up Your Alley
a}
- Hee Haw

6:00 P.M.
0CL - Bugs Bunny
_ Program Cont'd

0

5:30 P.M.
a (21) _ News
- Hee Haw
0EL - NBC News
0Cu - Another Voice

OD

- No Programs

o

News Conference
- Championship Wrestling
- MOVIE: 'A Shining
Season' The true story of
John Baker who spent his
final year of life coaching a
losing girl's track team to a
title-winning season. Timothy Bottoms, Allyn Ann
McLerie, Ed Begley Jr., Rip
Torn, Mason Adams. 1979
ocy- Montage
O (14) - Footsteps
O(EU - Prisoner
- Wrestling

a

5:00 P.M.

Suicide
0
- Word on Words
0 21) - New Shapes:
Education

-

0- Rat Patrol

0

Buster

0 6

- Cinema Showcase

3:30 P.M.

of Sports: The Hula Bowl
Coverage of the All-Star
East and West game will be
broadcast from Hawaii.
CD X - All About TV
- MOVIE: 'First Men in
the Moon' Three astronauts, returning from the
moon with a manuscript of
previous discovery, track
down the aged discoverer
who tells the story of the
first landing. Edward Judd.
Lionel Jeffries. Martha
Hyer. 1964

o

11:30 A.M.
0 _2. 17 a _ American

0 8- - Old Houseworks
a)- Partridge Family

Hooting Er Air Conditioning

Woman0
_ New Fat
Albert Show
4_ 0 CL - Flash Gordon
13 8 - GED Course
1 1:00 A.M.
12 2 - Battle of the
Planets
05
- Shazam
3- a _ ABC Weekend
Special
CL 0 L-62 - Hot Hero
Sandwich Today's gues
include SjI-,,,Strur,krs,
Stockard Charming, Julius
Erving, McLean Stevenson
and
a
rock
minidocumentary on KISS (60

10:30 A.M.
r.i-U 0 - Spider.

Angel
0
- GED Course

10:00 A.M.
-CO CC - Casper and the

Pomo Hour
CC 0 CC - Daffy Duck
Show
- MOVIE:- 'The Nylon
Noose' Inspector seeks
murderer who uses nylon
noose to kill prominent
stockholders convening in
the remote and desolate
confines of Eiford Manor.
Richard Goodman, Olga
Summerfield, Laya Racki.
1963.

Scappy Doo

9:30 A.M.
a T, Ta Scooby and

squad of American soldiers
fight and love with women
of all kinds. George Hamilton. George Peppard. Eli
Wallach. 1963

9:00 A.M.
0-MOVIE:'The Victors' A

Comedy/ Adventure Show
_ Bugs
Bunny/ Road Runner Show
0- Maverick
(TIT 0 CL - Fred and
Barney Meet the Shmoo
0- MOVIE:'Fame and the
Devil'

a s
„ ,

8:00 A.M.
0- Plasticman

- Flintstones

0- Partridge Family

o

O cu

Greatest Superfriends
Adventures
of Mighty Mouse and
Heckle & Jackie
O - Ultraman
A_)
- Godzilla/
Globetrotter
Adventure
Hour
0
- No Programs
- Tennessee Tuxedo

o

6:00 A.M.
O - Three Stooges
a
_ No Progreirs
6:30 A.M.
O - Little Rascals
7:00 A.M.
OT,'T.0-The World's

sm.MORNING EMI

01/05/80

SATURDAY

aided by enslaved rebels to
rid the kingdom of the tyrant. Gordon Mitchell, Dan
Harrison 1962
O - MOVIE: 'Battlestar
Galactica' The survivors of
a sneak attack in a distant
planetary system board a
spaceship to begin a tourney to a planet called Earth
Lorne
Green,
Richard
Hatch, Dirk Benedict
ill - Atop the
Fencepost
- Columbia,Voices
of River
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William
Can

8:00 P.M.
- The
Love

- Gunsmoke
- Rock Concert
4 0(41;- Satu rda y Night
Live
0111- Sign Off
• - Today in Bible
Prophecy
O 1112) - MOVIE: 'Fancy
Pants' Bob, a gentleman's

10:30 P.M.
_ Movie
O :2

3 - News

10:15 P.M.

3'- ABC News
0 - Dick Maurice and
Company
0(D.)- Monty Python
O - Tales of the
Unexpected

a L21) A)0C.00OD
.. f2) -- News
O 1,13 - Eyewitness News

Be
You' Two lost souls,
a girl out of prison and an
emotionally upset soldier,
find a new lease on life during a ten-day romantic interlude
Ginger
Rogers,
Joseph
Cotten, Shirley
Temple. 1945
10:00 P.M.

9:30 P.M.
(A) - MOVIE: 'I'll

o
Seeing

o

CL CID 0 - Fantasy
Island
C)
- TBA
- MOVIE: 'Car Wash'
This hip comedy is about a
day at the Deluxe Car Wash
in Los Angeles where a
number of crazy characters
pass through. George Carlin, RichardtPryor, The Pointer Sisters. -1976
O - College Basketball:
Purdue at Ohio St. The Boilermakers of Purdue University play the Buckeyes of
Ohio State University.

9:00 P.M.

_

Boat
C$D
TBA
0 - NCAA Basketball:
North Carolina at Virginia
CD0CU - TBA

13. c2D

(v) _

/)(311 - A New Kind
of Family
O - Nashville Music
011 - MOVIE:'Little Lord
Fauntleroy' Movie version
of Frances Hodgson Burnett's juvenile classic of a
Brooklyn boy who becomes
a Lord and is brought up by
a doting mother whom he
calls 'Dearest: Freddie Bartholomew, Mickey Rooney.
Dolores Costello, C Aubry
Smith. ••• 1936
a
Republican
Presidential
Candidates
Debate

7:30 P.M.

MOVIE: 'The
Wanderers' The year is
1963, and a gang of youths
lust out of high school try
desperately to hang on to
their fast disappearing days
as carefree kids Ken Wahl,
Karen Manz, John Friederich. 1979
0CL - Sneak Previews
- MOVIE:'The Key' The
commander of unarmed
seagoing tug is given a key
which he knows he must
pass on to another man in
the event of his death William Holden, Trevor Howard, Sophia Loren 1958
• - College Basketball:
Texas at Southern Methodist The Longhorns of the
University play the Mustangs of Southern Methodist University
0
- CBS Reports This
special report will examine
the wide-spread outbreak
of anti-American demonstrations throughout the
world (60 min

Wonderful World Dad

Tv WEEK

1 1:00P.M.

2:15 A.M.

the
outline

InTehetStmogre
(Except Tobacco
)

Motion Picture
Association of America
rating definitions:
G — General audiences.
All ages admitted.
PG — Parental guidance
suggested. Some material
may not be suitable for
children.
R— Restricted. Under 17
requires accompanying
parent or adult guardian.
X — No one under 17
admitted. Some states may
have higher age limits.

1941 begins with a
marvelous self-parody by
Steven Spielberg. A naked
girl takes a midnight swim
in the ocean to the music of
"Jaws," then finds herself
atop the periscope of a
Japanese submarine. The
scene, alas, is the high
point of the movie.
There might have been
an amusing film in the
spectacle of Los Angeles
gone bananas after Pearl
Harbor; this isn't it.
Violent stunts do not a
comedy make. The actors
Include John Belushi,
Christopher Lee, Dan
Aykroyd, Toshiro !Mune,
Robert
Stack,
Tim
Matheson, Treat Williams,
Lorraine Gary and Ned
Beatty. The rating is PG.

Director Carl Reiner is
an expert at this kind of
wackiness; while some of
the gags misfire, the
average is high. Bernadette Peters is ideal as
Martin's true love, and
Catlin Adams is marvelous
as a raunchy carnival
motorcyclist.
The R rating is mostly
due to language, inordinately expletive.

753-3174

Smoke Shoppe
102 N. 5th

is

promising. His large
following will be pleased
with his portrayal of the
son
black
of
a
sharecropping family
(that's right) who rises
from gas station attendant
to millionaire inventor,
then slides back to poverty.

but

Martin's character isn't
fully realized in this film,

comic in the classic
Chaplin-Keaton mold — the
well-meaning naif victimized by a mendacious
world

We'll be in our new location JAN. 2, 1990. at
Olympic Plaza

/ Off
200

- MOVIE:'The Killer Is
Loose' A bank robber, who
vows to 'settle with' a detective, implicates the detective's wife in a murder case.
Joseph Cotten, Wendell
Corey, Rhonda Fleming
1956

1Ig1

12:45 A.M.
- News

Goodbye' Romantic triangle
revolves around a cunning
used car salesman who discovers that the mysterious
girl with whom he has had a
brief interlude is the wife of
a wealthy baron, his employer. Michael Crawford,
Curt Jurgens, Genevieve
Gills. 1970.
O - MOVIE: 'A Bullet for
Joey' An international spy
ring kidnaps an atomic
scientist. George Raft, Edward G. Robinson, Audrey
Totter. 1955
0EL - Sign Off
Ira - Boxing
476) - News

a

12:30 A.M.
_ ABC News
_ MOVIE: 'Hello-

(3)- News/Sign Off
(4)- MOVIE:'Good Sam' Incurable 'Good Samaritan'
who is always in a tam decides to stop helping people Gary Cooper, Ann
Sheridan, Ray Collins, Edmund Lowe. 1948

12:00 A.M.

MIDNIGHT Ems

11:30 P.M.
0CC - Rookies

Rock Concert
- Sign Off
O - MOVIE: 'Earth vs. the
Flying Saucers' After secret
military rockets are shot
down by mysterious flying
saucers, scientists develop
a new weapon before saucermen disintegrate the
earth Hugh Marlowe, Joan
Taylor. 1956
O - No Programs

_

10:45 P.M.
O - MOVIE:

gentleman, is to bring cuiture to Big Squaw Bob
Hope, Lucille, Ball, Bruce
Cabot, Jack
Kirkwood
1950

By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press Writer
THE JERK is a wild,
crazy and generally
satisfactory movie debut
for Steve Martin. He is a

Reviews Given For
'The Jerk ,"1941'

.111111.'

-

8:30 A.M.

($) -

at

live with relatives and is a
witness to a human triangle
that results in disaster.
Joan Crawford, Barry Sullivan, Betsy Palmer 1955
0-Tony and Susan Alamo

O (13 - MOVIE: 'Queen
Bee' An school girl goes to

Show
1141) - MOVIE: 'The New
Adventures of Heidi' Heidi's
is threatened when her
grandfather tells her that
she must go to live with her
cousins. Katy Kurtzman,
Burl Ives, John Gavin. 1978
- Ron Greene Show
- P.T.L. Club
0CC - Old Houseworks
El
- Gunsmoke
1 1:00 P.M.
O(53 - Face the Nation

Lawrence Welk
- Richard Schmidt

_

10:30 P.M.

1.3v 700 Club
- News

10:15 P.M.

- Ernest Angley
0
- CBS News

CL
- ABC News
O - Open Up
a (21) - Sign Off

News

a CZ €)a) A)DEC

10:00 P.M.

Evening

9:30 P.M.

o- Ruff House

Theater, the Humperdinck
opera brings alive the
Grimm Brothers' fairy tale
(60 min )
O - Kenneth Copeland

Symphony

10:00 A.M.

o

11:30 A.M.

5 CI 41-

-

0 5 0 12 - As the
World Turns
4 0 6 - Days of Our
Lives
O - Dick Van Dyke

O - That Girl
12:30 P.M.

6)

30 -All My

12:00 P.M.
CNhildren

2

AFTERNOON ow

_2
3:0 - Ryan's
Hope
0 5 0 12 - Search for
Tomorrow
- Movie
4 - Noon Show
0 6 - Password Plus
0 8 - Varied Programs
ED - Mayberry. R.F.D.

0

3 - Family Feud
4 0 6 - Wheel of
Fortune
CD - Hazel
1 1:00 A.M.
- The
O
S20,00
20 Py3ramta
id
0 912 - The Young
and the Restless
- Love. American Style
4 0,6 - Mindreaders
- Petticoat Junction

10:30 A.M.

ll - High Rollers
Right
- Romper Room
a)- I Dream of Jeannie

06

0 2 - Laverne & Shirley
O 5 1119 12 - Price Is

o

- Sign Off

12:30 A.M.
- ABC News
- With This Ring
12:45 A.M.
- News
A musician sponsored by a
woman decides his career
is more important than she
is John Garfield, Joan
Crawford. Oscar Levant
1947

2:30 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Humoresque'

(13)

ID

a - Jim Whittington

0

Off
- MOVIE: 'The Gallant
Hours' Bitter fighting on
Guadalcanal
in
1942,
based on true events involving Adm William F. Halsey,
famed World War II U S
Naval hero. James Cagney,
Dennis Weaver, Richard
Jaeckel, Les Tremayne,
1960.
0- With This Ring

- Sign

- News

Answers

and

MIDNIGHT mmi

- For Our Times

12:00 A.M.
0 (2 - Issues

0

o

11:30 P.M.
CZ)- Exchange
O(5)- Search
O - News/Sign Off

MOVIE: 'Looking for
Mr. Goodbar' The 'swinging
single' scene means dissil- _
lusionment, pain and ultimately destruction for a
young woman Diane Keaton, Tuesday Weld, Richard
Kiley. 1977

0-

1 1:15 P.M.

SUNDAY CONT.

0 5 0 12 - Celebrity
WHEW?
1:3
_ Varied Programs
O - Get Smart

9:30 A.M.

- Movie
.4 0
- Donahue
- P.T.L. Club
0
- Electric Company
(I)- My Favorite Martian

.3' - 700 Club

Beat the Clock

9:00 A.M.
O 2 - Dinah!
0 .5 0 12 - All-Star

5 - Doris Day
- Green Acres

0

- Lucy Show
- Sesame Street
0.12 - Captain Kangaroo

7:45 A.M.
.161'- To Be Announced
8:00 A.M.
! 5 - Mornings on 5

0 6 - Weather

7:30 A.M.
- Romper Room

Affair
4 0 6 -Today
00 16 - No Programs
621- PTL Club
0 1_2. - Morning

- Family

Morning America
..5 - Captain Kangaroo

Good

No Programs

6:30 A.M.
- Little Rascals
7:00 A.M.
0 .2 3: 0 -

0.21

6:00 A.M.
0- Three Stooges

MORNING
1:30 P.M.

Mike Douglas

3 0-One Life to

1:00 P.M.

o

- Sanford and Son

• ac

New Year, America,"
Monde Dec.31 on CBS.

Natalie Cole, a three-time
Grammy Award winner,
hosts an elaborate disco
party at the famous Copecabana nightclub in New
York City, on "CBS' Happy

awn,

0,EL - CBS News
- Cactus Pete
0, c1- NBC News
- ABC News
- I Love Lucy
0 12' - News

5:30 P.M.
- Dating Game

-

0 1811 - Sesame Street
O - Hogan's Heroes
Adam-12

0 - News
- Sanford and Son

- Varied Programs
.4 - Happy Days Again

01.511 - Newlywed . Game

ABC News

5:00 P.M.

0 ▪ - Brady Bunch
- Beverly Hillbillies
0 CC 0
- Electric
Company
- Happy Days

O - I Dream of Jeannie
_ Bewitched

0

4:30 P.M.

0
0 CC - Gilligan's
Island
0- My Three Sons
4 - Real McCoys
- Andy Griffith
0
- Mister
Rogers Neighborhood
ED i2 - Gomer Pyle

4:00 P.m.
- Bonanza

,2 • - Ozzie & Harriet
;5
Woody
Woodpecker
3 - Mike Douglas
- Gilligan's Island
4 - Krofft Superstars
- My Three Sons
- I Love Lucy
- Movie
0)11112) - Andy Griffith

3:30 P.M.

0
Munsters
3 0- Edge of Night
- Spectraman
▪ - Varied Programs
- Sesame Street
- Star Blazer
03 11_ Love of Life

O - Flintstones
0 - Over Easy
- Super Heroes
3:00 P.M.
1211 - Little Rascals

a Time

2:30 P.M.
0.5 0 12 - One Day at

4 0,0 - Another World

O - Lucy Show

Hospital

2:00 P.M.
O 2 _3 a - General

Hotel
4 0 6 - The Doctors

Light
0- Gigglesnort

0 5 ED 12 - Guiding

O-

_2
o
Live
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753-5005

Call
Murray Cablevision

/\ Starts January 4 /

Poseidon's survivors
return to the scene of the
wreck. But a twist of fate
throws them into the grip
of yet another disaster at
sea. An action-packed
thriller with a big cast anil
big adventure Starring
Michael Caine, Sally
Field, and Telly Savalas.

BEYOND
.
THE POSEIDON
ADVENTURE
The

December 29th Only

poet Sylvia Rath's
plunge into madness—
a madness that ended
in suicide 11 years later.
Exquisite performances by Marilyn Haslett
and Julie Harris,

nnwerful true srnry

The haunting and

THE BE,LL JAR

December 28th Only

Chuck Norris, James
Franciscus and Dana
Andrews star in a fast
and furious saga of
government corruption that stretches all
the way from
Washington, D.C. to
behind enemy lines
in Vietnam.

GOOD GUYS
WEAR BLACK

Starts Dec. 30

HBO dellVer s big movie ac t ion
price with intrigue
packed movies like "Winter
Kills" starring Jeff Bridges
and Anthony Perkins Then
see "The China Syndrome"
and all the big hits at a big
savings Only on HBO

at a low

'Winter Kills"
at a Cool Price

Ft

r

e

O

haunted by his participation in an Indian massacre,
leaves his home in selfdisgust He later returns to
redeem his honor Tom
Laughlin, Ron O'Neal, Lincoln Kilpatrick 1979
cc - MASH A bby
is
abandoned
at the
4077th

8:00 P.M.
fa - MOVIE:
'Master Gunfighter' A man,

Dick Cavett Today's guest is the 'Lampoon
80's

OE _

chael and Gail finally admit
their attraction for each
other

7:30 P.M.
- The Last Resort Mi-

- MOVIE:'Big Sleep' Detective Phillip Marlowe is
embroiled in blackmail,
murder and underworld
crime
Robert Mitchum,
Sarah Miles, James Stewart 1978
,
- Song by Song:
Lorenz Hart Tonight's program focuses on American
lyricist Lorenz Hart (60
min )

o
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5:00 P.M.
Carol Burnett and
Friends

Lynda Carter will be joined
by guests Marvin Hamlisch,
Kip Addotta and Robert
Stack Where the show is
aired for 90 minutes Fania
Fenelon and Rabbi Marvin
Hier will be included
- MOVIE: 'Ma and Pa
Kettle Back on the Farm' A
domineering mother-in-law
sends the Kettles back to
the farm. Pa believes there's
uranium on the old homestead. Gangsters move in
and a daughter-in-law almost moves out. 1954

3:30 P.M.
X - Mike Douglas Co-host

French taxi driver and the
daughter of a social climb, ing American woman run
away together with the kind
help of an aging ex-convict.
Lawrence Olivier. Sally Kellerman. 1978

o
Roman

3:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'A Little
ce' The son of a

Circus
World
ionship The world's
best jugglers, acrobats, trapeze artists and masters of
escape combine the pageantry of the circus with
the precision of world-class
competition.

Joe Garagiola are the hosts
for this parade from Miami,
Florida (60 min )

0 IL - 46th Annual
King Orange Jamboree
Parade Sarah Purcell and

2:00 P.M.

O
Champ

University play the Bears of
Baylor University play in Atlanta. GA

Peach
Bowl: Clemson vs. Baylor
The Tigers of Clemson

CI) (19 Cft -

1:30 P.M.

der, romance and Laverne is
tricked into an instant engagement with Squiggy (R)
- WKRP in
Cincinnati Dr. Johnny Fever
believes that God talked directly to him
800Dal- NCAA
Football: Bluebonnet Bowl
The Boilermakrs of Purdue
University play the Volunteers of the University of
Tennessee at Houston,
Texas

CU - Popl Goes the
Country
€11 - Three's a Crowd
- MacNeil-Lehrer
Rept.
CO
- Bluegrass
09 111 - Match Game PM
7:00 P.M.
O (l)O- Laverne &
Shirley Shirley finds sud-

- All in the Family

News

Tic Tac Dough

X - ABC

ax, _

6:15 P.M.
- News
6:30 P.M.
P.M. Magazine

wiNHL

Dick Cavett Today's guest is the 'Lampoon
80's
•
O 21 - MacNeil-Lehrer
Rept.
07 Andy Griffith
Hockey: Montreal
vi. Red Army
iv - CBS News

O - Mivie Cont'd

a- News
X - Program Cont'd
a- Sanford and Son

6:00 P.M.
4

EVENING

O 211 - Unicorn Tales

a_ Bob Newham

5:30 P.M.

Atlantis' In the sunken Lost
Continent of Atlantis, warring factions struggle for
survival and control. Doug
McClure, Cyd Charitse
1978
(21) - Zoom
- NaRrograms

by guests Marvin Hamlisch,
Kip Addotta and Robert
Stack. Where the show is
aired for 90 minutes Fania
Fenelon and Rabbi Marvin
Hier will be included

Carter win be joined

49Mike Douglas Co-host
Lynda

a stage struck girl who is
helped in her career by an
established actor and her
reaction to stardom is sensitively explored. Janet Gaynor, Fredric March, Adolph
Menjou. 1937

o

1:00 P.M.
- MOVIE:'A Star Is
Born' The rise to stardom of

um AFTERNOON me

CO -

MOVIE: 'An Alligator
Named Daisy' A man accidentally brings home the
wrong suitcase and finds
an alligator in it Diana
Dors, Donald Sinden, Jeannie Carson, Stanley Holloway, Margret Rutherford
1957

11:30 A.M.

MOVIE: The Benny
Goodman Story The life of
Benny Goodman is depicted from his youth
through his Carnegie Hall
band concert. Steve Allen,
Donna Reed, Berta Gersten
1955
- Phil Donahue Mary
Hams, executive director,
Planned Parenthood
of
Central Ohio. joins a group
of teenage males to discuss
their shared responsibility
for pregnancy prevention
- Phil Donahue 'Can
working wives and their
marriage
succeed
together?' is discussed by Dr
George Serban, a New York
Psychiatrist

o-

9:00 A.M.

12/31/79

TV WEEK

"I just think the record
business is too damn
fickle," says Miss Tennille
- Mrs. Dragon, if you
prefer.
"I'm telling you, if you
don't pop those hit records
out like hotcakes, if you
don't have one for six or
seven months...."
"Good-bye,
interjects
the laconic Dragon.
"...nobody knows your
name," finisbes Miss
Tennille.
Such grousing usually
comes from people who
haven't been enjoying
much success, but this is
hardly the case with the
Captain & Tennille, as the
I kagons are known to
millions.
Their latest release, "Do
That To Me One More
Time," was in the Top 10
and still climbing when
they were interviewed
recently at their rambling
Pacific Palisades home she in running shorts and a
sweatshirt, he in his usual
nautical cap.

Emoi MI6

'1

•

Main Branch 1601 Broadway Paducah

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
1201 Main
Murray,Ky.
759-1630

HOM
"
AT 11111
E
.
\
11
Were Rainbows Begin

TV WEEK

LENDER

/
HOME FEDERAL

.

•Federal regulat.ons,ecit.,,,e SubStontiol ,ntereSt penaltN
earls wohdrawnis iron, Cer
1,r gte ,y-c ,_x„ts
,

- $500 Minimum Deposit

This Rate Effective For The Month of January

2/
1
2YEAR VARIABLE CEILING CERTIFICATES

Announcing a new high rate-low minimum CD.

Effective Annual Yield 10.958%

Rate effective Thurs., Dec. 276 thre Wed., Jan 2nd
word repletion' prot the cesopsondiet of Wend es ts ecesumf.

$10,000 Minimum Deposit

HOME FEDERAL'S SIX MONTH
MONEY MARKET CERTIFICATES

Your best hedge against inflation

11.854%

LOS ANGELES ( API Love is still keeping them
together — and together
they're still on the record
charts — but Toni Tennille
and Daryl Dragon are
embarked on an all-out
effort to widen their individual careers beyond
the narrow confines of the
Top 40.

Love Keeping Them Together

December 28, 1979

sm.MORNING mi. a_ MOVIE: 'Warlords of

MONDAY
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the '8( I, at least, despair,
because that's not happening. On the contrary.
Those few things that did
seem worthwhile and
grownup are just falling by
the wayside.
"You don't know whether
to blame if on Fred
Silverman or the audience.
The truth is, I guess, you
can blame it on both since
the audience is watching
those shows. In the '80s it
looks like 'Sheriff Lobo'
and 'Dallas.' I don't see
pay or cable or cassettes
making a dent early in the
'80s. Who knows, when we
splinter off those few
people who would watch
something better, then
we'll really have three
networks full of garbage. It
may be wall-to-wall garbage."
Leonard Goldberg
("Charlie's Angels,"
"Family"): "If someone
told me 10 years ago that
the CBS news show '60
Minutes' would be the
highest-rated prime-time
show I would have asked
them what they were
smoking. Or ABC's "20-20"
getting over a 30 share. I
think the audience is trying
to tell us that they're interested in more intelligent
programming than the
networks think they are.
"The networks will have
competition from other
sources of home entertainment, and unless
they become cognizant of
that and start doing intelligent programming I
think they're going to find
that audience rapidly
declining in the '80s."
Robert Daly (president,
CBS Entertainment):'The
'703 were a time when CBS
dominated the early part
and ABC dominated the
latter part. It was a decade
was the tremendous emIn which a single network
phasis on competition and
dominated, but the '803 will
the knocklina down of the
be a period of intense
networks to the economic
competition between all
factors to the extent where
three networks."
Russ Barry (president, they never believe in a
20th Century-Fox TV): show any more, and
"Probably the emergence therefore a show they may
of the miniseries. It let think is good but doesn't do
television do things movies
well in the beginning never
couldn't do and it means, in
has a chance to build an
some ways, more literate
audience. That compulsion
material. We also had
for instant success is
comedies that were reality- something that I think has
based, but the family hour
affected the business
was a throwback to the
negatively."
good old days.
Mike Dann (a consultant
and former head of
"1 think in the '80s there
programming for CBS):
will be an escalation of
"There were two great
informational
type
changes in the '70s. First,
programs, like 'Real
the unbelievable fluidity of
People' and 'Lifeline,' The
the schedule. There used to
success of '60 Minutes' and
be a first and a second
'20-20' portends imitations
season. Now there is truly
and network news will get
only the opening of the fall
more time."
season. As soon as that
Garry Marshall ("Happy
starts the changes been."
Days," "Laverne and
"The second thing was
Shirley"): "Situation
the death of variety. It
comedy finally grew up to
became extinct in the 70s.
the point where it could do
The very backbone of early
serious things. All the
television was the variety
sitcoms now, with maybe
form. We had as many as
one or two exceptions, do it.
20 variety shows on the
Even the crazy shows like
networks."
'Laverne and Shirley.' This
was difficult to prove to the
Gary
Nardino
networks, but now they
(president, Paramount
accept it.
Television): "Television
"I would say all the new
grew up in the 1970s and
technical advances will
reflected what was hapbring
pening more than in the
more
varied
program and that will cut
past. It was especially true
into some of the networks'
of the comedies. It exratings. I think the day of
plored values of things that
the 40-50 share is over."
were happening in the '70s.
Creatively, the '80s will be
The decade brought us
the decade of the 'you
face-toface with ourselves.
generation.'Audiences will
"I feel the harshness of
see shows where there are
the '80s, the energy
live people, friends and
problem, crises abroad,
non-actors, like 'Real
inflation, will make people
People.' It won't take over,
look to romance and high
but it will be important."
adventure. We'll have a
search for heroes. I think
Larry White (president,
we'll have a return to
Columbia Pictures
conservative and
Television): "The most
traditional values."
significant
development

hot, I resolve to help get
people cOoler by tattooing a
picture of Admiral Byrd on
my sternum. I plan to keep
myself cool by packing $
friend's nose with ice until
he sneezes on me.
"On Thanksgiving 1980, I
have resolved not to try to
fool my family by filling
our canary with helium and
telling them that they're
having turkey ( it never
works(.
"At Christmas 1980, I
resolve not to run down the
Hollywood Freeway with
reindeer antlers in my'
mouth (it created a lot of
problems this year).
"I resolve not to reserve
seats on a bus for anyone
smuggling in a whoopie
cushion, or anyone taking

,Friday, December 28, 1979

merge, to help cut costs.
"I have resolved not to
sneak
into
hospital
recovery rooms and pull
sheets over everybody's
head.
"I have resolved never to
book a hotel room directly
below Jose Greco and his
flamenco dance troupe.
("These are just a lot of
old jokes I've gathered
through the years," Owens
says, apparently grateful
for the opportunity to be
shed of them.)
"On Valentine's Day
1980, I resolve not to allow
Western Union PruneGrams to be sent to my
elderly relatives (I've
found that offends them).
"During the summer of
1900, when it really gets

PAGES THE MURRAY,Ky., LEDGER & TIMES

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Gary Owens, writer,
Emmy-winning star of
NBC's old "Laugh-In"
show, local radio host and
depraved fellow, was
preparing his New Year's
resolutions when he came
across this gem from the
Carthaginian theologian,
Tertullian:
"Credo quia absurdum."
Translation "I believe,
because it is absurd."
In the spirit of Tertullian,
then, I present the Gary
Owens 1980 Resolutions:
"I have resolved never to
let Jack Klugman guest on
my show and perform a
surprise autopsy.
"I have resolved to try to
help the mafia and the PTA

Phone 753-1919

advertise in

an alligator of the wrong
gender across state lines.
"I resolve that when I
take I.Q. tests, I will not
misspell I.Q.
"I resolve to figure out a
way to convert wire
coathangers into gasoline.
"I resolve not to attend
any more erotic Tupperware parties.
"And,finally, I resolve to
find a TV set so perfect it
will interfere with my
neighbor's electric tools."
May your new year be
merry and bright. Or, at
least absurd.

Owens Preparing Resolutions

Grant Tinker ("Mary
Tyler Moore Show," "Lou
Grant"):"As we came into
the decade with Norman
Lear's shows and maybe a
couple of ours, you had
reason to be optimistic
about television growing up
and doing something
worthwhile. As we go into

The New
Morality
reached the home screen
and more mature themes
were explored. Simpleminded rural comedies
were swept aside to make
room for relevant comedy.
Mary Tyler Moore was our
princess and Archie
Bunker was our clown
prince.
It was the decade of
Prime Time Access, the
Family Hour, "Sesame
Street," and the mini
series. "Roots" and
"Holocaust" illuminated
the screen with their
special brilliance.
The western rode off into
the sunset and the variety
show shuffled offthe stage.
Cop shows expended more
ammunition than World
War II.
The look of the Vs is
that, unless "Sheriff Lobo"
is your favorite show, you'd
better get yourself cable or
pay television, or buy a
video cassette or video disc
machine. The quality and
diversity so long talked
about may be coming —
but at a price.
Here is a look at the '70s
and '80s from some of
television's most important
imagemakers:

The 1970s arrived with a
bright
promise
for
television.

By JERRY BUCK
AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —

Promise Of Television In The
70's Could Be Gone In The 80's
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1313 Poplar Benton, Kentucky.

CENTER

BUILDING

Call 759-4026
TREAS

For More Info

1 6 Month Buy Back
Guarantee

'Trees lieliding (eater is the
this area
'Trees Illelidlne Getter hes ell it... fie.
pie.
end accessories le stock.

•Buring time is 12-to 14
hours
*11 Different models to
choose from
'Check out our layawa
plan for your new Kodiak
stove of fireplace

•All medals chrome trimmed end painted ever
semiblested thoish
•Life time warranty/Boy heck gement,"
'tech unit heed crefwel

Heats SOO Sq. Ft.
More Than Leading Brand!

*Supenor Construction,
ka" and 5/16" boiler plate
steel
g`t
*Airtight cast iron door
with infinite screw type
draft control
'Fire brick lined
'Full baffel plate for
best woodburnign efficiency

TREAS'
NOW OFFERS
10% Discount on
Kodiak Stoves

K
O
D
I
A
K
WOODBURNING STO

11 V. I f h

•••••

-

-

Carol Burnett and

21o

6:00 P.M.

EVENING

_

7:00 P.M.
Ei0- The B.A.D.

_

Be Announced

Wear A Pet Pendant Are Here!

NOW OPEN Mon . Tues . Thurs . Fri Sat 10-4

For the Mother to Be
Maternity Fashions

Murray's Nearly New Shop
Clothmg For All The Family

ik

8:00 P.M.
O 2 3 0-MOVIE: To

Week
- Hollywood Squares

7:30 P.M.
0i 021 - Wall Street

-

aliXagg2- Incredible
Hulk Banner is mistaken for
a look-a-like hoodlum (60
min.)
MOVIE: 'The
O
Conqueror Worm' A sadistic witchhunter rampages
the English countryside
burning and hacking to
death anyone he suspects
to be involved in witchcraft.
Vincent Price, Ian Ogilvy,
Rupert Davies. 1968
X - Grizzly Adams
O - MOVIE: 'Beyond the
Poseidon Adventure' Additoonal survivors turns up on
a caosized ocean liner, and
thieves are found to be looting what remains on the
ship in this sequel to The
Poseidon Adventure Michael Caine, Sally Field,
Telly Savalas. 1979
- To Be Announced
13 CO
E1' - Wash.
Week in Review
- Jokers Wild

Cats PREMIERE. Young
members of a Burglary
Auto Detail burn up the
roads as daredevil racers in
their off-duty hours. Starring Steven Hanks, Asher
Brauner, Michelle Pfeiffer
and Jimmie Walker. (60
min )'

0

0 _

o

0

P.M. Magazine
Tic Tac Dough
- ABC News
G
All in the Family
- Sanford and Son
O - Three's a Crowd
O 8 - MacNeil-Lehrer
Rept.
Comment on
Kentucky
- NHL Hockey:
Philadelphia at NY Rangers
The Philadelphia Flyers
play the New York Rangers
at Madison Square Garden.
Family Feud

6:30 P.M.

6:15P.M.
- News

ag - CBS News

2 0 5 (T1- 0 Ai
m
- News
3 - Program Cont'd
- Sanford and Son
0- Inside the NFL A reyew of last week's highlights and a preview of
upcoming 1979 action is
presented.
0 X - Dick Cavett Today's guest is Peter Hall.
0 (ED - MacNeil-Lehrer
Rept.
133 - Andy Griffith

€1

ilt
5021/2 Maple &L

JbLLr3>

- Footsteps

o _ Bob Newhart

5:30 P.M.

- No Programs

o 21 - zoom

Friends

O

5:00 P.M.

MOVIE: 'A Little
Romance' The son of a
French taxi driver and the
daughter of a social climbing American woman run
away together with the kind
help of an aging ex-convict.
Lawrence Olivier, Sally Kellerman 1978

O

4:00 P.M.

- Mike Douglas Co-host
Lynda Carter will be Joined
by guests Art Carney, Mary
Wilson, Jean Carter and
Chef Tell Erhardt. Where
the show is aired for 90
minutes Marilyn Fabe and
Chuck Weiner will be included.
- MOVIE: 'The Golden
Blade A man arrives in old
Bagdad to avenge the murder of his father. Rock Hudson. Piper Laurie, Gene
Evans. 1953

3:30 P.M.

Lynda Carter will be joined
by guests Art Carney, Mary
Wilson, Jean Carter and
Chef Tell Erhardt. Where
the show is aired for 90
minutes Marilyn Fabe and
Chuck Weiner will be included

a)_ Mike Douglas Co-host

1:00 P.M.

mi AFTERNOON

ID -

MOVIE: Five Branded
Women' Five Yugoslavian
girls. who. have their hair
shorn off for having relations with a Nazi sergeant,
prove themselves worthy to
fight with the underground.
Van Heflin, Barbara Bel
Geddes. Harry Guardino.
1960

11:30 A.M.

does away with several
%glees, but meets a woman
who plays his own game.
Tony
Curtis,
Rosanna
Schiaffino. Lionel Jeffries.
1967
CD- Phil Donahue Donahue
explores the national decline in basic reading, writing and learning skills of
public school children.
(1)- Phil Donahue Donahue presents a family therfeaturing
session
apy
members of the Parson family discussing and working through marital, parental and sibling problems.(R)

- MOVIE: 'Arrivederci
o
Baby' A charming fellow

9:00 A.M.

MORNING mi.

01/04/80

FRIDAY

A, at

o

10:45 P.M.

€0

5 oFt 12 - Return of
the Saint When two women
laughingly propose to kill
each others husband, but
only one was kidding (R)

1 1:30P.M.
0 2 - Movie

0 8 -Sign Off

1 1:00P.M.

MOVIE: 'Warlords of
Atlantis'in the sunken Lost
Continent of Atlantis, warring factions struggle for
survival and control Doug
McClure, Cyd Charisse
1978

O_

political conference is sabotaged when the British
Representatives are literally scared to death.(R)(60
min.)
- MOVIE: 'Dracula Has
Risen from the Grave' Dracula rises from his ice coffin
and preys on a young girl
until her atheist boyfriend
and her monsigner uncle
unite to save her. Christopher Lee, Rupert Davies,
Veronica Carlson. 1969
IX0cp - Tonight Show
Johnny Carson will host.
(90 min.)
0 cc - Captioned ABC
News
- MOVIE:'Target Earth'
A robot invasion of Earth,
from the planet Venus,
seizes an American city. Richard Denning. Virginia
Grey 1955

0X ID C2- Avengers A

Angels

0

10:30 P.M.
(5)0 - Charlie's

- All in the Family

- Last of the Wild
CeD - All About TV
021 - Sign Off

- Eyewitness News

EICIADCDOCCO
0al- News

10:00 P.M.

9:30 P.M.
CD 21 - Pearls

_

tective F hillip Marlowe is
embroiled in blackmail,
murder and underworld
crime. Robert Mitchum,
Sarah Miles, James Stewart. 1978
- World: Inside
Europe: The Shirt Off Our
Backs The European clothing industry finds its jobs
threatened by imports. (60
min.)
Farm Digest

O- MOVIE:'Big Sleep' De-

rriC - TBA

-

- Dallas
Perspectives on
Greatness

O

8:30 P.M.
- No Programs
9:00 P.M.

co 21 -

g)5. fig
- The Dukes
of Hazzard The Dukes try to
help an old friend break the
moonshining habit. (60
min )
:47 0 6 - Sensational,
Shocking, Wild and Wacky
Seventies Dick Clark hosts
this look at the top songs,
fads, trends and causes of
the past decade Guests include Roy Clark, Ted
Knight, Gladys Knight and
the Pips, the Captain and
Tennille and many more (2
hrs.)
0 X - Otto: Zoo Gorilla
This documentary looks at
the move of 27 great apes
to a new primate house at
Chicago's Lincoln Park Zoo.
(60 min.)
Gentle Killers
CD - NCAA Basketball:
Florida St. at St. Louis The
Seminoles of Florida State
University play the Billikens
of St Louis University.
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12:30 A.M.

MOVIE: 'Confessions
of a Nazi Spy' G-Men uncover a Nazi spy ring working in the U S. Edward G
Robinson,
Paul
Lukas,
*orge Sanders 1962

O-

2:30 A.M.

Voyage' Men and equipment are shrunken to microbe size so they can be
injected into the bloodstream of a scientist with a
brain tumor in an attempt to
save his life Stephen Boyd,
Edmond O'Brien, Raquel
Welch 1966

C-5-)- MOVIE:'Fantastic

1:00 A.M.

Beach Party' A wealthy contessa interested in a handsome muscle man plans to
finance a string of gymnasiums Frankie Avalon, Annette Funicello, Luciana
Paluzzi 1964
0- Nashville Music

EL - News/Sign Off
O - MOVIE: 'Muscle

_

Special
Popl Goes the Country
LU PTL Club

12:00 A.M.
CI 0 CC - Midnight

MIDNIGHT

_ Nashville on the Road

EL - Wrestling

SOLUTION

Cheryl Ladd is spreading
her wings beyond her role as
one of ABC's "Charlie's
Angels." She is not simply the
attractive replacement for
Farrah Fawcett, but a serious
actress who has starred in her
own TV special, and in a
recent TV movie, "When She
Was Bad."
"When She Was Bad."
which marked her TV film
debut,was certainly the right
vehicle. The film's subject,
about a repressed housewife
who succumbs to child abuse,
couldn't help but attract and
affect a wide audience. But,
Cheryl had her own personal
reasons for choosing this
project.
"I wanted to give something back and do something
that would be worthwhile and
possibly help someone. I knew
that a lot of attention would
probably be focused on it,
being my first movie-for-television, and I just felt a responsibility to do something
worthwhile."
She has come a long way
from her life in South Dakota.
Having left for Hollywood
with the members of a musical group, she landed a job as
one of the singing voices on
the cartoon series, "Josie And
The Pussycats."
As she recalls, "We did
some bubblegum records for
kids with Monkees-type
music. It was wonderful ... it
paid the rent!"

By JAY BOBBIN

your life applies to your work,
and there have been enormous
changes in my life
a lot of
learning and growing for me
as a human being. I think that
the fact she's being more of a
woman and not so much the
little girl gives me someplace
to go with my character so
that she doesn't stagnate and
remain the same all the
time."
Her life reflects this philosophy. When not working, Ladd
is dedicated to the regimen of
physical exercise.
"Jogging is the first thing,
and then I dance: I try to stay
stretched and toned that way.
I think the conglomeration of
being a mother and doing all
the work I've done over the
last three years has worn me
out a little bit. but I'm back on
the road to health and happiness, and I'm very optimistic
that it will all get better and
better."
Her optimism is not part of
a prophetic feeling. Already
Cheryl is choosing between
other special projects_ "I like
television, and I'd like to do
another TV-movie. You reach
so many people. and it's such
an intimate medium with the
immediacy to reach people
while they're sitting in their
living rooms."
Another special, highlighting her song-and-dance
talents, is also being planned,
so it seems to go without saying that Cheryl Ladd will be a
shining "Angel" on television
screens for quite a while to
come.
The hectic pace of the television industry and its ensuing
pressures from its ratingsconscious mayhem, has not
disillusioned her. "When you
get an opportunity to do a
film like 'When She Was Bad,'
and when you get the kind of
support that we received, that
makes
it
all
very
worthwhile."

641 Across From Smorgasbord 753-4478 Murray, Ky.
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The pressures she was
referring to have little to do
with rumors of discord on the
set. Despite the gossip, there's
still smooth harmony between
the three Angels, according to
Cheryl Ladd. "Everybody's
hangin' in there. I had a little
bout with my health, but I'm
back at it and it feels good to
be back working."
She was referring to an eye
accident and kidneystone
problems. Yet, the pretty
superstar laughs when she
acknowledges, "It's been one
of those years."
However, this year can only
be more challenging. This
season, her role as Angel Kris
Munroe has been given a
major boost. Cheryl is obviously pleased.

Having craved - worked
for - and now received stardom, she's fully aware of its
price. "The work is harder
and the pressures are much
more, but I still enjoy what I
do. I -still like my work very
much."

Cheryl Ladd flies
in other roles

"I think it's time for her to
do a little growing up. I think
that anything that happens in

T‘' WEEK

of

_

covers a black market baby
scandal. (R)(60 min )
O - On Location: Billy
Crystal Billy Crystal performs in his own zany nightclub routine
II
o
HeartbM
of
roken7byP
tha
her daughter, Caroline decides to go to London. (60
min.)

9:00 P.M.
0(5)- Lou Grant Billie un-

chaels tries to keep two
dates on the same night.

O LSD - House Calls Dr. Mi-

8:30 P.M.

LC 0 cc - MOVIE:
'Hitler's Gold' An American
businessman, a jewel thief
and an ex-German army officer plot to recover gold
bullion hidden in East*Berlin. Telly Savalas, James
Mason, Robert Culp. 1975
Skating
Spectacular '78 This program presents the best ice
skaters of 1978.(60 min.)
CILorenlp- So
gi
Tnogn igbhyt.sSopnro
Lorenz Hart
gram focuses on American
lyricist Lorenz Hart. (60
min.)
(I)- No Programs

10:30 P.M.
O CUM 0- New Year's
Rockin' Eve 1980 Welcome
to 1980 live from Times
Square in New York feating
Barry Manilow, Chic Blondie, The Village People and
The Oak Ridge Boys. Dick
Clark hosts along with Erin
Moran and John Schneider.
(90 min.)
0KB CZ-CBS Happy
New Year America Paul

_

10:00 P.M.
0 2 3 4. 0 6 0
(E) 12 - News
0 5 - Eyewitness News
- Last of the Wild
0- Here It Is, Burlesque
Ann Corio stars in this en- '
tertainment extravaganza
of musicians, comedians
and chorines
0cc - Word on Words
Sign Off
LU All in the Family

- Evening
Championship Skating

0 21

week based on Cashbox
magazine's nationwide
survey:
1. "Missin' You Heartbreak Mountain,"
Charley Pride
2. "Coward of the
County," Kenny Rogers
3. "I Cheated Me Right
Out of You," Moe Bandy
4. "Happy Birthday
Darlin'," Conway Twitty
5. "I've Got a Picture of
Us on My Mind," Loretta
Lynn
6. "Help Me Make It
Through the Night," Willie
Nelson
7. "Pour Me Another
Tequila," Eddie Babbitt
8. "Tell Me What It's
Like," Brenda Lee
9. "You Know Just What
I'd Do," Tivitty di Lynn
10. "Nothing As Original
As You," The Statler
Brothers

-

1 1:30P.M.

WNGE

Nashville ABC
Nashville CBS
Atlanta IND.
Home Box Office
Paducah NBC
Jackson ABC
Nashville PBS
Murray KEY
NashvilleGarden
IND.
Mad. Sq.
Cp. Girardeau CBS
via

WSM

who

numbers.

who

program

stations,
sometimes make

TV

after

the

to the newspaper.

schedules hove been sent

changes

the white screen channel

antenna should refer to

Listings ore provided by
the

receive

Nashville All
Harrisburg ABC
Nashville NBC
Nashville cos
Paducah NBC
Nashville Pas
Cp Girardeau CBS
Murray KIT

their television signals via

Viewers

WKMU

('r2) KFVS

Cal WDCN

) WPSD

CD WTVF

(4

(3) wsii

WNGE

Non-Cable
Channels

I 1k

Electric Horseman
Rambles Through
West, Loose Plot

By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
On Jan. 1, 1954, the
Cotton Bowl was on
television for the first time.
The night before, Lindsey
Nelson met with his color
man, Red Grange, to
discuss working a game on
the new-tangled medium.
"TV was brand new for
both of us. It was all black
and white and, of course
there was no videotape,"
remembered Nelson. "Red
and I were working
together for the first time,
so we chatted about the
things that could go wrong.
"Red asked me if I had
ever seen anybody come

r-1

f
-(I if

Ai

opens CBS' broadcast next

Tuesday, it will be his 20th
Cotton Bowl game. A
quarter of a century after
spotting Lewis jump
Moegle, Nelson is still
accumulating memories.
And they're as colorful as
those gosh-awful, loud
sports jackets he wears.
Nelson longs for those
days of yesteryear when
radio was an announcer's
medium. Even TV in its
infancy was better for a
broadcaster plying his
trade.
"For that first game on
TV we had four cameras.
They were big and immobile. They looked like
tanks. But it was easier for
me and a lot more fun. Now
my job is promos and cues
for the commercials."

and driving toward another

touchdown.
"Dickie Moegle was
running down the sidelines
and I was trying to decide
in my own mind whether
anybody could catch him,"
recalled Nelson. "All of a
sudden he went down.
There was total consternation. I hadn't seen
anyone capable of making
the tackle, but I did see this
guy with no helmet on
scampering back to the
Alabama bench. It was
Tommy Lewis.
"Up in the booth, Red
had the biggest smile on his
face. He just turned to me
and motioned for an explanation. I said on the air
that in a case like this, the

For

this

year's
Nebraska-Houston game,
Nelson will work in the
booth with Paul Hornung,
the former Notre Dame
star. Nelson credits Notre
Dame's coming out of a 45year bowl tubernation III
1970 with revitalizing the
Cotton Bowl.
Last year's 35-34 Notre
victory
over
Dame
Houston, however, didn't
do much for CBS, whose
cameras didn't pick up Joe
Montana's last-second T1)
pass to Kris Haines.
Although the winning score
wasn't seen, it was heard.
For the 20th time, Nelson
will be spending New
Year's Eve in Dallas. He
says he doesn't mind,
except when the Arkansas
fans are in town yelling pigsooey all night, interrupting his sleep.
He says he hasn't picked
out one of those ugly sports
jackets yet, but he might
find something special in
Dallas.

A

a
s

753-8355

901 Sycamore

,king Insurance
Service Inc.

1

Keep your home a hedge
against inflation

referee is empowered to
award a touchdown, which
he did. Nobody knew Red
and I had discussed the
very same possibility the
night before."
When Lirksey Nelson

off the bench to make a
tackle. I hadn't. He told me
that if it did happen, the
referee could award a
touchdown."
The next day, Rice was
giving Alabama a pasting

Cotton Bowl, TV Together Again

Since Jan. 1,1954

companying listing.

channel numbers in the ac-

refer to the black screen

Murray Cablevision should

signals

Viewers who receive

:SvGs

WZTV

CNu
W
wD
Km

WBBJ

D
Hwps
BO

WTBS

television

O
O
O

O

410 WTVF

O

Cable
Channels

THE
ELECTRIC
HORSEMAN rambles
through west America and
a loose plot, providing
some gorgeous scenery and
a modicum off social
comment
along the way.
MIDNIGHT imm.
Robert Redford is a
washed-up rodeo star
12:00 A.M.
reduced to plugging breakC.21) - Sports '79
fast food
atop
'3 I - News/Sign Off
an
illuminated thoroughbred.
(4 0EL - Tomorrow
Angered
by
ED - PTL Club
a
conglomerate's exploit1 2:30 A.M.
ation of the animal, he
O L5) - News
0- On Location: George rides out of a Las Vegas
Carlin Again
extravaganza and into the
hills. Jane Fonda, once
1:30 A.M.
0-MOVIE:'South Pacific' again a TV reporter,
A young American Navy
pursues.
nurse and a Frenchman in
It's not exactly "It
Hawaii find romance during
Happened
One Night," but
World War II Mitzi Gaynor,
Rossano Brazzi. John Kerr' the movie has great appeal, particularly because
1958
of
the electricity off the two
2:00 A.M.
- On Location: Martin stars. Rated PG, a few
expletives.
Mull

Richard Pryor in
Concert An adult comedy
performance of uncensored
routines from America's
most wickedly funny comedian.

O

o cc - Sign

11:00 P.M.
Off

Anka hosts this New Years
Eve special from locations
across the United States
with MUSIC that from disco
to Dixieland Guest include
Natalie Cole, Al Hirt, and
Les Brown and the Band.
(90 min)
0- MOVIE:'Oklahoma' A
young cowboy's girl consents to go to a dance with
a hired hand, and at the
dance they realize they are
in love but the hired hand
threatens to kill them. Gordon McRae, Shirley Jones,
Eddie Albert. 1955
(C0CD - Tonight Show
John Davidson will guest
host.(90 min.)
0 X - Captioned ABC
News
ID- MOVIE:'Deadline U.S.
A.' Slam-bang campaign of
big city newspaper and its
crusading editoragainst an
unscrupulous underworld
czar. Well acted film. Humphrey Bogart, Ethel Barry.
Hunter, Ed
more, Kim
Begley 1952.

MONDAYCONT.

Best-selling countryWestern records of the

Best-selling records of
the week based on Cashbox
magazine's nationwide
survey:
1."Escape,"
Rupert
Holmes
2."No More Tears,"
Streisand & Summer
3."Please Don't Go,"
K.C. & Sunshine Band
4."Ladies Night," Kool &
Gang
5."Send One Your Love,"
Stevie Wonder
6."Babe," Styx
7."Jane,"
Jefferson
Starship
8."We
Don't
Talk
Anymore," Cliff Richard
9."Do That For Me One
More Time," Captain &
Tennille
10."Rock With You,"
Michael Jackson

Cashbox Releases Top
Rock, Country Records
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Instructional

-

This

_a‘ -

o _

Ryan's

All My

1:30 P.M.
- Gigglesnort Hotel

-

_

Tournament
Roses
of
Parade The 91st annual
'Tournament of Roses Parade' will be presented with
the theme of 'Music of
America: Bob Barker, Patrick Duffy, Phyllis George
and Polly Holliday will host
this event from Pasadena,
CA.(2 hrs., 30 min.)
(1)0GE- 91st Passcions
Tournament
of
Roses
Pared* Michael Landon,

2:30 P.M.

10:30 A.M.
CL)113 _ Family Feud

-

MOVIE: 'Battlestar
Galactica' The survivors of
a sneak attack in a distant
planetary system board a
spaceship to begin a journey to a planet called Earth
Lorne
Green,
Richard
Hatch, Dirk Benedict

O

- Flintstones
0 21 - Over Easy
- Super Heroes
3:00 P.M.
- Spectraman

Magical Tour Take a magic
carpet ride through the
world of illusioh and sleight
of hand with the master magician Harry Blackstone

2:00 P.M.
- Lucy Show
,4-)0iT - Another World
O - Harry Blackstone's

,if)0 8-1- The Doctors

o
o

sA3

the University of Alabama
plays the Razorbacks of Arkansas University in New
Orleans
Cotton
0
Bowl Classic: Nebraska vs.
Houston The Cornhuskers
of the University of Nebraska play the Cougars of
the University of Houston at
Dallas, TX.
141) - Leave it to Beaver
- My Three Sons
CE)- MOVIE:'Sidewalks
of London' Sidewalk entertainer takes in a homeless
waif and helps her become
a famous star. Charles
Laughton, Vivien Leigh, Rex
Harrison. 1940
Mike Douglas Co-host
Lynda Carter will be joined
by guests Mario Thomas,
Wayne Rogers, Robert Guillaume and Ron Stein
Where the show is aired for
90 minutes Sandy Johnson,
author of 'The Cuppi', will
discuss teenage prostitution

o
Bowl The Crimson Tide of

1:00 P.M.
I L.31.
- The Sugar

- Dick Van Dyke

12:30 P.M.

- The Joy of Bach
This special is an international salute to composer
Johannn Sebastian Bach It
portrays his life, career and
the continued appreciation
his musical genius enjoys
today (60 min )
- That Girl

Children

O (2: -3 9 -

1 2:00 P.M.

AFTERNOON N.

9- Mayberry. R.F.D.

Hope

01 ,, Y)0 -

1 1:30 A.M.

fashion magazine photographer talks the editor into
sending a girl from a book
store to Paris Fred Astaire,
Audrey
Hepburn,
Kay
Thompson 1957

11:15 A.M.
0-MOVIE:'Funny Face' A

0

1 1:00 A.M.
2
3
The
$20,000 Pyramid
Sesame Street
O
- Petticoat Junction

_

Kelly Lange and Bryant
Gumbel host this annual
parade with Frank Sinatra
as the Grand Marshal (2
hrs 30 min )
CI 8 - Villa Alegre
Hazel

Donahue Mayor
Jane Byrne of Chicago
joins Phil to discuss Democratic party politics in Chicago.

Cf - Phil

_ I Dream of Jeannie

0- Get Smart
10:00 A.M.
- Laverne & Shirley
fa
0X - zoom

Place

9:30 A.M.
0 X - Who Built

and Bryant Gumbel will
host this entertainment special that preludes the New
Year's Day festivities on
NBC. Guests include Gary
Coleman. Gil Gerard, Byron
Allen, Chuck Woolery and
Skip Stephenson.(90 min.)
P.T.L. Club
0 - Electric Company
- My Favorite Martian

NBC Star
Salute to 1980 Kelly Lange

(1:1 0 Cf -

Cotton
Bowl Festival Parade The
23rd annual Cotton Bowl
Parade will be presented
with the theme of 'Americans on Parade.' Linda
Gray Ken Howard Judy
Norton-Taylor and Tom Wopat will host this event from
Dallas TX.(90 min.)
CID - 700 Club
O - MOVIE:'Send Me No
Flowers' A happily married
hypochondriac, imagining
he has only a few weeks to
live, tries to find a second
husband for his wife. Rock
Hudson. Doris Day, Tony
Randall. 1964

O IT co

9:00 A.M.
0 2' - Dinahl

ex_ Doris Day
a- Green Acres

8:30 A.M.

_ Captain Kangaroo

0X - To Be Announced
8:00 A.M.
- Mornings on 5
O - Lucy Show
- Sesame Street

7:45 A.M.

Programs

0X 0 E -

o .2i1 _ Weather
7:30 A.M.
Room
o- Romper
Weather

7:15 A.M.

00i -No Programs
- PTL Club
9_ Morning

O - Family Affair
_4 0If - Today

U iT - Captain Kangaroo

Morning America

0- Three Stooges
0219 - No Programs
6:30 A.M.
O - Little Rascals
7:00 A.M.
0
- Good

6:00 A.M.

MORNING

NEW YEAR'S DAY

01/01/80

TUESDAY

5 -- Newlywed Game

Carol Burnett and

-

Family
0- Three's a Crowd

CL - ABC News
0- All in the

- Tic Tac Dough

6:15 P.M.
- News
6:30 P.M.
- P.M. Magazine

_

-

- Sanford and Son
Rose Bowl
(1411 0
Continued
9-Time Was: 1930s Dick
Cavett takes viewers back
to the era when radio, lush
Hollywood musicals and
the jitterbug helped keep
spirits high
0 CL - Dick Cavett Today's guest is Tony Perkins
0
MacNeil-Lehrer
Rapt.
OD - Andy Griffith
- CBS News

6:00 P.M.
- News
O 12110C52
(1311 - Program Cont'd

EVENING

on_

0- Bob Newhart
0 - Unicorn Tales
- Hot Fudge
0 - Hollywood David
Sheehan reports on the parties. premieres and people
that are hot in Hollywood.
ABC News
- I Love Lucy
News

- CBS News

0121)- zoom
9- No Programs
5:30 P.M.
- Dating Game

Friends

-

_ Hogan's Heroes
ct_ Adam-12

0X - Sesame Street

a- Sanford and Son

a

5:00 P.M.
01- ABC News

- Beverly Hillbillies
0 X 0 21) - Electric
Company

o- I Dream of Jeannie

4:30 P.M.
- Sanford and Son

-

Danny Devito will be joined
by guests Gordon Jump,
War and Katherine Helmond. Where the show is
aired for 90 minutes Santa
Claus and Jenny Zink will
be included
- My Three Sons
0- Andy Griffith
Lir 0
- Mister
Rogers Neighborhood
CBS Festival of
9
Lively Arts 'The Seven Liveliest But Who's Counting?'
Rob Reiner hosts this introduction to the seven
lively arts - dance, literature, film, music, theater, art
and architecture (R)

0L8-) - Gilligan's Island
11)- Mike Douglas Co-host

- Bonanza

4:00 P.M.

USC vs. Ohio State The Trojans of the University of
Southerr?, California play
the Buckeyes of Ohio State
University at Pasadena. CA
0 - GED Course
9- MOVIE: 'The Million
Eyes of Su-Muru' Two
Americans discover an organization of women who
want to control the world by
enslaving influentual men
Frankie Avalon, George Nader, Shirley Eaton 1967

0- Gilligan's Island
(„C 0 th__) - Rose Bowl:

3:30 P.M.

-

Over Easy
(2f - Sesame Street
CID - Star Blazer

(;)
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- MacNeil-Lehrer

8:00 P.M.

(.2) LID U - Three's

- Otto:

0_ Hart to Hart

9:30 P.M.

_

_
_

mom MIDNIGHT

Daytime Cheer

TV WEEK

11:00 P.M.
- Sign Off
11:30 P.M.
9 12 - MOVIE:

'The Tender Trap' A bachelor meets a girl with her

0

0

'The
A
Bastards'
Inglorious
group of misfits perform
acts of heroism in spite of
themselves against the turmoil of World War II Bo
Swenson, Fred Williamson
1978

10:45 P.M.
- MOVIE:

1 2:30 A.M.

2:15 A.M.

1 2:45 A.M.
- News/Sign Off

2 - News

- MOVIE: 'The Flying
Missile' Impatient to have
their sub equipped with
missiles, the commander
and crew raid the ordnance
depot, when a missile explodes prematurely Glenn
Ford, Viveca Lindfors, Richard Quine, Carl Benton
Reid 1951

(6

NBC sportscaster Bob Trumpy
will report from the field when
NBC Sports presents exclusive
Last of the Wild
live coverage of the 1980 Orange
0/11- Sign Off
Bowl matching two of the
All in the Family
nation's most explosive offensive
10:30 P.M.
,Z) 41 0 - MOVIE: teams, Oklahoma and Florida
'Future World' An amuse- State, New Year's Day, Tuesday,
ment park that caters to the Jan. 1 immediately following the
wildest fantasies goes awry Rose Bowl on NBC.
when the robots in the park
Also on hand to describe the
start to think for them- action will be NBC sportscasters,
selves Peter Fonda, Blythe Don Crigui and
John Brodie
Danner, Yul Brenner
Producing the coverage will be
Barneby Mike Weisman with Ken Fouts
(5)9 AZ
Jones Barnaby investigates directing.
the deaths of two executives who were competing
for the same government
MI"QM to rnilA• laSt-rnenmissile contract Guest star- iStatoJni
ring Rosemary Forsyth (R)
utS Chengtia
(60 min )
- MOVIE: 'The Great
own ideas of a marriage
O'Malley' A policeman who
plan Frank Sinatra, Debbie
lives by the rulebook learns
Reynolds, David Wayne
that tickets for misdemean1955
ors may cost a life Pat 011
nen, Humphrey Bogart, Ann
Sheridan 1937
IMMO
CL0 - Best of Carson
Johnny's guests include
12:00 A.M.
Barbara
Coco,
James
c
i -luTomorrow
4)(11
..
Howar, Kelly Monteith and
PTL
bird callers (R)(90 min )
12:15 A.M.
- Captioned ABC
0-MOVIE:'Five' This film
News
ID4)
studies the reactions of the
0 - MOVIE: 'Operation
only five people left on
Cross Eagles' Commando
earth after an atomic blast
group, behind the German
Phipps, Susan
William
lines is aided by royal parDouglas James Anderson
tisans Richard Conte, Rory
1951
Calhoun, Ash King 1969

o

10:00 P.M.
(11(3)-(4) m6).3
0 - News
0 - Eyewitness News

- Soundstage: Sixth
Anniversary

0

o

ED (.51-)

Guest starring Nicholas
Pryor and Henry Darrow (R)
(60 min )
Paris The
syndicate starts using terror tactics to buy beach property from families who
won't sell (60 min )
- MOVIE: 'A Shining
Season' The true story of
John Baker who spent his
final year of life coaching a
losing girl's track team to a
title-winning season. Timothy Bottoms, Allyn Ann
McLerie, Ed Begley Jr. Rip
Torn, Mason Adams. 1979
O (24) - World: Inside
Europe: The Shirt Off Our
Backs The European clothing industry finds its jobs
threatened by imports (60
min )

4

wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars

MURRAY, KY

PARKER FORD INC.

Open Mites For Your
Shopping Convenience

trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.

trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and

types of

cars & trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all

You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new

The Harts become desperate fugitives from the Mexican police and a gang of
international drug dealers

12)

9:00P.M.

is afraid to show his face
when it turns two different
colors after doing a TV
commercial for suntan lotion. (R)
0X - James Bay Special

8:30 P.M.
OCE(131161- Taxi Bobby

- MOVIE:'Lady Takes A
Flyer' Pilot's wife decides to
give her husband a taste of
his own medicine and goes
off on a flight leaving hubby
to care for their baby. Lana
Turner, Jeff Chandler, Richard Denning. 1958

o

- Hawaii
Five-0 McGarrett is assigned to handle the security
measures
for
a
conference Guest starring
Gary Lockwood and Monte
Markham.(60 min.)
Zoo Gorilla
This documentary looks at
the move of 27 great apes
to a new primate house at
Chicago's Lincoln Park Zoo
(60 min.)

0 Cr 9

Company

O

Angie
Angie's younger sister decides to become a nun
when she falls madly in love
with Brad (R)
0cF- Legacy of a Genius:
The Story of Thos. Edison
0 2F - Dick Covert Today's guest is Tony Perkins
0- Hollywood Squares

7:30 P.M.
O (27) CI)0 -

o

White
Shadow A player's legally
prescribed amphetamines
wind up as the new source
for the school's illicit drug
market.(60 min )
O - MOVIE: 'Half a
Sixpence' Ill-paid draper's
assistant inherits a small
fortune. Tommy Steele, Julia Foster, Penelope Horner.
1968
- Orange Bowl:
C4..1
-0
Oklahoma at Florida The
Sooners of the University
Oklahoma play the Seminoles of Florida State University
- MOVIE: 'Car Wash'
This hip comedy is about
day at the Deluxe Car Wash
in Los Angeles where a
number of crazy characters
pass through George Carlin, Richard Pryor, The Pointer Sitters 1976
0 F - Symposia
- Joker's Wild

O (V 0 (12) -

The Fonz strikes a bargain
with the devil's nephew to
save Chachi (R)

(2.)(1)4i1 - Happy Days

7:00P.M.

041)- Bluegrass
(.1Z - Name That Tune

Rept.

0 (8)

Rostropovich at the White

016 —

Magical Tour

1212 Main, Murray, Ky., 753-5900

.AI I TYPES OF WOODWORKING
*NEW KITCHEN CABINET TOPS
•CA8INE7 HARDWARE
Also
*CUSTOM BUILT KITCHEN CABINETS OR, GIVE YOUR OLD
CABINETS A NEW FACE LIFT WITHOUT TEARING THEM OUT

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Et
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

ment. which takes place in the
fictional Southern California
oceanside community of Knots
Landing. focuses on tour couples
and their contemporary view of
marriage the Fairgates. the
Ewings, the Averys and the
This new mid-season replace- Wards. on Thursdays

Four Neighbors

0— Harry Blackstone's
912. — CBS Reports

SATURDAY
01/05/80

4 0 6 — Sensational, Shocking, Wild
and Wacky Seventies

FRIDAY
01/04/80

'12) — December Magazine
12) — CBS Afternoon Playhouse
0— Time Was: 1930s
;4; 0(6 — Sinatra: The First Forty
Years
0(21) — Soundstage: Sixth Anniversary

THURSDAY
01/03/80

Great Performances: Faust
Great Performances: Faust

WEDNESDAY
01/02/80

0(14; —
0(21J —

o

03 11 21 — CBS Festival of Lively Arts
Time Was: 1930s
— Soundstage: Sixth Anniversary

(61— The Joy of Bach
O — Harry Blackstone's Magical Tour

NBC Star Salute to 1980
5 -'
(12) — Tournament of Roses
Parade
,4 0 6 — 91st Pasedena Tournament
of Roses Parade

;4

a )6)(12)— Cotton Bowl Festival Parade

Karen Fairgate (Michele Lee
left) and Valene Ewing (Joan Van
Artk) confront J R Ewing (Larry
Hagman) about his plans for offshore Oil drilling. in "Knots
Landing: Thursday, Jan 3. on
CBS

r

30P.M.
7:00P.M.
1

8:00P.M.

9:00P.M.

9:00A.M.
3:00P.M.
6:00P.M.
8:00P.M.

7:00P.M.
8:00P.M.

12:00P.M.
2:00P.M.
4:00P.M.
6:00P.M.
9:30P.M.

10:30A.M.

9:00A.M.

TUESDAY
01/01/80

O — Circus World

MONDAY
12/31/79

0 — Celebration of Strauss
O — Time Was: 1930s
021 — Hansel and Gretel

House

0 1 8) —

Championship
410(6 — 46th Annual King Orange
Jamboree Parade
O (k) — Song by Song: Lorenz Hart
8:00P.M.
0 — Song by Song: Lorenz Hart
10:00P.M, 0— Here It Is, Burlesque
10:30P.M. 0(2)(3)
New Year's Rockin' Eve
1980
0(.5)9.112) — CBS Happy New Year
America

2:00P.M.
7:00P.M.

3:00P.M,
4:30P.M,
9:00P.M.

2:00P.M

SUNDAY
12/30/79

Specials On TV

the Hurdy-Gurdy Men."
8:30 Jazz Alive Special.
Seven hours of live music
to bring in the new year.

original story, "The last of

Monday, December 31
9 a.m. Adventures in
Good Music. Ring in the
new year with Karl Haas.
5:30 p.m. Spider's Web,
Jay O'Callahan tells his

Sunday, December 30
10 a.m. NPR Recital
Hall. The New Excelsior
Talking Machine performs
ragtime tunes.
Noon. Grand Piano,
Pianist Aldo Ciccolini
performs Chopin's Four
Ballades and I.iszt's Two
Legends.
9 p.m. Jazz Alive. Performances by the Slide
Hampton Quintet, Sam
Jones, Tom Harrell Big
Band and Roberta Baum.

Saturday, December 29
Noon. American Popular
Song. The artistry of Mabel
Mercer part 21.
1 p.m. Metropolitan
Opera.
"Hansel
and
Gretel" by Engelbert
Humperdinck.
9 p.m. Folk Festival
U.S.A. "Sweets MillArequipa": a California
New Year's celebration.

Friday, December 28
8 p.m. Farplay. "Cold
Earth Traveling" bysMike
Walker, A freezing cold
winter, a time of plague, a
time when death stalks the
earth; three men decide to
find Death, kill him and
steal his gold.

the

Theatre, Episode

Mark Welch presents the
first of a two-part spotlight
on the music of George and
Ira Gershwin, as performed by a variety of jazz
musicians.

Thursday. January 3
8p.m. All That Jazz. Host

continue for 16 weeks.

Miserables,"
a
dramatization which will

one of Victor Hugo's "Les

Radio

relationship between
newspapers and their
communities.
8 p.m. Masterpiece

newspaper;

Over.": a report on
communication
by

"Julie of the Wolves" by
Jean George" (first of
eight episodes).
8 p.m. Big Bands. Bobby
Bryan spotlights Ella
Fitzgerald and
Chick
Webb.
Wednesday, January 2
8 a.m. Options. "Black
and White and Read All

persuasions.
5:30 p.m. Spider's Web.

Tuesday,January 1
8 a.m. Options. "Staying
High and Why." This
program examines addiction
as a
human
phenomenon unrelated to
the particular addiction.
9 a.m. Adventures in
Good
Music. "Sleepers
Awake": a peppy fare for
New Year celebrants of
both mundane and spiritual

Performances will be aired
from
Blues Alley in
Washington, D.C., Jazz
Showcase in Chicago, and
Keystone Korner in San
Francisco,

WK.MS Highlights

RUTH THOMPSON

The MALAGA • L2526

lrie

713-2888
Television aro rrof a *idolise for es. . . We devote ern
MI time te sales eel sorties of eleefreeie preempts.

TUCKER TV
1111 Coldeolor

EMI°

Lower Prices On
All Floor Models

Sale

End of Year

Sm

Someone who did abee he?
dance, this week echoed Dame
Margot's accolade
She is Marochka ChatfieldTaylor who was visiting the
A M Adler Fine Arts Gallery
in Manhattan for a retrospective of the paintings and
drawings of artist father.
Boris Anisfeld, which include
paintings of ballet scenes %I
was a child when we last visited Pavlova in her dressing
room She was no longer
Kathy Morris
young, but she had the beautiful body of a teenager No
muscles showed She must
Dubonnet commercials, lets have been very strone "
loose as her "Zadorable" self
ri-W PRESENTS
this cominglilleek on "Hollywood Squares." A spy at the INTERN A T ION A I.
taping session says host Peter HOCKEY HES!'II'S
Viewers of
s Hockey
Marshall asked her if a woman should ever return a gift Night In Canada each Saturwhen an engagement is day night are not only getting
broken. Pia's instant answer
a -chance to see action in the
"Only if it doesn't fit."
National Hockey League firstLuminous Beatrice Straight hand, but they're also able to
won't be doing television in keep track of teams through.
the foreseeable future. No, no out the world because of a
objections to the medium new intermission feature
Just no time. She closes JanuThe World Hockey Heport
ary 5, as Gertrude, in the current Circle in the Square stage which began on l)ecernher IS
production of "Hamlet" in and will continue per indit all\
Manhattan, then rushes to through the season. initially
California for a movie It's featured rink stories from the
"The Formula" with Marlon Soviet Union. Australia and
Brando and George C Scott Finland Reports on activity
Interesting side note all three
of them won movie Oscars in Japan. Czechoslovakia.
with the men shunning the Holland and Switzerland are
awards' ceremonies. Not only being developed for future
was the ever-gracious Bea- editions of -The World Hock 1. k
pt.r

John, M.D"for CBS They say
he said "no" and the role went
From reel to reel. "Can a to Pernell Roberts.
film biography truly capture
But playing doctor
and
the personality and experi- on CBS
turned out to be Mr
ence of a real person?" Singer Rogers' destiny this season
Kathy Morris, who is now a after all with his new "House
vibrant, super-attractive 25- Calls" series rushed in as an
year-old, says the way the early winter replacement two
question is framed isn't fair to Mondays ago And he's in
television producers and writ- great company.
ers, and that her descent into
David Wayne is the inevitacoma, her three brain tumor ble, crusty senior physician
operations and her comeback Lynn Redgrave is a hospital
could only be captured in the executive
four years it took to experiStewart Granger once told
ence. The movie (CBS. us that he was financially
Wednesday, January 9) has to comfortable, but not because
compress events into two of his twenty years as a movie
hours. She thinks the title puts and television star. Taxes, he
it the right way, "Seizure The said, ate most of that income
Story of Kathy Morris."
as fast as he earned it.
"They take elements of Instead, Granger's thanks
what happened to me and put went to the business manager
it into a story form that I hope who urged him to sell off his
can help people," she said. California ranch land to a
Leonard Nimoy portrays the housing developer.
surgeon whose own life was
Somebody else who is
changed by Kathy's case, developing a new source of
Penelope Milford plays Kathy income is Omar Sherif. And
and Kathy herself makes a credit him with originality as
cameo appearance and sings well as getting into something
three songs.
as personally suitable as it is
Wayne Rogers, the original timely. Omar once called
chum of Alan Alda in "Mash" himself a second-generation
was reportedly sought to star gambler because his mother
in the 20-years-later updating was a compulsive card player.
of his character, "Trapper

By

TV WEEK
He himself plays tournament trice present the night she
bridge (and writes a syndicat- won (for "Network") but she
ed bridge column). And now was also grateful to those who
he is into electronic' games honored her with their votes
and out in retail stores pro- Good actress Nice lady
During a recent television
moting (and autographing) the
initial issues, "Omar 1" and interview, ballerina Dame
"Omar II." The prices start at Margot Fonteyn demurred
when she heard -greatest'
$50.
Another Zsa Zsa? Pia attached to her name The allZadora, the tiny blonde in the time greatest dancer, she
said, was Anna Pavlova (who
died in 19311. and she bases
her understanding of and trib
ute to her on scraps of old
film She never saw Pavlova
in life

TVSTARSCENE'li
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ALL THREE RINGS

Bridal T
iri
cids

Diamond

Truly

3:30 P.M.

EVENING

MacNell-Lehrir

asi

_

7:00 P.M.
0 ,v_f) CY 0- Mork &
Mindy
The
Waltons The
Waltons'
house guest receives word
that his grandfather was
killed in a concentration
camp (60 min.)
- MOVIE:'The Joker Is
Wild' The story of the life of
nightclub wit and comedian. Joe E.' Brown,from
his start as a singer in
speakeasies and burlesque.
Frank
Sintnra, Jeanne
Crain, Mitzi Gaynor. 1957
0aip - Buck Rogers in
the 25th Century A strange
creature is found on board
when a spaceship crashes
into the space port. Guest
starring Christopher Stone
and Jane Fitzsimmons. (60
min.)
0- Inside the NFL A review of last week's highlights and a preview of
upcoming 1979 action is
presented.

Jersey at Atlanta The New
Jersey Nets play the Atlanta Hawks at the Omni

6:45 P.M.
(1)- NBA Basketball: New

IB 4-CBS News
6:15 P.M.
GP -News
6:30 P.M.
(T)- P.M. Magazine
5- - Tic Tac Dough
- ABC News
- All in the Family
0
6 - Sanford and Son
O - Three's a Crowd
O iD - MacNeil-Lehrer
Rapt.
CO I1J - Bluegrass
0
- Muppets

• - Andy Griffith

Rapt.

-

6:00PM.
GO0CID,
0- News
CD - Program Contd
- Sanford and Son
O-Time Was:1930s Dick
Cavett takes viewers back
to the era when radio, lush
Hollywood musicals and
the jitterbug helped keep
spirits high.
•ap - Dick Coven Today's guest is John Houseman

o

o

Rolling Hills

12:30 A.M.

9:45-P.M.

10:30 P.M.

- Civilisation
10:00 P.M.
CID CID CiD el CID GI
mu- News
O CEO - Eyewitness News
O - Inside the NFL A review of last week's highlights and a preview of
upcoming 1979 action is
presented.
(13,- GED Course
021- Sign Off
- All in the Family

0-

20

3

21

5

49

n

59

56

50

42

-

17

14

7

45

32

30

8

51

9

57

43

23

52

37

18

10 11

38

12

All

Weld Raiplarry
753-0859

Center

Dixieland

DOWN
1 AM/FM receivers
29 Haggerty or Suzuki
2 Lou Grant's
30 Guinness' title
photographer
33 — Five-0
3 National Guard (ab.)
34 Own (Scot.)
4 Morning moisture
36 Reply (ab.)
,
5 Jack —
37 Songstress Clark
6 Assignment for
38 Type of wagon
Kotter's kids
7 Mends
39 Glenn and Ernie
8 Conclude
40 Woodland spirit
9 Behold!
41 Exclamation
10 A Leslie's monogram
42 Nicknames for Falk and
11', Kind of drink
Fonda
12 Miss Harper's onetime
46 Mel's restaurant item
role
49 Meriwether or Remick
20 Before (pref.)
51 Fabray nickname
22 That is ILat. ab.)
54 Miss Struthers' initials
55 Nita's note signature
23 Leslie — Warren
57 Bette's jewelry etchings
26 Assistant
28 — Holliman

ACROSS
33 Jonathan or Jennifer
35 liarvests
39 Be unsuccesful
40 Tree fluid
43 New (Fr.)
44 Possess
45 Attention-getting sound
47 Ocean vessel lab.)
48 Egyptian sun god
49 Miss Tomlin's towel
tabs
50 Two too many, for the
Bradfords
52 Uranium (chem. ab.)
53 Wonderful World of —
56 Make possible
58 Marie to Donnie
59 Prime Time —

41

, .

,
..,,,

25

6

II

31

28 29

16

54 55

33 34

2

1,7 Pictured, see her
in Soap
13 Charlie's —
14 Eight Is —
15 Apart (pref.)
16 Existed
17 TV product blurb
18 Depart
19 Little devil
21 Postal service
23 Laverne — Shirley
24 Boat propellant
25 Affirmative answer
26 Celebes wild ox
27 Slumber
30 Campbell will do it
31 Initials of an Aldo
32 Psyche component

58 1

53

48 1

27

24

19

15

13

1

TELEPUZZLE

WEEK

Rid-iculous Table

OFF
We Also Have A

250/o

Christmas Decorations

MOVIE: 'Sky
do' A Colonel explains to a young pilot, bitter over the death of his
brother in combat,the background of the commander
the pilot believes responsible Dan Duryea. Frances
Gifford, Touch Conners
1953

o
Comman

12:45 A.M.

2 - News

3 - News/Sign Off

o

Diego at New York The San
Diego Clippers play the
New York Knicks at Madison Square Garden

9:30 P.M.

-

la 5 (ID
- MOVIE
'Madigan: The London Beat'
Madigan is called to London to give Scotland Yard a
hand in breaking up a crime
ring run by an American
mobster Richard Widmark,
David Bauer 1975
(ID r,cu _ Tomorrow
tip - PTL Club

12:00 A.M.

(1)(3)0- Beretta
O - No Programs

11:30 P.M.

1 1:00
- MOVIE:P.IO 'The Fifth
Musketeer'
0' 8 -Sign Off

Uncle Joe is accidentally
killed in a fall during a family picnic, two screwballs
bury the body. Ann Sheridah, Victor Mature, David
Wayne. 1950

10:45 P.M.
O - MOVIE:'Stella' When

Maria Schell, Denholm Elliot ••• 1953

(D - NBA Basketball: San

o

o
o

_

stellar performer. Guests include Paul Anka, Lucille
Ball, Tony Bennett, Charlie
Callas, Sammy Davis Jr.,
Cary Grant, Harry James,
Gene Kelly, Dean Martin,
and many more.(2 hrs.) O - MOVIE: 'Winter Kill'
Series of bizarre murders
moves a mountain resort
community toward panic as
the
police desperately
search for the mysterious
murderer before he can
strike again. Andy Griffith,
Sheree North, John Calvin,
John Larch, Tim O'Connor,
Louise Latham. 1974.
O - Sneak Previews
NCAA Basketball:
Florida St. at St Louis The
Seminoles of Florida State
University play the Billikens
of St. Louis University.
8:30 P.M.
OCIDCZDO- Soap Bart
gets good news and bad
news from the doctor, Mary
is pregnant, and Bart is not
long for this world.
CD - Camera Three
9:00 P.M.
GO (3)0-20/20
(i)
Knots
Landing J.R. uses emotional
blackmail on Gary when the
off-shore oil drilling begins
near the town.(60 min.)
(210 - Soundstage: Sixth
Anniversary

The rolling hills of southern
Ohio recently brought back
memories to actor Cameron
Mitchell.
Mitchell was on location for
the new motion picture-fortelevision, "Ohms," airing
Wednesday. Jan. 2, on CBS, in
8:00 P.M.
which he guest-stars as a
O EL CE 0 - Barney country
lawyer. "It's very
Miller
much like York County, PennO acj0 CgO - Barnaby sylvania, where I grew up,"
Jones Betty's new friend is Mitchell said, as he surveyed
found dead under unusual the farmland between takes.
circumstances.(60 min.)
"I am especially interested in
(3)0 EL - Sinatra: The the Amish country around
First Forty Years This spe- here. There were lots of
cial celebrates Frank Sina- Brethren and Mennonites in
tra's fourth decade as a my own family."

0 .8
- Tennessee
Outdoorsmen
- Joker's Wild
7:30 P.M.
OlD CI)0- Benson
- Metro Council
Meeting
0
- Dick Ceylon Today's guest is John Houseman.
0- Hollywood Squares

Cap GD 0 - Police
Woman
O CID
- MOVIE:
'Columbo: Candidate for a
Crime' The campaign manager of a senatorial candidate manufacturers a story
about a murder plot. Peter
Falk. Ken Swofford, Jackie
Cooper. 1973
XI0
- Tonight Show
Johnny Carson will host
(90 min.)
O (1) - Captioned ABC
News
MOVIE:'The Heart Of
The Matter' Religious conflict and the ultimate downfall of a police commissioner From the novel by
Graham Greene. Trevor Howard, Elizabeth
Allan,

4:30 P.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Whoopee'
This lush thirties musical
was produced by the legendary Busbee Berkely Eddie
Cantor, Betty Grable 1930
5:00 P.M.
- Carol Burnett and
Friends
Zoom
- No Programs
5:30 P.M.
- Bob Newhart
O a- Unicorn Tales

o
oa-

_ Three's a Crowd

Friday, December 28, 1979

- Mike Douglas Co-host
Lynda Carter will be joined
by guests Lou Ferrigno.
Gregory Harrison, Exile and
Joanne Barnes Where the
Show is aired for 90 min.
utes Gordon Thomas will be
included
- MOVIE:'Mr. Universe'
Jokers turn the winner of a
'Mr Universe' contest into a
wrestler
Jack
Carson,
Janis Paige, Robert Alda.
1951

— coupow--- 0

_

Lynda Carter will be joined
by guests Lou Ferrigno,
Gregory Harrison, Exile and
Joanne Barnes Where the
Show is aired for 90 minutes Gordon Thomas will be
included
3:00 P.M.
CBS Afternoon
Playhouse 'The House That
Half Jack Built' is a drama
about a lonely boy, who
wants badly to be accepted
by his schoolmateS. (60
min )

0- Mike Douglas Co-host

AFTERNOON m.
1:00 P.M.

11:30 A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Casanova's
Big Night' The exploits of a
meek tailor's apprentice
who masquerades as Casanova. Bob Hope, Joan Fontaine, Basil Rathbone. 1954

09

Two men and a woman are
caught in a web of violence
and murder while seeking a
fortune in jewels Dorothy
Lamour, Sterling Hayden,
Dan Duryea 1949
- Phil Donahue 72year old actress Loretta
Tupper and 74-year old
mayor of Raleigh, N,C Isabella Cannon, join Phil to
discuss the success they
have had in pursuing careers as 'senior citizens'
December
Magazine

es- MOVIE:'Manhandled'

9:00 A.M.

MORNING NMI

01/03/80

THURSDAY
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Greg Evigan and Sam the chimp star in "B.J. and the
Bear," airing Saturdays, on NBC.

the chimp get along famously.
, By DAN LEWIS
In fact, Evigan insists that the
chimp's instincts are what
Greg Evigan, the handsome creates the shoW's style.
young man from South
"I play completely off the
Amboy. N.J.. who became an chimp," Evigan reveals. "He
overnight television start as a ithe chimp) is the one who is
spunky ex-POW who com- natural. He knows exactly
mands his own 18-wheel truck what's going on all the time,
in the series. "BJ an the when someone likes
him, or
'Bear," would almost ether when someone is afraid of
sing than act.
him."
He's been writing his,; own
Greg jokes about his comusic, and perforrning 1 msince. star. "I hear chimp's not comhe was 15. He is also an ing to work. He's holding
out
accomplished musician, who for more money and script
studied classical piano at the approval."
age of eight. He also play.
Greg sees the success of the
saxaphone. clarinet, flute, and show as something that prodrums.
vides light entertainment for
He started a musical career the viewer Although there
on stage, soon after graduat- are screeching tires, crashin
ing from high school, when he vehicles. Evigan declares thatg
won the role of Annas in the the viewer "doesn't feel bad
National company for "Jesus when they turn off the tube
Christ Superstar." After nine (after his show) because no
menths on the road, he one is blown away."
tOturned to New York and
The fan mail suggests the
assumed the same role for a show is a demographic sweep,
year on Broadway.
viewed by all ages. A mark of
He was featured in distinct
is that it quickly
"Grease," (appeared. in fact, bred a ion
in the Chicago company that venture spin-off. "The Misadalso included John Travolta). which s of Sheriff Lobo,"
stars Claude Akins and
It wasn't until Greg arrived
in Hollywood that he began to was launched this September
after only a half-season of
exploit his acting talents, in a "III and
series of appearances in epi- playful The Bear." It is a
series. Evigan is
sodic television, and on a few
young and handsome and
TV movies.
appeals to the younger Satur—
"BJ and the Bear" is his
night viewers. Evigan
first starring role in a series, day
does
and it has created a new life- himselfmost of the driving
, and admits to several
style for him.
"near disasters." He manages
"I'm getting recognized," to keep
he notes when asked if star- friendly the chimp happy and
by feeding it gum
dom has changed his life. "It's drops
and other candy as a
easier to cash checks."
reward for good work.
It also restricts his time for • "I know
the chimp likes
other things, especially music. me,"
He has been able to appear on "becaus Evigan declares,
e every time he sees
talk shows (Mery Griffin and me,
he
Dinah Shore), where he sang. chimpsjumps on me. Usually,
He says he's hoping for a trainer. will look for their
record deal and occasionally broke " But Greg says he
the ice with the chimp
by taking it out alone for a
takes an out-of-town weekend couple of hours one day before
club engagement, time production got underway.
permitting. He considers him- They got acquainted.
self a progressive rock
But having a chimp on set
performer.
means adjusting work to the
It is generally acknowl- chimp's schedule. One of the
edged in the business that problems Greg discovered is
most actors find it difficult to that chimps fear nights, and
work with kids and animals. instinctively they think nights
Evigan works daily with a are the time to sleep. Sint*
chimp named Sam (Bear in there is considerable night
the series), who is his constant shooting for "BJ and the
companion in the front seat of Bear," the mood of the chimp
the truck. Evigan says he and changed noticeably. It
requires more pampering.

David Birney stars as a
schoolteacher who organizes a
farming community's battle to
keep a power company from
despoiling its land, in Ohms
The new motion picture-for-television will be broadcast on The
CBS Wednesday Night Movies
Wednesday. Jan 2 on CBS
This timely film explores the
possibilities of a group of people
who can accomplish their aims
when they band together and not
wail for the government to recognize them

BANK OF
MURRAY

interest penalty is required for early withdrawal of certificates of depos
it
For full details call or
stop by your nearest Bank of
Murray Office

A substantial

In addition to these certificates, the
Bank of Murray also
offers a full range of certif
icates paying maximum rates
with daily compounding for maxi

Buy a C.D. Dec. 27-Jan. 2
ancrBank of Murray will pay
you interest at the annua
l rote of 11.854% on o minim
um
investment of S10,000.
By law, no financial institution con
pay compound interest
on these certificates

mum yield.

TV WEEK

Battling Spoilage

WEDNESDAY

You can earn
$59110
in 6 months
on $10,000
right here
in Murray!

Talking about pampering.
Greg recently married
actress-dancer Pamela Serpe.
They spent their honeymoon
in Hawaii, and almost faced a
real-life tragedy. During takeoff from Hawaii, the jet lost
an engine, which caught fire
and caused a quick emergency landing. For Evigan. it
appears his future as an actor
will have many safe landings.

Greg Evigan Comes A Long Way

- Overnight Success
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Ask us about
a built-in
inflation guard .1
It automatically
increases your
policy limits to
meet your
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protection
needs.
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Representing:
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• 3:30P.M.
(1)- Mike Douglas Co-host
Lynda Carter will joined by
guests David Brenner, Ron
Samuels, Willie Aames,
Billy Kidd and Michelle Gerard. Where the show
aired for 90 minutes Lind
Evans and Elaine Young
will be included
MOVIE: 'Boy Cried
Murder' A young boy, who

Mike Douglas Co-host
, Lynda Carter will joined by
guests David Brenner, Ron
Samuels. - Willie Aames,
Billy Kidd arid Michelle Gerard Whe,e rne
5
aired for 90 minutes Linda
Evans and Elaine Young
will be included.

_

UM AFTERNOON•••
1:00P.M.

ale_

11:30A.M.
MOVIE: 'Never Say
Goodbye' A doctor walks
Out on his wife, taking a
young daughter with him
Rock Hudson, David Janssen, Shelly Fabares. 1956

9:00 A.M.
MOVIE:
'The
0 Resurrection of Zachary
Wheeler' After an automobile crash a potential presidential
candidate
is
brought to a mysterious
clinic where 'synthetic people • are kept to provide
parts of their bodies for
transplants Angie Dickinson. Bradford Dillman, Leslie Nielson 1971
Phil
Donahue
Congresswoman Elizabeth
Holtzman and Margaret
Heckler discuss their recent
fact-finding tour of Cambodian refugee camps in
Thailand
O X - Phil Donahue Several children, members of
the Center for Attitudinal
Healing's Catastrophic Illtherapy
self-help
ness
group, discuss their success in coping with the
physical, mental and emotional crisis of their illnesses (R)

IMMO

01/02/80

_

8:00 WA.
- Charlie's
O
Angels Tiffany has nightmares of murder at the old
ghostly mansion of her best
friend Guest starring Robin

7:30 P.M.
0 2i - Dick Cavett Today's guests are the Heath
Brothers
- Hollywood Squares

-

X ao 12) _

7:00 P.M.
OTTO- Eight Is
Enough Nancy and Elizabeth arrange a date for
Mary thinking she needs a
boyfriend but learns she is
already in love Guest starring Squire Fridell and NIchOlas Pryor (RI (60 min )
Young
Maverick Conclusion Maverick goes to collect his
poker hand but faces a
game that may be rigged
(60 min.)
O Upstairs, Downstairs
01- Real People Tonight's program features
the 25th anniversary of
Playboy Magazine, a ghost
town reunion, a hollering
contest and a convention of
Edsel owners. (R)(60 min )
O - MOVIE:'Circle of Iron'
Kung Fu meets Zen Buddist
philsophy inthis fast moving adventure Daivd Carridine. Eli Wallach, Christopher Lee 1979
0i - Great Performances: Faust This new
production of Gounod•s opera by the Lyric Opera of
Chicago stars Mirella Freni
as Marguerite. Alfred Kraus
as Faust, and Nicolai Ghiaurov as Mephistopheles (3
hrs1
a)- Joker's Wild

a-

O

6:30 P.M.
P.M. Magazine
0X - Tic Tac Dough
- ABC News
0a)- All in the Family
- Nashville Music
Children of Third
World
ID
MarNe's
Rept.
CO 21 - Bluegrass
0)
- Family Feud

6:15 P.M.
- News

20

6:00P.M.
.4 0 6
- News
- Program Cont'd
O - Sanford and Son
O - Movie Cont'd
- Dick Cavett Today's guests are the Heath
Brothers
O ./j2 - MacNeil-Lehrer
Rept.
- Andy Griffith
- Colgate Masters
Tennis
- CBS News
0

EVENING

5:30 P.M.
o - Bob Newhart
- Unicorn Tales

O

5:00P.M.
- Carol Burnett and
Friends
O - MOVIE: 'The Brink's
Job' A bank robbery by a
gang of klutzes pays off
only with laughter Pater
Falk, Peter Boyle, Warren
Oates 1978
- Zoom
0
- No Programs

lies all the time witnesses a
murder
Veronica Hurst,
Phil Brown, Beba Loncar
1966

WEDNESDAY

_

_

1 1:00 P.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'A Little
Romance' The son of a
French taxi driver and the
daughter of a social climbmg American woman run
away together with the kind
help of an aging ex-convict
Lawrence Olivier, Sally Kellerman 1978
oT
- Sign Off
11:30 P.M.
O X 13: - Beretta
MOVIE: 'Dunkirk'
The evacuation of some
300.000 Ailed soldiers
from Dunkirk, under German bombing and gunfire,
is seen from the common man level John Mills. Robert
Urquhart.
Richard
Attenborough 1958

09

_

10:00 P.M.
0 2'1' „41 0
09
- News
- Eyewitness News
O - Last of the Wild
- GED Course
0- All in the Family
10:30 P.M.
- The Love
Boat
- NCAA Basketball:
Louisiana St. at Vanderbilt
The Fighting Tigers of
Louisiana University play th
Commadores of Vanderbilt
University.
O MOVIE:'Castle On The
Hudson Cocky racketeer
gains warden's trust. Warden lets him visit crippled
sweetheart. Complications
arise John Garfield. Ann
Sheridan, Pat O'Brien, Burgess
Meredith. Jerome
Cowan ••• 1940
- Tonight Show
rAD0
Johnny Carson will host
(90 min )
0 X - Captioned ABC
News
0 MOVIE: 'Four
Desperate Men' Four men,
on a island off Sydney. Australia, threaten to blast city
off face of the earth Aldo
Ray, Heather Sears 1960
Black Sheep
Squardron Pappy is in trouble with the authorities
again (R)(60 min )

Inside the NFL
O - NHL Hockey: Philadelphia at NY
Rangers
- NCAA Basketball: Florida St. at St.
Louis
SATURDAY
01/05/80

gai -

2:45 A.M.
0- MOVIE: 'Last Of The
Buccaneers' Jean Lafitte,
feeling ill-rewarded after

12:45 A.M.
- News/Sign Off

12:30 A.M.
2 - News
o - Sign Off

12:15 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'The Last
Hurrah' An aging political
boss of an eastern city decides to run for another
term Spencer Tracy, Jeffrey Hunter, Diane Foster
1958

12:00 A.M.
4 0 6 - Tomorrow
0- P.T.L. Club

MIDNIGHT gm.
saving New Orleans. returns to piracy Paul Henreid, Jack Oakie 1950

12:00P.M. 0.6'- NCAA Basketball: Kentucky at
Tennessee
12:30P.M.
- NCAA Basketball Memphis St. at
Virginia Tech
1:30P.M.
s 012 - East/West Shrine Gams
0- Professional Bowlers Tour
3:00P.M.
0 2 .3
- Wide World of Sports:
The Hula Bowl
7:00P.M.
O- College Basketball: Texas at Southern Methodist
8:00P.M.
NCAA Basketball: North Carolina at
Virginia
9:00P.M.
O- College Basketball: Purdue at Ohio
St.

8:00P.M.

6:00P.M.
6:30P.M.

FRIDAY
01/04/80

O - Inside the NFL

10:00P.M,

York

O- NBA Basketball: San Diego at New

9:30P.M.

7:00P.M.
8:00P.M.

a)- NBA Basketball: New Jersey at Atlanta
O- Inside the NFL
- NCAA Basketball: Florida St. at St.
Louis

6:45P.M.

THURSDAY
01/03/80

a)- NCAA Basketball: Tennessee
at
Mississippi
10:30P.M. 0 - NCAA Basketball:
Louisiana St.
at Vanderbilt

a_

9:00P.M.
Vegas
4 - TBA
O - MOVIE:

Colgate Masters Tennis
cky
Clitu-NCAA
Basketball: Auburn at Ken.

WEDNESDAY

6:00P.M.
8:00P.M.

ao-

a;

1s2/N
u 3o
D/A7Y9
11:00A.M. 0(51- NFC Division Play-off Game/ or
xi
Local Programs
11:30A.M. ,4 0 6.- AFC Division Play-off Game/
or Local Programs
12)- NFC Division Play-off Game/ or
Local Programs
MONDAY
12/31/79
1:30P.M.
5)0 -Peach Bowl: Clemson vs.
Baylor
6:00P.M.
13) - NHL Hockey: Montreal vs. Red
Army
7:00P.M.
0
00,12)- NCAA Football: Bluebonnet Bowl
TUESDAY
01/01/80
1:00P.M.
0 2. 3
- The Sugar Bowl
5 0 12
Cotton Bowl Classic: Nebraska vs. Houston
3:30P.M.
..4 0'.6 - Rose Bowl USC vs. Ohio
State
6:00P.M.
4 0 6 - Rose Bowl Continued
7:00P.M.
4 0i6 I - Orange Bowl: Oklahoma at
Florida

Sports On TV

8:30 P.M.
.4'- Best of Saturday Night
Live

_

Mattson and Paul Burke
(60 min )
cs)0 i2 - MOVIE:
'Ohms' A basically apolitical farmer finds his attitudes have changed when
he suspects the local power
company is planning to run.
a potentially hazardous million volt line across his property Ralph Waite, David
Birney, Talia Balsam 1979
0 - NCAA Basketball:
Auburn at Kentucky The
Tigers of Auburn University
play the Wildcats of the
University of Kentucky
- Diffrent Strokes Arnold has a misconception
about conception (R)
0 ,6) - UK Basketball
Special
CP .21) - Great Performances: Faust This new production of Gounod•s opera
by the Lyric Opera of Chi
cago stars Morella Freni as
Marguerite, Alfred Kraus as
Faust, and Nicola! Ghiaurov
as Mephistopheles (3 hrs )
NCAA Basketball:
Tennessee at Mississippi
The Volunteers of the University of Tennessee play the
Rebels of the University of
Mississippi
- No Programs
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Who says you have to have
a dull date book right after
the holidays'

The final weekend goes like
this Saturday, Feb 23, 12-30-*
3 30, 8-11 and 11 30-11.45.
Sunday, Feb. 24. closing
day, goes from 11 a.m.-1.30
p m Then 2 30-5 and finally 710:30 and that includes the
closing ceremony

Sunday has Olympics from
1-3 30, 7-11 and 11 30-11 45
Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, Feb. 18, 20 and 22
(now we're at Washington's
Birthday), coverage is from 911 and again that 11 30.1145
recap Tuesday and Thursday,
Feb 19 and 21. coverage
begins at 8 instead of 9 Otherwise the times are the same
as the Monday, Wednesday
and Friday schedule

tine's Day and ABC endears
you with lots of love -- love
and games, beginning at 8 30
and continuing to 11 .45
with 30 minutes out at 11 for
the news which will probably
cover the Olympics.
Same schedule for Friday
Saturday is a triple header.
coverage from 1-3 30 p m.

You've probably gotten a
1980 calendar for Christmas,
haven't you?
Well, if you're an Olympics
nut, it's not too early to start
taking note of the fact that
ABC has allotted 51 hours to
coverage of the Winter Olympic Games from Lake Placid,
N.Y. (And how the Lake
remains placid with all that
activity is unknown, except
that it is hard to rile up a frozen lake).
So get your calendar and
your pen out and list the following so such things as social
evenings don't interfere with
staying glued to the tube.
The coverage begins on
Feb. 12
Lincoln's Birthday
And the time is as prime as it
can get -- 9-11 p in. That will
be a preview because opening
ceremonies are set for
Wednesday, Feb. 13 from 2-4
p.m. (Remind yourself that
watching the opening means
calling in sick at work.) There
is also a 9-11 p.m. coverage.
The next day is enough to
send a sports fan into a fit of
joyous leaping. It's Valen-

By RAINA GROSSMAN

No sports
blues after
holidays

11 WEEK

O-'Battlestar Galactica'
O -'Life with Father'

-'Pillow Talk'

O -'Thank Your Lucky Stars'
O-'Nine Hours to Rama'

a)-

•

r)

(r) _

'The Resurrection of Zachery White.
er'
O -'Never Say Goodbye
-'Boy Cried Murder'
O -'The Brink's Job'
O - 'Circle of Iron'
0 5 0 12 -'Ohms'
O -'Castle On The Hudson
_ 'Four Desperate Men"
O -'A Little Romance'
11E1 12 -'Dunkirk'
O -'The Last Hurrah'
O -'Last Of The Buccaneers'
CO-

THURSDAY
01/03'80
9:00A.M.
O - 'Manhandled'
11:30A.M
O -'Casanova's Big Night"
3:30P.M.
'Mr. Universe'
4:30P.M.
O -'Whoopee'
7:00P.M.
o-'The Joker Is Wild'
8:00P.M.
-'Winter Kill'
10:30P.M 0 5
12 -'Colombo: Candidate for
a Crime'
-'The Heart Of The Matter'
10:45P.M. O - 'Stella'
11:00P,M. O -'The Fifth Musketeer'
12:00A.M. 0 5
12 - "Madigan. The London
Beat'
1245A.M
O -'Sky Commando'

11:00P.M.
11:30P.M
1215A.M
2:45A.M

11:30A.M
3:30P.M
5:00P.M
7:00P.M
8:00P.M
9:00P.M
10:30P.M

900A.M

WEDNESDAY
01/02/80

a_

9:00A.M.
O -'Send Me No Flowers'
11:15A.M. 0-'Funny Face'
1:00P.M.
.6)-'Sidewalks of London'
3:00P.M.
O-'BattlestarGalactica'
3:30P.M.
-'The Million Eyes of Su-Muru'
7:00P.M.
O -'Half a Sixpence'
O -'Car Wash'
8:00P.M.
'Lady Takes A Flyer'
9:00P.M.
O -'A Shining Season'
1030P.M. 0 2 3
'Future World'
O -'The Great O'Malley'
-'Operation Cross Eagles'
10:45P.M. 0--'The Inglorious Bastards'
11:30P.M. 0 5 0 12 -'The Tender Trap'
1215A.M. O - 'Five'
2 15A_M
0-'The Flying Missile'

TUESDAY
01/01/80

9:00A.M.
O -'The Benny Goodman Story'
11:30A.M. O -'An Alligator Named Daisy'
1:00P.M.
O 8 -'A Star Is Born'
3:00P.M
O -'A Little Romance'
3:30P.M.
0-'Ma and Pa Kettle Back on the Farm'
5:00P.M.
O -'Warlords of Atlantis'
7:00P.M.
o -'Big Sleep'
8:00P.M.
0 2 3 0-'Master Gunfighter'
4 0 6 -'Hitler's Gold'
10:30P.M . O -'Oklahoma'
-'Deadline U.S.A.'
1:30A.M
O -'South Pacific'

MONDAY
12/31/79

a_

3 -'The Wild Bunch'
-'Three Secrets'
4:00P.M.
O 2 ' -'The Yellow Submarine'
5:00P.M.
-'Stop, You're Killing Me'
5:30P.M.
O-'Whoopee'
7:00P.M.
0-'Birds Do It'
4 0 6 -'Goldie and the Boxer'
0- 'Winter Kill'
8:00P.M.
0 2 , 31
'Superdome'
9:00P.M.
O-'Battlestar Galactica'
10:30P.M.
4 -'The New Adventures of Heidi'
11:00P.M. 43 6 • -'Queen Bee'
11:15P.M. O -'Looking for Mr. Goodbar'
12:00A.M
O -'The Gallant Hours'
2:30A.M
O-'Humoresque'

9:30A.M.
12:00P.M.
12:30P.M.
2:00P.M.
2:30P.M.
3:00P.M.

SUNDAY
12/30/79

Movies on TV

-

O 'The Wanderers'
ED _ 'The Key'

I % %% F.EK

A mile-and-a-half stretch of
paved beachfront walkway
between the cities of Santa
Monica and Venice, Calif , has
attracted strollers for leisure
ly walks since the 1920s
About a year ago, the strollers
found
themselves
overwhelmed as hordes of
"wheel" people took over
The stretch is now known as
the roller skating capital of

•
.

Litton...changing the wayAmericaCooks:
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Bring home this Litton today... make every meal easier!
Ili10111111

The Litton Meal-In-One
microwave.

To Clear '79 Inventory

Reduced to
Dealers Cost

Only 9 Microwaves Left To Sell

Check this value!

the world
Recently, the
whirring din calmed some
what as the sound of only
three skaters could be heard
They were Jaclyn Smith,
Cheryl Ladd and Shelley
Hack, who took to their
wheels for scenes in "Angels
on Skates," an upcoming epi
sode of ABC's "('harlie's
Angels •

Skater's Delight

7:30P.M
- 'Little Lord Fauntleroy'
0
900P.M
- 'Car Wash'
9:30P_M
o 8 - Be Seeing You'
1030P.M 0 12 -'Fancy Pants'
1045P M
1100P.M
(1)-'Earth vs the Flying Saucers'
4 - 'Good Sam'
1200A M
12:30A.M. 0 5 - 'Hello Goodbye'
0-'A Bullet for Joey'
0- 'The Killer Is Loose
2:15A.M

700P.M

CH LITTON

FRIDAY
01/04/80
9:00A.M.
O -'Arrivederci Baby'
11:30A.M. 0-'Five Branded Women'
3:30P.M.
ED -'The Golden Blade'
4:00P.M.
O -'A Little Romance'
7:00P.M.
O -'The Conqueror Worm'
'Beyond the Poseidon Adventure'
8:00P.M.
O 2 1 0- To Be Announced
9:00P.M.
-'Big Sleep'
10:30P.M. O-'Dracula Has Risen from the Grave'
UZI -'Target Earth'
10:45P.M.
-'Warlords of Atlantis'
12:30A.M. O-'Muscle Beach Party'
1:00A.M
0 5 -'Fantastic Voyage'
2:30A M
O -'Confessions of a Nazi Spy'
SATURDAY
01/05/80
8:00A.M.
ED -'Fame and the Devil'
9:00A.M.
O -'The Victors'
9:30A.M.
ED -'The Nylon Noose'
12:30P.M. O -'The Innocents'
1:00P.M.
ED _ 'The Vampires'
2:30P.M.
O -'Ali Baba and the Seven Saracens'
O -'Battlestar Galactica'
3:00P.M:
ED - 'First Men in the Moon'
5:00P M
-'A Shining Season'
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